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The present thesis entitled "On some problems of hypergeometric 
polynomials" is an outcome of the studies made by the author at the Department of 
Applied Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. The thesis consists of 
eight chapters. Articles, definitions and equations have been numbered chapter wise 
in such a way that, when read as decimals they stand in their proper order e.g., 
(6.5.1) refers to equation number 1 of section 5 of chapter 6. 
A brief review of some important special functions, some integral 
transforms, the definitions, notations and miscellaneous results which 
commonly arise in practice and explore many of their salient properties, are 
given in the first chapter. 
Chapter II introduces modified Hermite polynomials of one and two 
variables, denoted by //^(x; a) and //„(x,y; a). The aim of the present chapter is to 
investigate these two polynomials and acquire som.e important results such as 
generating functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, orthogonality 
conditions, expansion formulae, integrals, fractional integrals, fractional derivatives, 
operator representations and other properties of the above polynomials. 
Chapter III deals with a study of a new two variables analogue of 
modified Hermite polynomials //„(x,y;a) whose special Hermite Polynomials 
Hn(x,y) seem more natural than that of Hermite polynomials of two variables 
defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [19]. A systematic 
analysis of the above polynomials gives us various unknown results such as 
generating functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, relationship with 
Hermite and Legendre polynomials of one variable, some special properties and 
AjypCudMathematics ^^__ AM.!).. AGgarh 
expansion of Legendre polynomials in terms of modified Hermite polynomials of 
two variables. 
In chapter IV, a study has been made of a new three and w-variable 
analogue of Hermite polynomials of first kind whose two variable analogue seems 
more natural than that of Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied 
by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [19]. This chapter contains generating 
functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, relationship with Hermite 
polynomials of one variable, some special properties and expansion of Legendre 
polynomials in terms of Hermite polynomials of three and m-variables. 
Chapter V concerns with the study of a new three and m-variable 
analogue of Hermite polynomials of second kind whose two variable analogue 
seems more natural than that of Hermite polynomials of two variables defmed and 
studied by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [19] and gives some unknown 
results such as generating flmctions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, 
relationship with Hermite polynomials of one variable, some special properties and 
expansion of Legendre polynomials in terms of Hermite polynomials of three and 
m-variables. 
Chapter VI gives an extension of certain results obtained by Burchnall, 
J.L. for Hermite polynomials to similar results for Hermite polynomials of several 
variables. 
The chapter VII deals with a study of Bedient polynomials and gives us a 
systematic analysis of various unknown results for Bedient polynomials such as 
generating integrals, operational representations, fractional integrals, fractional 
derivatives, hypergeometric representations, Laplace transforms, Mellin transforms 
and relationship with generalized Rice polynomials. 
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Finally, in chapter VII we study the Bedient polynomials of two, three and 
m-variables and discover a systematic analysis of various unknown results for 
Bedient polynomials of two, three and m-variables such as generating integrals, 
generating functions and relationship of Hermite, Legendre and Gegenbauer 
polynomials with Bedient polynomials. 
In the end an exhaustive and up to date list of research papers and books 
related to the subject matters of this thesis have been provided in the form of a 
bibliography. 
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As the title suggests, in the present thesis an attempt has been made to 
discuss some problems of hypergeometric polynomials. This thesis 
comprises of eight chapters. A brief summary of problems is presented at the 
beginning of each chapter and then each chapter is divided in a number of 
sections. Definitions and equations have been numbered chapter wise. The 
section number is followed by the number of equation. For example (4.3.2) 
refers to equation number 2 of section 3 of chapter 4. 
A brief review of some important special functions, some integral 
transforms, operators, formulae, the definitions, notations and various 
results, which commonly arise in practice and explore many of their salient 
properties, are given in first chapter. 
Chapter II introduces modified Hermite polynomials of one and two 
variables, denoted by //„(x; a) and Hj^^x.y; a). The aim of the present chapter is to 
investigate these two polynomials and acquire some important results such as 
generating functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, orthogonality 
conditions, expansion formulae, integrals, fractional integrals, fractional derivatives, 
operator representations and other properties of the above polynomials. 
Chapter III deals with the study of a new two variables analogue of 
modified Hermite polynomials //„(x,y;a) whose special Hermite polynomials 
H„(x,y) seems more natural than that of Hermite polynomials of two variables 
defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [19]. A systematic 
analysis of the above polynomials gives us various unknown results such as 
generating functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, relationship with 
Hermite and Legendre polynomials of one variable, some special properties and 
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expansion of Legendre polynomials in terms of modified Henriite polynomials of 
two variables. 
In chapter IV, a study has been made of a new three and /w-variable 
analogue of Hermite polynomials of first kind whose two variable analogue seems 
more natural than that of Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied 
by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [19]. This chapter contains generating 
functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, relationship with Hermite 
polynomials of one variable, some special properties and expansion of Legendre 
polynomials in terms of Hermite polynomials of three and m-variables. 
Chapter V concerns with the study of a new three and ra-variable 
analogue of Hermite polynomials of second kind whose two variable analogue 
seems more natural than that of Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and 
studied by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [19] and gives some unknown 
results such as generating fiinctions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, 
relationship with Hermite polynomials of one variable, some special properties and 
expansion of Legendre polynomials in terms of Hermite polynomials of three and 
m-variables. 
Chapter VI gives an extension of certain results obtained by Burchnall, 
J.L. for Hermite polynomials to similar results for Hermite polynomials of several 
variables. 
The chapter VII deals with a study of Bedient polynomials and gives us a 
systematic analysis of various unknown results for Bedient polynomials such as 
generating integrals, operational representations, fractional integrals, fractional 
derivatives, hypergeometric representations, Laplace transforms, Mellin transforms 
and relationship with generalized Rice polynomials. 
In the last chapter we study the Bedient polynomials of two, three and m-
variables and discover a systematic analysis of various unknown results for Bedient 
po'lynomials of two, three and m-variables such as generating integrals, generating 
functions and relationship of Hermite, Legendre and Gegenbauer polynomials with 
Bedient polynomials. 
In the end an exhaustive and up to date list of original papers related 
to the subject matters of this thesis have been provided in the form of a 
bibliography. 
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1.1 Special Functions 
This thesis investigates the mathematical functions which arise in Analysis and Ap-
plied mathematical problems - the so called Special functions. 
The algebraic aspect of the theory of special functions have not significantly 
changed since the nineteenth century. 
Paul TUran remarked that special functions would be more appropriately label 
'useful functions'. 
Because of their remarkable properties, special functions have been used for sev-
eral centuries, since they have numerous apphcations in astronomy, trigonometric 
functions which have been studied for over a thousand years. Even the series ex-
pansions for sine and cosine, as well as the arc tangent were known for long time 
ago from the fourteen century. Since then the subject of special functions has been 
continuously developed with contribution of several mathematicians including Euler, 
Legendre, Laplace, Gauss, Kummer, Riemann and Ramanujan. In the past several 
years the discoveries of new special functions and apphcations of this kind of functions 
to new areas of mathematics have initiated a great interest of this field. These discov-
eries include work in combinatorics, initiated by Schutzeberg and Foata. Moreover, 
in recent years, particular cases of long famihar special functions have been clearly 
defined and applied as orthogonal polynomials. 
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The special functions have been studied in several volumes by the collective of 
mathematicians formed by Andrew, G.E., Askey, R. and Roy, R. (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications). 
There are important results from the past that must be included in this field 
because they are so useful. . Then, there are recent developments that should be 
brought to the attention of those who could use them: we would wish to help educate 
the new generation of mathematicians and scientists so they can further develop 
and apply this subject. Specialized texts dealing with some of these developments 
have recently appeared: Petkovitek, Wilf and Zeilberger (1996), Macdonald (1995), 
Heckman and SchhcktruU (1994) and Vilenkin and Khniyk (1992). 
Several important facts about hypergeometric series were first found by Euler, 
F^ faff and Gauss. This last mathematician fully recognized their significance and 
gave a systematic account of these. A half century after Gauss, Riemann developed 
hypergeometric functions from a different point of view, which made available the 
basic formulas with a minimum of computations. 
Another approach to hypergeometric functions using contour integrals was pre-
sented by the English mathematician Barnes, E.W. in the first decade of the last 
century. 
Hypergeometric functions have two very significant properties that add to their 
usefulness. They satisfy certain identities for special values of the function and they 
have transformation formulas. 
The gamma functions and beta integrals dealt with an essential understanding of 
hypergeometric functions. 
The gamma function was introduced into mathematics by Euler in 1720 when he 
solved the problem of extending the factorial function to all real or complex numbers. 
There are extensions of gamma and beta functions that are also very important. 
The theory of special functions with its numerous beautiful formulas is very well 
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suited to an algorithmic approach to mathematics. In the nineteenth century it was 
the ideal of Eisenstein and Kronecker to express and develop mathematical results 
by means of formulas. Before them, this attitude was common and best exemplified 
in the works of Euler, Jacobi and Gauss. 
In the twentieth century, mathematics moved from this approach toward a more 
abstract and existential methods.. In fact agreeing with Hardy that Ramanujan came 
100 years too late, Littlewood wrote that the great day of formulae seem to be over 
(mentioned by Littlewood, 1986). 
However, with the advent of computers and the consequent three of computational 
mathematics formulas are now once again playing a larger role in mathematics. We 
mention that beautiful, interesting and important formulas have been discovered since 
Ramanujans time. These formulas are proving fertile and fruitful. 
There are hundreds of special functions used in applied mathematics and comput-
ing sciences. A special function is a real or complex valued function of one or more 
real or complex variables which is specified so completely that its numerical values 
could in principle be tabulated. Besides elementary functions such as a;", e^, logx, 
and sinx, 'higher' functions, both transcendental (such as Bessel functions) and al-
gebraic (such as various polynomials) come under the category of special functions. 
Infect special functions are solutions of a wide class of mathematically and physically 
relevant functional equations. As far as the origin of special functions is concerned 
the special function of mathematical physics arises in the solution of partial differ-
ential equations governing the behavior of certain physical quantities. Probably the 
most i'requently occurring equation of this type in all physics is Laplace's equation 
V V = 0 (1.1.1) 
satisfied by a certain function ip .describing the physical situation under discussion. 
The mathematical problem consists of finding those functions which satisfy equation 
(1.1.1) and also satisfy certain prescribed conditions on the surfaces bounding the 
region being considered. For example, if ip denotes the electrostatic potential of a 
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system, ip will be constant over any conducting surface. The shape of these boundaries 
often makes it desirable to work in curvilinear coordinates gi, q2, q^ instead of in 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates x, y, z. In this case we have relations 
X = x{qi,q2,q3), 2 / = y(9i , 92, 93), z = z{qi,q2,q3)- (1.1.2) 
expressing the Cartesian coordinates in terms of the curvihnear coordinates. If equa-
tions (1.1.2) are such that 
dx dx dy dy dz dz 
dqi dqi dqi dqi dqi dqi 
when i ^ j we say that the coordinates gi, 2^) % are orthogonal curvilinear coordi-
nates. The element of length dl is then given by 
dl^ = hldql + hldq] + hldq]. (1.1.3) 
where 
and it can easily be shown that 
W = ^ (A (M. | i ) , ^ (Mi | i ) , ^ (M^|i)I. (U.5) 
hih2h2, [dqi \ hi dqi J dq2 \ /i2 oq2j oq^ \ /13 dga/J 
One method of solving Laplace's equation consists of finding solutions of the type 
i^ ^ Qi{(li)Q2{q2)Qz{qi), 
by substituting from (1.1.5) into (1.1.1). We then find that 
Qi \ dqi \ hi dqi ) Q2 dq2 \ /i2 dq2 ) Q3 dqs \ /is dqs )} 
If further, it so happens that 
4 ^ = /i (31) ^ 1(92,93), 
til 
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etc.. then this last equation reduces to the form 
dq2 
2 
+F3(g .g . )^ / - ( /3 (g3)^Uo. 
Q3 dq3 [ dq3 j 
Now, in certain circumstances, it is possible to find three functions 51(51), ^2(92)) 
gsiQi) with the property that 
-^^1(52,93)^1(91) + ^2(^3,91)52(92) + ^^3(91,92)93(93) =-- 0. 
When this is so, it follows immediately that the solution of Laplace's equation (1.1-1) 
reduces to the solution of three self-adjoint ordinary linear differential equations 
^ { / < f } 9 . Q . = 0 . ( i = . , 2 , 3 ) . (1.1.6) 
It is the study of differential equations of this kind which leads to the special 
functions of mathematical physics. The adjective "special" is used in this connection 
because here we are not, as in analysis, concerned with the general properties of 
functions, but only with the properties of functions which arise in the solution of 
special problems. 
To take a particular case, consider the cyHndrical polar coordinates {Q, ip, z) de-
fined by the equations 
X = Q cos (f^ V = Q sin (^ , z = z 
for which hi = 1, /i2 = Q, hz — \. 
From equation (1.1.5) we see that, for these coordinates, Laplace's equation is of the 
form 
dQ^ QdQ Q^dip^ dz-' ^ ' ' ' 
If we now make the substitution 
i; = R{QM^)Z{z), (1.1.8) 
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we find that equation (1.1.7) may be written in the form 
This shows that if $ , Z, R satisfy the equations 
SFZ_ 
+ n'^ = 0, • (1.1.9a) 
+ 771^^ = 0, (1.1.96) 
respectively, then the function (1.1.8) is a solution of Laplace's equation (1.1.7). 
The study of these ordinary differential equations will lead us to the special functions 
appropriate to this coordinate system. For instance, equation (1.1.9a) may be taken as 
the equation defining the circular functions. In this context sin{nif>) is defined as that 
solution of (1.1.9a) which has value 0 when (f — 0 and cos{rnp) as that which has value 
1 when (p = 0. Similarly equation (1.1.9b) defines the exponential functions. In actual 
practice we do not proceed in this way merely because we have already encountered 
these functions in another context and from their familiar properties studied their 
relation to equations (1.1.9a) and (1.1.9b). The situation with respect to equation 
(1.1.9c) is different; we cannot express its solution in terms of the elementary functions 
of analysis, as we were able to do with the other two equations. In this case we define 
new functions in terms of the solutions of this equation and by investigating the series 
solutions of the equations derive the properties of the functions so defined. Equation 
(1.1.9c) is called Bessel's equation and solutions of it are called Bessel functions. 
Bessel functions are of great importance in theoretical physics. The study of special 
functions grew up with the calculus and is consequently one of the oldest branches 
of analysis. It flourished in the nineteenth century as part of the theory of complex 
variables. In the second half of the twentieth century it has received a new impetus 
from a connection with Lie groups and a connection with averages of elementary 
functions. The history of special functions is closely tied to the problem of terrestrial 
and celestial mechanics that were solved in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
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the boundary - value problems of electromagnetism and heat in the nineteenth, and 
the eigenvalue problems of quantum mechanics in the twentieth. 
Seventeenth-century England was the birthplace of special fimctions. John WalUs 
at Oxford took two first steps towards the theory of the gamma function long before 
Euler reached it. Wallis had also the first encounter with eUiptic integrals while 
using Cavalieri's primitive forerunner of the calculus. [It is curious that two kinds 
of special functions encountered in the seventeenth century, Wallis' elliptic integral 
and Newton's elementary symmetric functions, belongs to the class of hypergeometric 
functions of several variables, which was not studied systematically nor even defined 
formally until the end of the nineteenth century]. A more sophisticated calculus, 
which made possible the real flowering of special functions, was developed by Newton 
at Cambridge and by Leibnitz in Germany during the period 1665-1685. Taylor's 
theorem was found by Scottish mathematician Gregory in 1670, although it was not 
published until 1715 after rediscovery by Taylor. 
In 1703 James Bernoulli solved a differential equation by an infinite series which 
would now be called the series representation of a Bessel function. Although Bessel 
functions were met by Euler and others in various mechanics problems, no systematic 
study of the functions was made until 1824, and the principal achievements in the 
eight(;enth century were the gamma function and the theory of elliptic integrals. Euler 
found most of the major properties of the gamma functions around 1730. In 1772 
Euler evaluated the Beta-function integral in terms of the gamma function. Only 
the duphcation and multiphcation theorems remained to be discovered by Legendre 
and Gauss, respectively, early in the next century. Other significant developments 
were the discovery of Vandermonde's theorem in 1722 and the definition of Legendre 
polynomials and the discovery of their addition, theorem by Laplace and Legendre 
during 1782-1785. In a shghtly different form the polynomials had already been met 
by Liouville in 1722. 
The golden age of special functions, which was centered in nineteenth century 
German and Prance, was the result of developments in both mathematics and physics: 
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the theory of analytic functions of a complex variable on one hand, and on the other 
hand, the field theories of physics (e.g. heat and electromagnetism) and their property 
of double periodicity was published by Abel in 1827. Elliptic functions grew up in 
symbiosis with the general theory of analytic functions and flourished throughout the 
nineteenth century, specially in the hands of Jacobi and Weierstrass. 
Another major development was the theory of hypergeometric series which began 
in a systematic way (although some important results had been found by Euler and 
Pfaff) with Gauss's memoir on the 2^1 series in 1812, a memoir which was a land-
mark also on the path towards rigour in mathematics. The 3F2 series was studied by 
Clausen (1928) and the iFi series by Kummer (1836). The functions which Bessel 
considered in his memoir of 1824 are o-^ i series; Bessel started from a problem in 
orbital mechanics, but the functions have found a place in every branch of mathemat-
ical physics, near the end of the century Appell (1880) introduced hypergeometric 
functions of two variables, and Lauricella generalized them to several variables in 
1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure mathematics in 1900, applied math-
ematics in 1950. In physical science special functions gained added importance as 
solutions of the Schrodinger equation of quantum mechanics, but there were impor-
tant developments of a purely mathematical nature also. In 1907 Barnes used gamma 
function to develop a new theory of Gauss's hypergeometric function 2-f\- Various 
generahzations of 2-^ 1 were introduced by Horn, Kampe de Feriet, MacRobert, and 
Mijer. Prom another new view point, that of a differential difference equation dis-
cussed much earUer for polynomials by Appell (1880), Truesdell (1948) made a partly 
successful effort at unification by fitting a number of special functions into a single 
framework. 
1.2 Definitions, Notations and Results Used 
Frequently occurring definitions, notations and miscellaneous results used in this 
thesis are as given below: 
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The Gamma, Beta and Related Functions 
The gamma function was introduced into mathematics by Euler in 1720 when he 
solved the problem of expanding the factorial function to all real or complex numbers. 
This problem was apparently suggested by Daniel Bernoulli and Goldbach. The 
Gamma function has several equivalent definitions, most of which are due to Euler, 
' S^t'-'^e-'dU Re(z)>0 
(1.2.1) 
^ , Re(2)<0, z ^ 0 , -1 , -2 , . . . 
r(.) = 
*. z 
The relation (1.2.1), yields the useful result 
r(n + l) = n!, n = 0,1,2,---
which shows that gamma function is the generahzation of factorial function. 
The Beta Function 
The Beta function B{p^ q) is function of two complex variables p and g, defined by 
' /(} xP-^[l - xy-^ dx, Re{p) > 0, Re{q) > 0, 
Bip,q) 
^ ^ , Re(p) < 0, Re{q) <0,p,q^ - 1 , -2 , . . 
(1.2.2) 
The Pochhammer Symbol 
The Pochhammer symbol (A)„ is.defined by 
^^^""1 A(A + l)---(A + n - l ) i if n = l , 2 , 3 , - - - ^^ '^ •'^ ^ 
In terms of Gamma function, we have 
(A)n = ^ ^ Y ( i r ' ^ ^ 0 ' - l ' - 2 ' - - - (1-2-4) 
Further, 
(A)^+„ = (A)^ (A + m)„ (1.2.5) 
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(A)_„ = 7 7 ^ ^ , n = 1,2,3, • • •, A ^ 0, ±1 , ±2, (1.2.6) 
{\)n-m = ,,^"^r^^\" ' 0 < m < n. (1.2.7) 
(1 - A - n)m 
For A = 1, equation (1.2.7) reduces to 
(n - m)! = \ ', ', 0 < m < n. (1.2.8) 
Another useful relation of Pochhammer's symbol (A)„ is included in Gauss's multi-
plication theorem: 
(A)„„ = (m)-" n —- , n - 0,1,2, • • • (1.2.9) 
where m is positive integer. 
For m = 2 the equation (1.2.9) reduces to Legendre's duphcation formula 
iX)2n-2'-(~) (^ + \] , n = 0,l,2,--. (1.2.10) 
n \ / n 
In particular, one has 
(2n)!-22"(^) ^ ! and (2n+ l ) ! -22" (^ ) n! (1.2.11) 
Also, the binomial coefficient I j is defined by (see [5]) 
/ A ^ i-in-x)n 
\ n J n! 
where 
(_A)„ = (-A)(-A + 1)(-A + 2) • • • (-A + n - 1), 
(-A)o = 1. 
(1.2.12) 
(1.2.13) 
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Gaussian Hypergeometric Series 
The hypergeometric series is given by 
was introduced by a German mathematician Gauss, C.F. (1777-1855). Who in the 
year (1812) introduced this series into analysis and give the F-notation for it. 
The special case a = c, 6 = 1 or 6=^0, a = l yields the elementary geometric 
series. 
oo 
5];z" = 1 + 2 + 2^ + ... + 2" + ... (1.2.15) 
Hence(1.2.14) is called the hypergeometric series or more precisely, Gauss hypergeo-
metric series. 
In (1.2.14), (a)„ denotes the pochhammer's symbol defined by (1.2.3), z is real or 
complex variable, a, b and c are parameters which can take arbitrary real or complex 
values and c 7^  0, —1, —2,... 
If c is zero or negative integer, the series (1.2.14) does not exist and hence the function 
2^1(0, b; c; z) is not defined unless one of the parameters a or 6 is negative integer such 
that —c < —a is also negative integer. If either of the parameters a or 6 is negative 
integer, then in this case, equation (1.2.14) reduces to hypergeometric polynomials. 
The hypergeometric series (1.2.14), converges absolutely within the unit circle \z\ < 1, 
provided that Re{c — a — b) > 0 for 2 = 1 and Re{c — a — b) > —I ior z = —1. 
Generalized Hypergeometric Function 
The hypergeometric function 2F1 defined in equation (1.2.14) can be generalized with 
notation pFg in an obvious way: 
Pl,P2,---,Pa-/ 
^ (ai)n • • • {ap)n z^ 
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= pFg{Q:i,---ap; Pi,---Pq; z), (1.2.16) 
where p & g are positive integers or zero. The numerator parameter ai,- • -Up and 
the denominator parameter /9i, • • • /S, take on complex values, provided that 
(3j ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , - - - , ;• = l ,2,--- ,g. 
Convergence of pFq 
The series pFg defined by (1.2.16) 
(i) converges for all | z |< oo if p < g 
(ii) converges for | z |< 1 if p = g + 1 and 
(iii) diverges for all z, z ^0 iip> q + 1. 
Furthermore, if we set 
the pFq series with p = g + 1 is 
(i) Absolutely convergent for | 2; |= 1 if Re{co) > 0 
(ii) Conditionally convergent for | 2; |= 1, 2; 7^  1 if — 1 < Re(a;) < 0 
(iii) Divergent for | 2 |= 1 if Re(a;) < — 1. 
An important special case when p = g = 1, the equation (1.2.16) reduces to the 
confluent hypergeometric series iFi named as Kummers series [31], (see also Slater 
[43]) and is given by 
v/hen p = 2 & g = 1, equation (1.2.16) reduces to ordinary hypergeometric function 
2F1 of second order given by (1.2.14). 
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Further, a symbol of type A(m, A) stands for the set m parameters 
/ A \ /A + l \ /A + 2 \ fX + m-l\ 


















Some useful linear transformations of the hypergeometric function, known as Eu-




- (1 - z)-'' 2F1 a,c — b; z 
c; z-l\' 




= (1 - z)-" 2F1 c — a, b; z 
c; 2 - 1 
c ^ 0 , - l , - 2 , - - - , \arg{l-z)\<7r; 
(1.2.23) 
2^1 
a, 6; (1 - zy-'-" 2F1 c — a, c — 6; 
C 7 ^ 0 , - l , - 2 , - - - , \arg{l-z)\<7r. 
(1.2.24) 
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1.3 Hypergeometric Function of Two and Several 
Variables 
Appell Function 
In 1880, Appell [1] considered the product of two Gauss hypergeometric functions, 
This double series, in itself, yields nothing new, but if one or more of the three pairs 
of products 
(a)m(a')n) {b)m{b')n, {c)m{c')n 
be replaced by the corresponding expressions 
then we are led four distinct possibilities of getting new functions. One such possi-
bility, however, gives us the double series. 
2^=Q (c)m+n m\n\ 
which is simply the Gaussian series for 
2Fi(a,6;c;x + y), 
since it is easily verified that {cf. [48], p. 4} 
Tn,n=0 JV=0 
or, more generally, 
00 „mi mn 00 ('r^ -4- -I- r I ' " 
£ / K + - + m „ ) ^ - ^ = E / H ^ '"J -> (1-3-3) 
7ni....,mn=0 i. " m=0 
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then the remaining four possibihties lead to the four Appell functions of two variables 
that are given below: 
F,[a.,b,b'; c- xM- £ ^""^"tf ^"^^?"r^" , (1.3.4) 
m%0 {c)m+nm\n\ 
( m a x { | a ; | , | t / | } < l ) ; 
m^o (c)m+nm!n! 
(max{| re I, I 2/1} < 1); 
( \ / M + \ / M < I ) -
The standard work on the theory of Appell series is the monograph by Appell and 
Kampe de Feriet [2]. See also (Slater [43] and Exton [15]; p.23 (28)) for a review of 
the subsequent work. 
Humbert Function 
In 1920, Humbert [17] has studied seven confluent form of the four Appell func-
tions and is denoted these confluent hypergeometric functions of two variables by 
Here we list four Humbert functions which are used in our subsequent work as 
given below: 
m.) 
^,[a;^n';x,y]= f T ^ ^ T ^ ^ , (| a: |< oo, | y |< oo) (1.3.9) 
r%0 iVmWn ml ul 
00 
m,n=0 Kljm+n "^. U. 
00 
m,n=0 U)m+n ml HI 
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Kampe de Feriet Function 
Appell's four double hypergeometric functions Fi, F2, F3 and F4, were unified and 
generalized by Kampe de Feriet [18], (see also [2], p.150) who defined a general 
hypergeometric function of two variables. The notation introduced by Kampe' de 
Feriet for his double hypergeometric function of superior order was subsequently 
abbreviated in 1941 by Burchnall and Chaundy [6]. We recall here definition of a 
more general double hypergeometric function (than the one defined by Kampe de 
Feriet) in a shghtly modified notation [ see, for example, [54], p.423. Eq.(26) ]: 
FF., q-k 
(op) : {\); [Ck); 
{ai) : [Prn] ; {in) ] 
x,y 
00 n [ajU, n {bji n (c,), 
= E ^r — — ¥ r > (1-3-12) 
^'-° n («,-).+. n WA n (7,-). '•'• 
where, for convergence 
{i)p + q<l + m + l, p + k<l + n + l, |x| < oo, \y\ < oo 
(ii) p + q~l + m + l, p + k = I + n+l 
|3;|i/(P-0 + |^|i/(p-0 < 1^  max{\xl \y\<l if p < 1} . ;i.3.13) 
Although the double hypergeometric function defined by (1.3.12) reduces to the 
Kampe de Feriet function in the special case 
q = k and m^n, 
yet it is usually referred to in the literature as Kampe de Feriet function. 
We shall also need here the definition of triple hypergeometric F^^^ [x, y, z] (ef. 
Srivastava, H.M. [47], p. 428) defined as: 
F^'^ [x, y, z] = F(3) 
(a) :: (b) ; (6') ; {b") : (d) ; {d') ; {d") ; 
00 00 00 
(a) :: (o) ; [g') ; [g") •• (h) i {h!) ; [h") 
m\ n\ p ! ' 
X, y, z 
m=0n=0p=0 
(1.3.14) 
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where, for convenience 
A B B' B" 
n (%)m+n+p Y[{bj)m+n IT (^ j )n+p U. (b'j)p+m 
n {^j)m+n+p n {gj)m+n W [s'j)n-\-p IT {9"j)p+m 
n(9)m n(c';)n mc",)p 
^ ~ f f Jii '. 'Jfi ' (1.3.15) 
n ( A , ) m X[{h'i)n n{h"i)p 
j=i i=i j=l 
where (o) abbreviates, the array of a parameters ai, 02, . . . a^, with similar interpre-
tations for (&), (6'), (6"), etc. The triple hypergeometric series in (1.3.15) converges 
absolutely when 
l + E + G + G'^ + H-A-B-B" -C > 0, ] 
\ + E^G + G' + H'-A-B-B'-C' > 0 , i , (1.3.16) 
l + E + G' + G" -\-H" ~A-B' -B" - C" > 0, J 
where the equalities hold true for suitable constrained values of |x|, |y| and |z|. 
Kampe de Feriet Function of n-Vciriables 
Karlsson, Per W. [19] was introduced functions of n-variables as finite sums of similar 




7 : ^i • • • i ^ n ; 
j l=0 Jn=0 V Un+-+Jn k=l \"k)]kJk-
for \zk\ < 1, k € {1, • • • ,n}, and by analytical continuation elsewhere; none of the 
quantities 7, (5i, • • •, (J„ may be zero or a negative integer. 
Lauricella Function of n Variiables 
Lauricella [33], generahzed the Appell's double hypergeometric functions Fi, • • •, F4 
(of. [14], p.224) to functions of n variables. These Lauricella functions, viz. Fy, FQ\ 
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F^' and Fj^' are defined by 
mi! m„! 
|a:i| + --- + |a:„| < 1; 
?{n) 
J *^nj F / [ai,---,a„,.6i,---,6„; c; xi, 
_ V ^ ( Q l ) m i • • • (.(^n)mn (P l Jmi - - - (On)mn ^ 1 ^ n " f1 "^  lO'i 
max{|xi|,---, |x„|} < 1; 
TQ [a,b; Ci,---,c„; a;i,'--,a:„J 
• f c i ) • • • ( c ) W " • • ^  ^ ^ ^ 
i , - . ,m„=0 V^Umi l^TtMri " ' • I - '"""• m i , 
F^ [a,bi,---,bn; c ; Xi,---,Xn] 
E (Qjmi+---+mn (Ol jmi ' ' ' i ^n jn tn ^ 1 ^ n " /-i o 01 \ 
max{|xi|,^^-,|x„|} < 1. 
Clearly, we have FJ^ ^ - F2, F^'^ = F3, F^ l^ ^ - F4 and F^'^ = Fi. 
Lauricella [32] also gave several elementary properties of these functions. A summary 
of Lauricella's work is given by Appell and Kampe de Feriet ([2], p.114-120), {see 
also Carlson [8], Carhtz and Srivastava [7] and Srivastava and Exton [50], [49], [51]}. 
Confluent forms of Lauricella Function 
Two important confluent hypergeometric functions of n variables are the functions 
$ "^^  and ^fP (see [53], p.62). But in our subsequent work we need only ^2 > which 
is defined as 
^("^[a,ci , . . . ,c. ; :r i , . . . ,x„]=- ^ W ^ ^ ^ T " — y ^ a-3-22) 
mi, . . . ,m„=0 \^i)Tni---\Cn)mn ' ^ l ^ ' ^ w 
Clearly, we have ^2 — ^2- where ^2 is Humbert confluent hypergeometric function 
of two variables defined by (1.3.9). 
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1.4 Integral Transforms 
Integral transforms play an important role in various fields of applied mathematics 
and physics. The method of solution of problems arising in physics lie at the heart 
of the use of integral transform. 
Let f{t) be a real or complex valued function of real variable t, defined on interval 
a < t < b, which belongs to a certain specified class of functions and let F{p, t) 
be a definite function of p and t, where p is a complex quantity, whose domain is 
prescribed, then the integral equation 
0[/W;p] = fF{p,t)f[t)dt (1.4.1) 
Ja 
represents an integral transform 0 [/(f); p] of the function f{t) with respect to the 
function F{p,t). Where the class of functions to which /(f) belongs and the domain 
of p are so prescribed that the integral on the right exists. F(p, t) is called the kernel 
of the transform 4>[f{t),p]. 
If we can define an integral equation 
fit) = jy{mj{t),p]dp • (1.4.2) 
then the equation (1.4.2) defines the inverse transform for the equation (1.4.1). By 
given different values to the function F{p, t), different integral transforms are defined 
by various authors Uke Fourier, Laplace, Hankel and Mellin as given below: 
Fourier Transform 
We call 
nm-, e] = (27r)-^/^ / /(x)e^?^ dx (1.4.3) 
the Fourier transform of f{x) and regard x as complex variable. 
Laplace Transform 
We call 
Cim^P] = / me-''dt (1.4.4) 
Jo 
the Laplace transform of f{t) and regard p as complex variable. 
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Hankel Transform 
We call 
^Afit); e] = / fit) tM^t) dt (1.4.5) 




M[f{x); s] = / f{x)x'-'dx (1.4.6) 
Jo 
the Mellin transform of f{x) and regard s as complex variable. 
Gauss transform 
The Gauss transform of a function F{t) is defined by 
+O0 
9^{Fm = -/r= I nt)e-'^^dt, (1.4.7) 
a being parameter. 
The most complete set of integral transforms are given in Erdelyi et al. [12, 13], 
Ditkin and Prudnikov [11] and Prudnikov et al. [37, 38]. 
1.5 The Classical Orthogonal Polynomials 
Orthogonal polynomials constitute an important class of special functions in general 
and of hypergeometric function in particular. Some of the orthogonal polynomials 
and their connection with hypergeometric functions used in our work are as given as 
below: 
Legendre Polynomials 
The Legendre polynomials Pn[x) is defined by means of the generating relation. 
{l-2xt + eY^'^ = Y.Pn{x)t\ (1.5.1) 
n=0 
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in which (1 — 2xt + t^) ' denotes the particular branch which tends to 1 as t -> 0. 
Thus equation (1.5.1) gives the Legendre polynomials in the form 
ln/2] (_l)fe ( i ) (2a;)" ~2k 
(1.5.2) 
,^0 k\(n-2ky. 
form which it follows that P„(x) is a polynomial of degree precisely n in x. 
Also, the relation (1.5.1) gives 
Pn{-X) = i-lTPnix) 
which shows that Pnix) is an odd function of x for n odd, an even function of x for 
n even, 
The hypergeometric form of the relation (1.5.2), can be written as 
-n,n + 1; . 
i — : Pnix) = 2F1 
or equivalent ly 




1 + x (1.5.4) 
Hermite Polynomials 
Hermite Polynomials Hn{x) is defined by means of generating relation 
00 ±n 
exp{2xt-t') = Y,Hr,{x)-, 
valid for all finite x and t and one can easily obtain 
_ [^ 1^ (-1)^ n! (2x)"-^'' 
^ " ^ " ^ - , ^ 0 /c!(n-2fc)! • 
and the hypergeometric form of (1.5.6) can be written as 
(1.5.5) 
(1.5.6) 
Hnix) = (2x)" 2F0 
_ n __n I 1.. 
2 ' 2 '' 2 ' 
(1.5.7) 
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Laguerre Polynomials 
The generalized Laguerre Polynomial L^^^ (x) is defined by means of generating rela-
tion. 
f ; L W ( x ) r = ( l - r ^ " + ^ ) e x p ( - ^ ) . (1.5.8) 
n=0 ^'' -"-^  
For a = 0, the above equation (1.5.8) yield the generating function for simple La-
guerre -Polynomial L„(a:). 
L „ ( x ) - 4 ° ) ( x ) - i F i [ - n ; 1; x]. (1.5.9) 
A series representation of L';°'\X) for non negative integers n, is given by 
r',k\{n-k)\{l + a)k' (1.5.10) fc=0 
The hypergeometric form of generalized Laguerre polynomials is defined by (see [40], 
p.200), 
(1.5.11) L^:\x) ^ ^^^^,F,[-n;a + l;x] 
ni 
Gegenbauer Polynomials 
The Gegenbauer polynomials, denoted by C^\x), is a generalization of the Legendre 
polynomial and is defined by the generating relation 
il-2xt + t')-'=J2c:ixr. (1.5.12) 
n=0 
Thus equation (1.5.12), gives the Gegenbauer polynomials in the form 
r-^M - V (-i)"(^)n(2x)"-^^ 
" ^ ^ " t o k\{n-2k)\ • 
Also, the hypergeometric form of Gegenbauer polynomials is as given below 
-n,2u + n; . _ , 
c:{x) = ^ ,F, 
n! u + 2 ' 
(1.5.13) 
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Generalized Rice Polynomials 
Rice, S.O. [41] investigated a polynomial set, 
-n, n + 1, (] 
Hn{^,p,iy) = ^F, 
1, p ; 
In 19(54, Khandekar [22] generalized Rice polynomial as 
-n,a + P + n+ 1,(; 
Ht^\U-,x) = n + a 
n 
3^2 X 
a + l,p] 
(1.5.14) 
(1.5.15) 
where (a) > - 1 , Re{P) > - 1 . 
In 1972, Khan, LA. (see [20] and [21]) introduced a generahzation of Rice polynomial 
defined by (1.5.15) in the form 
-n,a + l3 + n+ l,(ap); 
/i^'^M(s)>(M;^] = ^^^P4-2F,-M X 
a + hiK); 
(1.5.16) 
Clearly, we note that 
fir'^K^,p;x) = Hi-'^\(,p;x), (1.5.17) 
and 
Pt''\x) = Hi^'^^[UAl-^)/^ 
Bedient Polynomials 
(1.5.18) 
Bedient [3] polynomials, denoted by Rn{P, Ti x) and G„(a, P; x), are defined by means 
of the generating relations 
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Also RniP, 7; x) and (?„(«, ^; x) can be represented in the following Hypergeometric 
forms 
« , ( , , , ; . ) ^ W r ^ 3^, 
ni 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' ' ''^' 




r> (r. R- .\ ( « ) n ( ^ U 2 x r • . 2' 2 2 ' Oi p Til 1 
1 — a — n, 1—/5 — n; 
(1.5.22) 
The Rodrigues formulae for i?„(/3,7; a;) and G„(a, /?; 3;) are as given below 
^(/^•7;^)-'",l%f°^-<3F. 
- n , ^ , l - 7 - n ; 
X 
1 - 7 + ^ - n , 1. 2' 
(1.5.23) 
^^(a!,^;^) = (-1)" 
2" n! i9N 3F2 X 
(1.5.24) 
1.6 Operator Representations 
In a recent paper in 2008, Khan, M.A. and Shukla, A.K. [30] obtained binomial 
and trinomial operator representations of certain polynomials. Using their technique 
in our work we have obtained certain results of binomial and trinomial operator 
representation type for various polynomials by using their Rodrigues formula. Here 
we need the following results of [30]: 
n (Z5, + Z),)"{/(^My)} = E 1 ]Drf{T)Dlg{y). (1.6.1) 
r=0 
n n~r (_„) (^-{Y+s 
(D,+Dy+D.r {m9{y)h{z)}=E E - "^"^ ^ ^ 
xDr-' fix) Dl g{y) Dl h{z). (1.6.2) 
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and 
n n-r (_„\ (_-\\r+s 
[D^Dy + D^D, + DyO:)- {f{x)g{y)h{z)} ^YIE ^ "^""i , ^ 
XD2-' fix) D;-^ a{y) D:+' h{z). (1.6.3) 
where D^ — -^^y Dy = -^ and D^ — ^ . Also in deriving the operational representa-
tions of polynomials, use has been made of the fact that 
•\n r „A 1 \ f \ D2{x'} = A(A - 1) • •. (A - n + 1) = r(;^ „ ^ ^ \ ) ^ ' " " > (" = 0,1,2, • • •) (1.6.4) 
to general form 
'"'^^'^-fBjTT/"' '-T.' C-^-^) 
where A and //, A > /i are arbitrary real numbers. 
1.7 Fractional Integrals and Derivatives Operators 
This section deals with the definition and basic properties of various operators of 
fractional integration and fractional differentiation of arbitrary order. Among the 
various operators studied, it involves the following fractional integral and fractional 
derivative operators used in our work are as given below: 
Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order fi 
inm} = fo5 /(^ - *)'"VWdt, Reiii) > 0 (1.7.1) 
Riemann-Liouville left sided fractional integral of order a 
Let f{x) e L{b, c), aeC and Re{a) > 0, then 
bl^ifi^)} = FTT / ( ^ - tr'mdt, xyh. (1.7.2) 
r(a)y 
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Riemann-Liouville right sided fractional integral of order a 
Let f{x) G L{b, c), aeC and Re{a) > 0, then 
1 } 
j:{f{x)} = fr^Jii- ^r-'mdt. x < c. 
The Weyl integral of f{x) of order a, denoted by xW^, is defined by 
xl^oo 
1 °° 
where a G C and Re{a) > 0.. 
Ekdelyi-Kober operator of first kind 
00 < X < OO 
We have 
_ _ X 
where a, rj €C and Re{a) > 0. 




where a, r] e G and Re{a) > 0. 
Saigo integral operator of first kind 
We have 








f{t)dt, Re{a) > 0 
(1.7.7) 
Saigo integral operator of second kind 
We have 




f{t)dt, Re[a) > 0 
(1.7.8) 
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The left sided Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order a 
Let Of G C, Re(a) > 0 and n = [Re{a)] + 1 then 
The right sided Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order a 
Let a G C, Re{a) > 0 and n = [Re{a)] + 1 then 
The V e^yl fractional derivative of f{x) of order a, denoted by xD^, is defined by 
. ^ ^ { / w } = ( - i r ( £ ) " ^ / ^ ^ j p ^ . (1.7.11) 
where —oo < X < O O , Q ; G C , m — l < a < m and m E N. 
1.8 The Modified Hermite Polynomials of One and 
Two Variables 
Khan, M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N. [25] introduced the modified Hermite poly-
nomials of one variable, denoted by Hn{x; a), is defined by means of the generating 
relation 
^2,t_,2 ^ g Hn{x,a)t^^ a > 0, a ^ 1 (1.8.1) 
n=0 "• 
It follows from (1.8.1) that 
^"( '^") = £ fc!Kr2fc)! • ^^ -^ -^ ^ 
For a =• e, (1.8.2) reduces to Hermite polynomials Hn{x). 
It may be remarked that i?„(x; a) is an even function of x for even n, an odd 
function of x for odd n. 
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H„(-x;a) = (-l)"i/„(x;a) 
Also the modified Hermite polynomials of two variables introduced by Khan, 
M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N., denoted by Hn{x,y;a) and is defined by means 
of the generating relation: 
2it-(y+i)t2 _ v^ Hnix^yiajf^ 
= E 
n=0 n\ 
, a > 0, a ^ I (1.8.3) 
It follows from (1.8.3) that 
[t] 
Hn{x,y;a) = Y1 n\Hn-2rix\a)(,-yY (log ay (1.8.4) 
.=0 r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! 
where Hn{x;a) stands for the modified Hermite polynomial of one variable [25]. 
The definition (1.8.4) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
FIn{x,y;a) 
[t] [ t H 





In terms of double hyper geometric function, modified Hermite polynomials of two 
variables can be written as 
,2:0;0 Hnix,y;a)^{2xlogarF^:^:;^ 
n n 1 1^  . . . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 • ' ' y I 
x^ log a' y^log a 
(1.8.6) 
For o == e, (1.8.4), (1.8.5) and (1.8.6) reduces to Hermite polynomials of two variables 
Hn{x,y) due to Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [23]. 
It may be remarked that Hn{x,y]a) is an even function of x for even n, an odd 
function of x for odd n. 
Hn{-x,y\a) = (-1)" Hn{x,y\a) 
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1.9 New Two Variables Analogue of Modified Her-
mite Polynomials 
The new two variables analogue of modified Hermite polynomials of two variables de-
fined and studied by Khan, M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N., denoted by H„(a;, y; a), 
is defined as follows: ' 
lUx,y;a) = l_^ ^, ^^_^^^, , a > 0, a 7^  1 (1.9.1) 
where Hn{x] a) is the modified Hermite polynomial of one variable [25]. 
The definition (1.9.1) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
Hn(x,y\a): 
m [H (-n)2,+2. {--^y ( - ^ 
i/„(.,,;a) = (2x,loga)" ^ ^ y ; ^ / / ^ " ^ ^^•'•^) 
r = 0 s = 0 ^ ' • •^• 
In terms of double hyper geometric function, modified Hermite polynomials of two 
variables can be written as 
i2:0;0 
Hn{x,y-a) = {2xy\ozaYFS 
n n 1 1 . . . 
' 2 ' 2 "•" 2 • ' ' 1 1 
x"^ log a y2 log a 
(1.9.3) 
1.10 New First Kind Analogue of Hermite Poly-
nomials of Three and m-Variables 
Here we define the first kind analogue of Hermite polynomials of three and m-variables 
whose two variable analogue seems more natural than that of Hermite polynomials 
of two variables defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [23]. 
First kind Hermite polynomials of three variables Hn{x, y, z) is defined as follows: 
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where Hn{x,y) is Hermite polynomial of two variables [26]. The definition (1.10.1) 
can also be written as 
^0 ,t^ r\s] ( n - 2 r - 2 s ) ! 
where Hn{x) is the well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
The definition (1.10.2) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
H^{x,y,z): 
[f] [ H [?-H (-n)2fe-,2r+2. (-^y i-^Y (-^T 
fe=0 r = 0 3=0 ^ / t . / . * . 
(1.10.3) 
In terms of triple hypergeometric function, Hermite polynomials of three variables 
can be written as 
Hnix,y,z) = {2xyzrF^'^ 
n n 1 1; .. . . . . . . 
' 2 ' 2 ' 2 '• ' ' • ' ' ' 
1_ _2_ __!. 
2-2' y 2 ' 2-2 
5 1 • ) 5 ) 
(1.10.4) 
where for right hand side of (1.10.4), it may be recalled that the definition of a general 
triple hypergeometric function (ef. Srivastava, H.M. and Manocha, H.L. [12], p. 428). 
Also, the m-variable analogue of first kind of Hermite polynomials is denoted by 
Hn{xi,X2,- • • ,Xm) and is defined as follows: 
[ t ] [ f - n ] [ f - r i - r , - . . . - r „ _ , ] 
Hn(Xl,X2,---,Xm)=Y^ Y. ' " E +2rn,-
ri=0 r2=0 rm-l=0 J ' l -^2- ' ' ' ' ^ m - 1 -
y^(_lYl+r2+--+rm-l ^2 r i+2r2+-+2rm_i^n-2r i^n-2r2 . . . ^n-2rm-i 
-2ri-2T2 1rm-\ (a^i), (1.10.5) 
where Hnix) is well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. The definition 
(1.10.5) can also be written as 
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ri=0 r2=0 rr,,-2=0 n!?^2! " " " ^ ^ - 2 ' 
Xf f„_2n-2 r2 2r^_2(a; i ,X2) , (1 .10 .6 ) 
where Hn{xi,X2) is the Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied by 
Khan, M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N. [26]. 
The definition (1.10.5) is equivalent to the following expUcit representation of 
Hn\X\, X2-,- • • 1 Xfn)'-
If] iJ-n] [j-n-M-^-r„-,] 
/^»(x.x„...,.„) = E E - E ^ 9 f e ^ S ^ 
ri=0 r2=0 rm=0 
. _ l ) n 4 - r . + . . . + r „ ^ 2 ( x x X 2 - - - X „ ) } ' ^ / 1 V V 1 V ^ ^ J ^ V - _ ( ^ ^ Q 7) 
According to the definition (1.3.17), in terms of hypergeometric function, Hermite 
polynomials of m-variables can be written as 
Hn{Xi,X2, •••,Xm) = {2(3;ia:2 • • • Xm)Y 
• " " ' • • • ' ~ ' ' 1 1 1 
(1.10.8) 
n n I 1_ . . . . 
" 2 ' 2 ' ' " 2 - ' ' ' 1 
2 ' 2 ' ' 0 
' ' ' 
where for right hand side of (1.10.8), it may be recalled that the definition of Kampe 
de Feriet function of m-variables [19]. 
1,11 New Second Kind Analogue of Hermite Poly-
nomials of Three and m-Variables 
In this section we define a new second kind analogue of Hermite polynomials of three 
and m-variables whose two variable analogue seems more natural than that of Hermite 
polynomials of two variables defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, 
G.S. [23]. Second kind Hermite polynomials of three variable Hn[x,y,z) is defined 
as follows; 
Hi ^ ^ [-n)2r[-irHn-2r[x^ y)z--'%x' -j- y^)(l - z^) + z')r ,^^^^. 
Hn{x,y,z) = }_^ -] . (1.11-lj 
r=0 ' • 
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where Hn{x,y) is Hermite polynomial of two variables [26]. The definition (1.11.1) 
can also be written as 
Hn{x,y,z) = T T I 1) n.ff 2.-2.(xy)x y z 
^ ^ ' ^ ,t$ ,t^ r ! s ! ( n - 2 r - 2 s ) ! ' > ^ 
where Hn{x) is the well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
The definition (1.11.2) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
Hr,{x,y,z): 
Hnix,y,z) = i2xyzr'£^Y. E 2^^+^rUk\rL\ 
(1.11.3) 
In terms of triple hypergeometric function, Hermite polynomials of three variables 
can be written as 
Hn{x,y,z)^{2xyzrF^'^ 
n Z I - L I - . • • 
9 1 9 I 0 •• 1 1 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' ' - 1 1 ) 
) ) • I ) ) 
2-2^2' y 2 ^ 2 ' ^2rp2 
(1.11.4) 
where for right hand side of (1.11.4), it may be recalled that the definition of a triple 
hypergeometric function [ see, for example, Srivastava and Panda [54], p.423. Eq.(26) 
]• 
Also, the m-variable analogue of second kind of Hermite Polynomials is denoted 
by Hn{xi,X2, • • •, Xm) and is defined as follows: 
[!] [t-n] [ t - n - r . - - r „ - i ] 
^„(x„.2,---,x.) = E E ••• E (-" -^^ ^ -^+--^ -^
ri=0 r2=0 rm=0 ^1^2-• • • rjn-
v r 1^n+r2+--+rm „2ri n-2r i -2r3 2r,n n -2r i -2r2 2rm-l\-\ - 2 2 , ™2 ir2 
X[ — i) Xi X2 X^ [1 — X3X4 X^J 
XiJ„_2r i -2 r2 2rm(a^l), (1 .11 .5 ) 
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where Hn{xi) is well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. The definition 
(1,11.5) can also be written as 
ri=0 r2=0 rm=0 T^l-fi-'-'frn-
X ( _ l ) n + r 2 + - + r „ | ^ - {X3X4 • ••Xmfy'+''^xf'xl'''X^-^'''-^'^-^''-~^''^ • • • 
Xxl''''-'^'--''-'Hr.^2n-2r,--2rJxuX2), (1 .11 .6 ) 
where Hn{x\,X2) is the Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied by 
Khan, M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N. [26]. 
The definition (1.11.5) is equivalent to the following expHcit representation of 
- ' ^ n V ' ^ l ) X2i ' ' ' t XYTI)' 
[t] [t-n] [ t - n - r 2 - - r . - i ] , , 
n-n\X\,X2, ••• , Xm) - l^ Z^ •- • 2 ^ 2 2 n + 2 r 2 + - + 2 r „ 
' " 1 / 1 1 1 \ ^2 
J-l)n+r, + -+r^^2{x,X2---Xm)V I 1 1 ^ / 1 1 1 
ri!r2!---r^! \xl'xl x^ / Vxfxi x^  
m / 
V : i - - - Z 2 ^ ) • (1-11-7) 
According to the definition (1.3.17), in terms of hypergeometric function, Hermite 
polynomials of m-variables can be written as 
n cl'-O 
Hn(Xi,X2,---,Xm) = {2{xiX2 • • • Xm)T -^0:0 
n n I I . . . . 
2 ' 2 " ' 2 • ' • ' • ' J 
) I ! 
^^2 2:3 X ^ / \Xi X3 X^J \Xi X2 Xjn-i^ 
, (1.11.8) 
where for right hand side of (1.11.8), it may be recalled that the defiinition of Kampe 
de Feriet function of m-variables [19]. 
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1.12 A Study of Hermite Polynomials of Several 
Variables by Burchnall's Method 
The present section deals with an extension of certain results obtained by Burchnall, 
J.L. for Hermite polynomials to similar results for Hermite polynomials of several 
variables. 
Feldheim and Watson [16, 56] proved the formula 
HUx)H^{x)=m\n\ Yl / T L^ (l-^^-l) 
:^Q [m- r)l{n - ry.rl 
where Hn{x) is Hermite's polynomial, defined by 
Hn{x) = e"' (-Z))" e-^' = ( -1)"(^ - 2a;)M, D = -^. (1.12.2) 
Here Feldheim [16] employs the orthogonal properties of the polynomials, while Wat-
son [56], starting from the generating function, changes the order of the summation in 
a multiple series. Burchnall, J.L. [5] gave a proof depending directly on the definition 
(1.12.2). For this Burchnall, J.L. obtained the following results: 
^ n {-iriD - 2xTy = J : ( - 1 ) " ' H„,~r{x)D^y, (1.12.3) 
. r 
r=0 \ 
where y is any sufiiciently differentiable function of x. 
H,,+,{x)=2xHn{x)-H',{x), (1.12.4) 
Hn+i{x) = 2xHn{x)-2nHn-i{x), (1.12.5) 
and 
H'^{x) = 2nHn-i{x). (1.12.6) 
The formulae (1.12.4), (1.12.5) and (1.12.6) are well known, Also by setting 
t 
y •— Hrn{x) in (1.12.3) with n < m, he obtained 
H^^^{x)=m\n\ Yl 1 J M . Hrn-r{x)Hr,~r{^). (1.12.7) 
f^Q [m - r)\{n - r)\r\ 
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The formulae (1.12.1) and (1.12.7) may be regarded as inverse to one another 
and (1.12.1) may now be derived either by inverting (1.12.7) or by employing this 
latter formula on the right hand side of (1.12.1), thus obtaining a verification. It 
is, however, possible to prove (1.12.1) directly by employing the theory of adjoint 
operators. 
By regarding Leibnitz's theorem 
D-ivw) = E ( ^ ) {D^v){D--^w), (1.12.8) 
as expressing the equivalence of certain operations on the function w, then, taking 
the adjoint of these operations, he obtained 
vD^'w = J2{-IY ( " ) D'^-'iwD'v). (1.12.9) 
By taking v = Hmix), w = 1 {m > n), in (1.12.9) and using (1.12.2) and (1.12.6) 
then 
{-\TH^[x)H^[x) ^ [-IT E (^  " J (;;^3;yi i^ m-.n-2.(x). (1.12.10) 
which is (1.12.1). 
Similar results hold for the polynomials 
p„(x) = (-l)"e5^'D"e-5- ' = ( - i r P - -x)"!, ^ = ^ > (1.12.11) 
the formulae corresponding to (1.12.3), (1.12.7) and (1.12.1) being 
(-i)"(Z) - xTv = ti-^Y ( ^ ) Pn-r{x)D^y- (1-12.12) 
min(TO,n) / .i \ j -
Pm+n{^) = m\n\ E 7 \U~ \ n Pm-rix)pn-r{x)- (1.12.13) 
^ [m - r)\[n - ry.rl 
min{m,n) / \ 
p^(,r)p.(x) =. m!n! E , ^ " T M i" (1-12-14) 
^Q [m - r)\{n - ry.rl 
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1 2 
By interchanging r with n — r and set e~5^ y for y, he obtained 
^n(:c) = E ( ! ) Pr(a:)p„-r(2:). (1.12.15) 
r=0 \ 
Finally he obtained the following identities between operators immediately deducible 
from (1.12.3) and (1.12.12) 
n I 
n D^'y = E ( - l ) ^ [ ; j Hr{x){D + 2x)"-'-y. (1.12.16) 
^> = ti-^y i I ] Mx){D + xT-^y. (1.12.17) 
• T 
r=0 \ 
with the adjoint identities 
D''y = E ( ^ ) (^ - 2xr~^Hr{x)y. (1.12.18) 
n I 
n D^'y = E (^  ; j (^ - ^r-'Pr{x)y. (1.12.19) 
Results similar to (1.12.2), (1.12.3), (1.12.7), (1.12.10), (1.12.11), (1.12.12), (1.12.13), 
(1.12.14), (1.12.15), (1.12.16), (1.12.17), (1.12.18) and (1.12.19) have been obtained 
for Hermite polynomials of several variables using the above technique by Burchnall, 
J.L. 
1.13 Bedient Polynomials of Several Variables 
Khan, M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N. studied the Bedient polynomials and ex-
tend it in two, three and m-variables. They defined the Bedient polynomials of two 
variables as given below: 
u(n . ^ (/3 + A)„ [2xyY Rn{p, 7, A, fi; X, y) = j 
n! 
.^JS^ V^ ^^  . (-n)2.+2.(7-^)r(/^-A). 
h h 22'-''^(l - ^ - A - nU, {-i)r[}Ji)s r\ s\ x^r y^s' ^•''- ) 
GM, P,X,,,x,y)= (a + /3 + A + ;.)„n! 
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[t] [f H 
EE (-n)2r+2s(l - Q ; - / ? - A - / / - n ) r+s (1.13.2) 
,t^ o s=o S^ '-^ ^^  (1 - a - A - n),+,(l - ^ - // - n).+, r! s! x^^ y^^' 
In terms of double hypergeometric function, Bedient polynomials of two variables 
can be written as 
i?n(/5,7,A,//;a;,?/) {P + X)n{2xyf 
nl 
p2:2;0 
n n 1 1, 
2 ' 2 "•" 2 + 5 • 7 - / 3 , M - A;-; 
1 - ^ - A - n : 7,/^; 
(1.13.3) 
G'„(a,/?,A,/^;x,y) = (a + A)„(;3 + /i)„(2xy)" (a + /3 + A + /x)„ n! 
r.3:0;0 
^ -^2:0:0 
- f , - f + | , l - Q ; - / 3 - A - / x - n ; - ; - ; ^ ^ 
I ' l2 (1.13.4) 
I — a — X — n,l —j3 — fi~ n :—;—; ^ 
Now, the Bedient polynomials of three variables, defined and studied by Khan, 
M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N., is as follows; 




p=0 g=0 r=0 
j2p+2g+2r 
X 
(7 - ^)p(/z - A),(i/ - J), 
p! g! r! 
. (1.13.5) 
22p+2,4-2r(l _ ^ _ A - 5 - n ) p + , + , ( 7 ) p ( / x ) , ( l / ) . X2P y 2 , y2r 
In terms of triple hypergeometric function, Bedient polynomials of three variables 
can be written as 
R^{p,-f,X,f^,6,u;x,y,z) = (/5 + A + 6)n {2xyzY 
n\ 
- t , - t + | : : 7 - / ? , i U - A , i ' - 5 : - ; - ; - ; 
l - ^ - A - ( 5 - n : : 7 , / / , : / : - ; - ; - ; ^ 
Also, they defined the Bedient polynomials of m-variables as follows: 
(ai + Q;2 + h «;„)„ 
(1.13.6) 
n! 
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x{2(xia;2 





02ri+2r2+-+2rr„ ^, U„ | . . .-^ 
r i=0 r2=0 rm=0 '^ ' l - ' 2 ' ' n 
( A - a i ) r i ( ^ 2 - Q:2)r2 ' ' ' {Pm - (^m)rm 
(1 - a i - a a ^ m - n)r i+r2+. . .+r^( /5l ) r i (^2)r2 " ' ' iPm)r,n^T'xp • • • X^'- ' 
(1.13.7) 
According to the definition (1.3.17), in terms of hypergeometric function, Bedient 
polynomials of m-variables can be written as 
(ai + a2-\ H ajn)n 
Rn{0ti,l3i, 0^2,^2, • • • , a m , Pm] Xl,X2,---, ^m) = 
n! 
:{2{xiX2---Xm)TF^:l 
f , - | + | •./3i-ai;p2-a2;---; 
1 - fti - Q;2 am-n: /3i ; p2 
Pm "m.) 
Pm , 
9 ' 2 ' ' 9 . (1.13.8) 
where for right hand side of (1.13.8), it may be recalled that the definition of Kampe 
de Feriet function of m-variables [19]. 
Chapter 2 
A Study of Modified Hermite 
Polynomials of One and Two 
Variables 
2.1 Introduction 
The present chapter deals with modified Hermite polynomials of one and two vari-
ables, denoted by Hn{x;a) and Hn{x,y;a). The aim of the present chapter is to 
investigate these two polynomials by finding some important results such as gener-
ating functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, orthogonality conditions, 
expansion formulae, integrals, fractional integrals, fractional derivatives, operator 
representations and other properties of the above polynomials. 
2.2 The Modified Hermite Polynomials of One Vari-
able Hn{x] a) 
The modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x;a) are defined by means of the generating 
relation 
a'^'-'' = T : ^ ! L I ^ , a > 0, a ^ 1 (2.2.1) 
It follows from (2.2.1) that 
39 
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For a = e, (2.2.2) reduces to Hermite polynomials Hn{x). 
It may be remarked that Hn{x; a) is an even function of x for even n, an odd function 
of X for odd n. 
Also, 
and 
i^2n(0;a) = ( - l ) "22«( i ) j loga)" 
^2n+i(0;a) = 0 
i?L+i(0;a) = ( - i r 2 ^ " ^ ^ ( | ) (log a) 
^2n(0;a) 
n+l 








a) = 1, 
o) = 2x log a, 
a) = 4x^(loga)^ - 2 log a, 
a) = 8a;^(loga)^ - 12x(loga)2, 
a) = 16x\\ogay - i^x^^ogaf + 12{loga)2, 
a) = 32x^(loga)^ - 160x3(loga)^ + 120a;(logo)3, 
a) = 64x6(loga)6 - 480a;^(loga)5 + n^x^ogaf - 120(loga)^ 




Some other generating functions for Hn{x] a) are as given below: 
1,1+ h -4tMoga 2^ f^—'— = ( l -2a; t loga) 














n _ i I" 2xtioga-(j^+y^)t^(loga)'^ "I 
-if„(2:;a)i?„(y;a) = ( l - i2 ( loga)2)"^a \ ^-''^-'^') / (2.3.4) 
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n = 0 '^• 
X 2-Po 
f,f + | ; -4t^yMoga (2.3.5) 
—; {l + 1xyt\oga — 2t'^y\oga 
The above result for modified Hermite polynomials is similar to the result given 
by Brafman [4] for Hermite polynomials. 
2.4 Recurrence Relations 
The following recurrence relations hold for Hn[x] a): 
xH'^{x\ a) = n//;_i(x; a) + nHn{x] a) (2.4.1) 
i/;(a;;a) = 2nlogai7„_i(2;;a) (2.4.2) 
(n - s)\ ax 
F„(x; a) = 2x log a F„_i(x; a) - K_i{x; a) (2.4.4) 
Hr,{x;a) = 2\oga{xHn-i{x;a) - (n - l)if„_2(x;a)} (2.4.5) 
if:(a;; a) = 4n(n - l)(loga)27f„_2(a:; a) (2.4.6) 
Also the modified Hermite differential equation is 
H'J^ix; a) - 22; log a H'^{x; a) + 2n\oga Hn{x; a) = 0. (2.4.7) 
2.5 Rodrigues Formula for Hn{x]a) 
The Rodrigues formula for modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x] a) is given by the 
following relation; 
H^ix; a) = (-1) V V a - ^ D^~ (2.5.1) 
The proof of (2.5.1) is same as that of Rodrigues formula for if„(x). 
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2.6 Integral Representations 
Several integrals involving modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x;a) are as follows: 
P^{x) - 4 V ^ ^ / a-''rHn{xt; a)dt (2.6.1) 
OQ 
Hnix; a) - (2 loga)''+^a''' J a-^'r+'^Pn{x/t)dt (2.6.2) 
X 
/ a - . » f f „ _ . ( x ; a M . = g ^ i ^ ^ — (2.6.3) 
—CO ' 
y a-^'H2k{x;a)H,s+,{x;a)dx.^ '— ^2s + l-2k) ^ '^^ -^^ 
X 
j a-''Hn{t]a)dt = F„_i(x;0) - a-^'H„_i(x;a) (2.6.5) 
0 
/ if„(t; a)di - , , ^ . , . . {H^+i{x- a) - i^„+i(0; a)} (2.6.6) 
J a~''H2n{xt-a)dt = ^ ^ ^ ^ ( x ^ - l)(loga)"-5 (2.6.7) 
/ a~'\H2n+i{xt; a)dt = ^^^"^'^ ^^^'xix^ - l)"(ioga)""' (2.6.8) 
—oo 
+00 
- o o 
+CX) 
I a-''eHn{xt;a)dt=-^'§^Pn{x) (2.6.9) 








I a-'='H2n+i{V2x]a)dx = 0 (2.6.11) 
—00 
The second result (2.6.11) is trivial and the first (2.6.10) may be written 
+00 , . 
J a-'^'^'H2n{x;a)dx = ^sJliH^T'' (2-6.12) 
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oo 
ja-^' [Hn{t; a)f cos ('^21oga xt) dt = y/^2''-^n\Lnix'^){loga)''~^ (2.6.13) 
+1 
rin + fi + 1) J{1 ~ fY--^H2niV^t; a)dt 
- 1 
= (-l)"x/^(2n)! r [^i + ^ ) {\ogaTLl[x\ogal{Re[^i) > - j ) (2.6.14) 
/ logo 
r (n + // + l) / ( l-t2loga) ' ' -5i/2n(\/i t ;a)dt 
/logo 
= {-iTM'^ny. r (/. + ^ ) (loga)"-5L(:(x), (i?e(/y,) > - i ) (2.6.15) 
where L!^{x) is the generahzed Laguerre polynomial. 
2.7 Fractional Integrals and Derivatives 
By using the definitions of fractional integrals and fractional derivatives given in 
section (1.7) of chapter one we have obtained the following fractional integrals and 
fractional derivatives for modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x; a) as given below: 
Riemann-Liouville left sided fractional integral 
Riernann-Liouville right sided fractional integral 
J^ {F„(c - x; a)} =. ( i^^)J21oga)^^"^-^^ " " ' "^ ^'-^-^^ 
The Weyl integral of Hn{x] a) of order a 
.W^{Hn{x- a)} = ^I^L^Hr^U^;«) (2-7.4) 
(l + n)a(21oga)° 
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Erdelyi-Kober operator of first kind for Hn{x]a), 
T\ f7 ^ M (22; log a ) " 
I[a, T]] Hn [x] a = -——^- 4-^ 2 (n + vi)a 
Erdelyi-Kober operator of second kind 
rr IT f \^ (2a; log a)" / a , r/; i7„ (x; a = —— 4F2 
A ( 2 , - n ) , A ( 2 , - n - a - r / ) ; 
A ( 2 , - n - r 7 ) ; ^'^^^^ 
(2.7.5) 
A(2 , -n + 77),A(2,-n + 77 + l); 
A ( 2 , - n + a + r7); ^'^°g« 
(2.7.6) 
Saigo integral operator of first kind 
(2loga)"r(l + n)r( l + n-V'q- /3)a:"-^ 
C' '{ /^n( : r ;a)} = 
r ( l + n - ^ ) r ( l + n + a + 7?) 




A(2,-rz + /?-ry); ^'^°S", 
Saigo integral operator of second kind 
J-'P^^iT^ (. V {2\ogaTT{l-n)T{l-n-P + r^)x--' 
~ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ' ^ ^ > - r ( l - n - / 3 ) r ( l - n + a + r7) 
A ( 2 , - n ) , A ( 2 , - n + l ) , A ( 2 , - n - / 5 + 7] + l); ^ 
A (2, - n - /3 + 1) A (2, - n + a + 7? + 1); ^ ' ^°S^ 
The left sided Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order a 
, M (21oga)°r(l + n ) , , , , , 
6£»:{if„ {x ~ b- a)} = ^ J, i ^ \ 'H,-.{X - h- a) 






r ( l + n - a ) -Hn-a{c - x; a) (2.7.10) 
The Weyl fractional derivative of f{x) of order a, 
,Z?^ {H^ix-a)} = i-nU2logarHr,-c. (x; a) (2.7.11) 
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2.8 Hyper geometric Form of Hn{x] a) 
Hypergeometric representation of modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x; a) is as given 
below: 
H,,{x-a) = {2xloga)''2Fo 
n n I 1-. 




The orthogonality condition for modified Hermite polynomials Hn[x\ a) is as follows: 
T _ 2 f 0, for mj^n 
j a - HUx;a)Hn{x;a)dx = | 2"n ! ( loga r / i | ^ , form = n (^.Q.l) 
Further, the following result holds for Hn{x;a): 
T h e o r e m : For the modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x; a) 
+ 00 
(a) a'''\''Hn{x;a)dx = 0, • A; = 0,1,2, • • •, (n -1 ) . 
(b) The zeros of i?„(x; a) are real and distinct. 
(c) ^^ Hnjx; a)Hk{y; a) __ {Hn+i{y;a)Hnix;a) - ff„+i(:r;a)ff„(3y;a)}(loga)" 
^ - (21oga)^^! 2"+in!(y-a:) 
2.10 Addition Theorem 
The following addition theorems hold for Hn{x;a): 
-Hr,{— -T;a( = 2^ --—Hr[Zi;a)Hs{z2;a) 
n! '[(A2 + ;x2)5 —' r l ol r+s=n '•^^ 
( m \ 2 2^ Ar^^ 
r= l 
-;o 
( m \vr 1 
Putting A = /i, in (2.10.1) then 
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Further with zi = Z2 = x, we have 
2'iHn{V2x-a) = E ( M Hr{x;a)Hn-r{x]a) (2.10.4) 
2.11 Summation Formulae 
A number of summation formulae for modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x;a) are as 
given below: 
t {2^A;!(log«)'=}"' [Hk{x;a)]' = {2"+y(loga)"+^}"' {[H^+,{x;af 
fr=0 
-Hn{x;a)Hr,+2{x;a)} (2.11.1) 
j ; (-21oga)^fc! f n ( ^ ) ^m-fc(x;a)H„_fe(x;a) = Hm+n{x-a) (2.11.2) 
Tnin{m,n) / \ / \ 
Y: {2logafkl ( n ( fc ) "rn^n-2kix;a) = H^ix;a)Hnix;a) (2.11.3) 
}Z[l] HkiV2x;a)Hn-kiV2y;a) = 2^^Hn{x + y;a) (2.11.4) 
E ( 2^ ) ^2fc(\/2a;; a)H2n-2k{V2y; a) - 2""^ {i:f2n(x + y; a) + iJ2n(3: - y; a)} 
(2.11.5) 
^ ,i72fc(a;;G)i/2„-2fc(2/;a) = (-l)"n!(loga)"L„{(:c2 + y2)loga}. (2.11.6) 
2.12 Expansion of Legendre Polynomials in a Se-
ries of i7n(3 ;^ o) 
In terms of Hn{x\a) Legendre polynomial can be written as 
„ , , _ . . ^ 2 F o M , | + n - f c . ; - ; ^ ] ( - l ) ^ ( l ) ^ ^(loga)^''-" 
" ^ ' ^ ~ t o fcKn-2fc)! 
xHn-2kix\a) (2.12.1) 
/ n 
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Also, in terms of Legendre polynomials Pn{x), modified Hermite polynomials i/„(x; a) 
can be written as 
Hnix;a) = Yl iFi[-fc; f + n - 2k; loga]n\{-if n\{2n -ik + l)(loga)"-'= 
^Ki).-. 
xPn^2k{x) (2.12.2) 
2.13 Binomial and Trinomial Operator Represen-
tations 
In this section we have obtained certain results of binomial and trinomial opera-
tor representation type for Hn{x]a) by using their Rodrigues formula. The results 
obtained are as given below: 
Let — = Drc and ^ = Dy, then 
(D. + DyT {a-^ . r « } = i-lTa-^ h'y' E ' ^ " - ( ^5 '')^r{y\ h) (2.13.1) 
r=0 \ 
\r+s 
Again lei j ^ = D^, j ^ ^ Dy and f^=D„ then 
n n - r / _ \ (_-\Y+s 
{D, + Dy + D,f {a-^'. h-y\ c~'"} = (-l)"a-^ ' 6"^' c'^' E E ^ f^ 
xHn-r-s{x\a)Hr{y;b)Hs{z;c) (2.13.2) 
and 
(i?iD2 + D1D3 + D2D,na'^\b-y\c-^'} = a -^ ' r^^-^ ' E E 1 , 
r=Os=0 ' •*• 
xHn-s{x; a)Hn~r{y; b)Hr+s{z] c) (2.13.3) 
2.14 Gauss Transforms 
The following results hold when we apply Gauss transform defined by equation (1.4.7) 
on modified Hermite polynomials 
g:{Hn{t;a)} = ( l o g a ) ^ {1 - 2alogo}t //„ 1 X {1 - 2aloga}~2 
,/Ioga 
(2.14.1) 
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gi{Hn{t;a)} = {2xr 
2.15 Laplace Transforms 
(2.14.2) 
(2.14.3) 
Using the definition (1.4.4), the Laplace transform of modified Hermite polynomials 
fl„(x;a) is as follows: 
£{Hn {x; a) : s} = (21oga)- _ ^ 
o U + l 
g 4 log a (2.15.1) 
2.16 Mellin Transforms 
Also, the Mellin transform of H^ix; a) is given by 
M{e~^Hr, {x\ a) : s} = (21oga)T(n + 5) 
X 2F2 
n n i l . 
2 ' 2 """ 2 ' 
n-s+l —n—s+2. 
2 1 2 ' 
1 
4 log a 
(2.16.1) 
2.17 Limiting Relationships 
The following relationships between Gegenbauer and Laguerre polynomials with Hn{x; a) 
exist: 
.ff„(x;a) = n!(loga)t lim ( . - ? c : f ^ ^ ^ (2.17.1) 
Hn (-^^a) = (-l)"2tn!(loga)t J m ^ j a - t L W (a + x ^ ^ b ^ ) } . (2.17.2) 
2.18 Other Results for Hn(x] a) 
Using the identity 
a2xt-t^ ^ ^i2xt-t^x^)Jt^{x^-l)] 
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we get the following result for Hn{x;a) 
f^^ n!//n_2fc(2;;a)a;"-2'=(x2 _ i)fc(loga)^ 
Also, we have 
Hn{x;a) = Yl 
fc=0 








S (2n + l)! =^^^°g"^ 0^ ^ 3'. x^i(loga)^ 2 ' (2.18.3) 
2.19 Modified Hermite Polynomials of Two Vari-
ables 
In this section a study has been made of modified Hermite polynomials of two vari-
ables, denoted by Hn{x, y; a) which for a = e, reduces to Hermite polynomials of two 
A a^riables Hn{x,y) defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [23]. 
They defined Hn{x, y) by means of the following generating relation 
^2if-(j/4-l)t^ _ V^ Hn{x,y)P E 
n=0 n! 
(2.19.1) 
Here the definition (2.19.1) has been modified and some results such as gener-
ating functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, relationship with Legendre 
polynomials, expansion of polynomials and other properties for the modified Hermite 
polynomials of two variables Hn{x, y; a) have been obtained. 
The modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x,y;a) of two variables is defined by means 
of the generating relation: 
2xt-(y+l)t^ _ V" ^ri{x>y](l)t'^ 
= E 
n=0 n! 
, 0 > 0, a 7^ 1 (2.19.2) 
It follows from (2.19.2) that 
[t] 
Hn{x,y;a) = Y^ 
r=0 
n\Hn-2r{x]a){-yy{logay 
r ! (n -2 r ) ! (2.19.3) 
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where Hn{x; a) stands for the modified Hermite polynomial of one variable [25]. 
The definition (2.19.3) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
Hn{x,y;a) 





In terms of double hypergeometric function, modified Hermite polynomials of two 
variables can be written as 
n r.2:0;0 Hr,{x,y;a) = i2x\ogarF,':^;^ 
n n I 1. . . . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' ' ' y 
x'^ log a' x'^ log a 
(2.19.5) 
For a = e, (2.19.3), (2.19.4) and (2.19.5) reduces to Hermite polynomials of two 
variables Hn{x,y) due to Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [23]. 
It may be remarked that Hn{x^ y; a) is an even function of x for even n, an odd 
function of x for odd n. 
Hn{~x, y, a) =: (-1)" Hn{x, y; a) 
Also, 
if2n(0,y;a) = (_l)"(y+ l)?22" ( | ) j l o g a ) " , ' 
F2„4-i(0,y;a) = 0 
(2.19.6) 
and 
F2„(0,0;a) = ( - l )"22»( i ) j loga)" , 
F2„+i(0 ,0;a)-0 
dx H2niO,y;a) = 0, 
(2.19.7) 
|i72n+i(0,?/;a) = (-l)"(21oga)"+^ ( i ) j y + 1)"^ . 
(2.19.8) 
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^2xt-(y+l)t^ _ ^ ' ,' ' 2.20.1 
n=0 '^ "• 
Differentiating (2.20.1) partially w.r.t. 'a;', we get 
oo d 
n 
(2iloga) e2-'-(^+^)*' = f; d.Hnixy;a)t^ ^^^^^^ 
n=0 
or 
n! ^n n\ (21oga)E "^' , ^ - E 
n=0 ''^- n=0 
Equating the coefficients of t" on both sides, we get 
d 
-—Hn{x,y;a) = 2n\oga Hn-i{x,y;a) (2.20.3) 
Iteration of (2.20.3) gives 
| l ff„(, , , ; „) = (21og«)'n!g (.,ga) 
ox^ (n - s)\ 
Again differentiating (2.20.1) partially w.r.t. 'y', we get 
{-e log a) a^ -^ -(^ +^ )^ ^ = f; ^^ "^ '^ ;^ '''^ "^ (2.20.5) 
n=0 
or, 
i-loga) E -, = E -, 
Equating the coefficients of t^ on both sides, we obtain 
-g-Hn{x, y; a) = -n{n - 1) log a F„_2(a;, y; a) (2.20.6) 
Iteration of (2.20.6) gives 
^T I '\\T \ 
~ / / „ ( x , y- a) = -^^^Hr,^,rix, y; a) (2.20.7) 
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Now differentiating (2.20.1) partially w.r.t. 't\ we get 
2(a: -yt-t) log a a'^'-^y+'^'' = T ^-[x,y-a)t^~^ ^^  
^ 1 ( « - l ) ! 
or, 
{2x log a) 2_^  - — ^ - - (22/ log a) ^ —^ ^ 
n=o «' t^o ^• 
^^^""^h n\ ~h {n-l)\ 
Now equating the coefficients of t" on both sides, we obtain 
Hn+i{x,y\a) = {2x\oga) {xHn{x,y;a)-n{y-l)H„-i{x,y;a)} (2.20.9) 
Also, by multiplying (2.20.2), (2.20.5) and (2.20.8) by (x - t), 2y and -t respectively 
and adding, we get 
^^^IUx^y]a)r ^ | f l n ( x , y ; a ) r ^ nff„(x,r,a)t" „ 
n=0 "• n=0 "• n=0 ""• 
Now equating the coefficients of t^ on both sides, we get 
x~Hnix, y; a) - nHn{x, y; a) + 2y—Hn{x, y; a) = n~Hn-\{x, y, a). (2.20.10) 
Using (2.20.3), (2.20.6) and (2.20.10) we get 
2nxlog aHn-i[x, y; a) - nHn{x, y; a) - 2n{n - l)y log aHn-2{x, y; a) 
= n^Hn-i{x,y;a) (2.20.11) 
Now from (2.20.3) and (2.20.11), we get 
2nx\ogaHn^i{x,y\ a) - nHn{x,y\ a) = 2n{n - \){y + l)Hn-2{x,y; a) (2.20.12) 
which is a pure recurrence relation. 
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2.21 Relation Between Hn{x,y]a) and Hn{x\a) 
From our earlier section, we have 
n=0 
Replacing x by -7=^ and t by t^y + 1 in (2.21.1) we get 
^ g„(x, y; a ) r ^ ^ -^n( ;7^; Q)t"(t/ + l ) t 
n = 0 ''•• n = 0 "•• 
Equating the coefficients of t" on both sides, we get 
Hn{x, y; a) = (y + l)^ H^ ( 7 7 = ^ ; « ) (2-21.2) 
2.22 More Generating Function for Hn{x,y]a) 
Consider the sum 
(c)„f/'„(a;,y;a)r E 
n=0 '^i 
- | | t H (c)„(-n)2.+2.(2x)"-^-^-(-y)-(-l)-(loga)"-'--r 
^ ^ ^ (c).+2r+2.(2x)"(-y)'-(-l)nioga)"+''+^t"+^--+^-
„=0r=0s=0 / . i . / t . 
y y^ (c)2r+2.(-y)''(-l)^(loga)^+^t^'"+^^ v^ (c + 2r + 2s).(2xtlog a)" 
00 oo22'-+2«(£) ( 1 + 1 ) (-l) '-+V(^'loga) 
= (1 - 2xt log a ) — ^ - ^ ^ 5 : Y. "" - - -•"' 
r+s 
r=Os=0 ' •*• 
(1 zxtloga) 2 . 1 . , y \ ( l -2x( logaP/ \(l-2xilogaP 
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We thus arrived at the (divergent) generating function 
OC) 
n=0 
{c)nHn{x, y; 0)^" 
n\ 
^{l c n2:0;0 2xtloga)-'F^!^^ 
2 ' 2 " ^ 2 • 4t/t^ log a 4t^  log a 
( l -2a; t loga)2 ' ( l -2xt loga)2 
(2.22.1) 
Consider the Sum 
; ~ Hn^kix, y; a^v^ - Hn{x, y- a) " n\t 
n=0 k=Q k\n\ = E 
'^  ,Y^]+'n—kn^^ 
E 
/f„(i,S;o)(< + t))» E 
n=0 n 
_ ^2x{«+«)-(2/+l)(t+t;)2 
_ ^2xt - ( j /+ l ) t2 ^2^ ( i - t y - f ) - ( j /+ l ) t ) 2 
or 
0 0 OO 
Z—z Z—/ 
n=0 fc=0 
if„+fc(a;, y]a)f'J^ ^ ^2xt-(y+i)e ^  Hk{x -ty-t, y; a)v'' y-v v ^ •'-'n+fcV-^) •/) "-;t- ^ _ 2xt-{y+l)t^ V ^ 
A;!n! A;=0 kl 
k 
By equating the coefficients of ^j-, we obtain 
n=0 
(2.22.2) 
Again consider the sum 
0 0 OO OO 
y y y i?n+r+.(a^ ,y; Q)^"«V = T V ^F^ ^"^''' ^ ' ")^""''""''''' 
n=0 r = 0 s=0 r!5!n! n = O r = 0 s=0 r!s!(n — r — s)! 
^ g H^[x^y-a)r j ^ ^ ^ ^ [-nUsi-ir^ [^f (^ 
n=0 r=0 s=0 r!5! 
E 
n=0 
i7„(a:,?/;a)(t + u + u)" 
n! 
_ ^j2x(t+u+t;)-(y+l)( t+«+i;)2 
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_ ,j2xt-(3/+l)<2 ^2(x-ty-t)u-iy+l)u'^ ^2{x-ty~t-uy-u)v-{y+l)v^ 
or 





2a:i-(y+l)f2 ^2(x-fy-t)«-(y+l)«^ ^ ^ )„2 ^ jy,(3; -ty-t-uy~u, y; a)v' 
Equating the coefficients of ^ , we get 
V \ ^ fhi+r+s[X} V) 0)t U 
n=0 r=0 n\r\ 
2.23 Rodrigues Formula for Hn{x^y]a) 
(2.22.3) 
From equation (2.19.2) we have 
a 
2xt~{y+l)e __ 
= E Hn{x,y]a)t'' 
n=0 n! 
(2.23.1) 





The function a ''+1 is independent of t, so we can write 
a y+^ Hn{x,y;a) 
t=o 
Now put - 7 = - y/y + It = uj, then 
a-5^if„(a;,y;a) = (-l)"(y + l ) t a 
"Vy+T 
= ( - l ) " ( t / + 1 ) 2 ^ ^a v+i 
^Tfrr)" 
or, 
rf (2.23.2) Hn{x,y;a) = (-1)^(2/+ 1)^ al^:^ D^ a-(v+^ D _ ^^ 
a formula of the same nature as Riodrigues's formula for modified Hermite polynomial 
of one variable Hn{x). 
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2.24 Special Properties for Hn{x,y:a) 
Here we explain some special properties of modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x, y; a) 
by the following manner. Consider the identity 
^2xt-{y+l)t^ ^ ^2(xt)-(j/+l)(xt)2_^(3/+l)x2t2-(y+l)t2 
^ ^2ixt)-(y+l){xtrjy+l)(x^-l)t^ 
or, 
~ Hn{x,y;a)t- ^ ^ H^[l,y-a){xtY ^ (y + 1)'= (a:^  - 1)'= {logaff^ 
_ ^ | j iJ„_2fe(l, y; a)x^~^\y + 1)^ (a:^  - 1)' (log a)H^ 
h h • k\{n-2k)\ 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
rr , , , . .. Mn!f f„-_ , . ( l ,y ;a)a ; -^^(y+l)Mx^- l f (logg)^ 
Next, by considering the identity 
^2(ii+i2)t-(j/+l)«2 _ Q2a:i<-(y+l)f2^^2x2f-(?/+l)t2_Q(j/+l)t= 
or, 
^ i/„(xi + X2,y;a)r ^ ^ Hn{x,,y;a)e ^ Hr{x2,y;a)t' ^ {y+ iyt''{logaY 
^ ^ A te^ Hn-r-2si.xi,y;a)Hr{x2,y;a)(t/ + l)^(loga)^" 
„t'o.=o.=o r ! 5 ! ( n - r - 2 5 ) ! 
Equating the coefficients of f^, we obtain 
[n-rl 
„ , , ^ ^^^^n!i/n-,-23(xi,y;a)ff,(a:2,y;o)(y + l)"(loga)^ ^^  ^, ^^  
//„(:r,+X2,y;a) = E g r\s\{n - r - 2s)\ ^ -^^ "^^ ^ 
Now considering the identity 
^2xt-(yi+y2+l)t^ ^2xi-t'^ _ ^2xt-[yx+\)f^ ^^2xt~{y2^\)t'^ 
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we get 
Hn{x,yi + y2;a) Hk{x;a)t-+'' _ ^ ^ Hn{x,yua)Hk{x,yr,a)r^' oo oo y y - - - • - ' - - ' - — = > • > • 
By equating the coefficients of i"''"'', we get 
Hn{x, yi + y2] a)Hk{x\ a) ^ Hn{x, yr, a)Hk{x, y2] a) (2.24.3) 
where Hi.{x; a) is modified Hermite polynomial of one variable [4]. 
Again, by considering the identity 
we have 
^ Hn{Xx,y-a) T ^ ^ Hnix,y;a)r ^ 2fe(A - lfx'^{\oga)H'' 
2^ „] 2^ \ 2^ 1^ 
n=0 "'• n=0 "•• fc=0 '^• 
_ ^ " ff„_fc(x,y;a)2^(A- l)V(loga)^ T 
n=oto • k\{n-ky. 
By equating the coefficients of t" we get 
f / rx . „ . ^ A^„-,(x,y;a)n!2'-(A-l)fex^(loga)^ 
if„(Ax, y, a) = g ^j^^^-^j^ . (2.24.4) 
Similarly, by considering the identity 
and proceeding as above we obtain 
H (X Ay a)Jy ^'•Hn-A'^,y,^)li^->^)y^^Za]\ (2.24.5) 
Also by considering the identity 
2 y2 
a 
2Axt-(w+l)t2 ^ ^2xt-{y+l)t\^2{X-l)xt-{{l-n)y+l}t^ _^t 




^ ~ Hr,{x,y;a)r ^ H^ {{X - l)x,il - fi)y-a}r ^ {tHogaY 
n=0 "! r=0 ^i I ^ «•' 
By equating the coefficients of i" we get 
/7 a . .„• .^ - V ^V^ n!ffn-r-2.(a:, j / ; a)i:r, {(A - \)x., (1 - M)y; a} (log a)^  
(2.24.6) 
2.25 Expansion of Polynomials 
We have 
it follows that 
n = 0 "•• 
n=U 
or, 
^ (2xtloga)" ^ ^ [(y + l ) t y ^ Hn{x,y;a)e 
^ ^ | 1 Hn-2k{x, y- a)iy + l)'^ (loga)H^ 
hh k\{n-2k)\ 
Equating coefficients of i", we get 
{2xf ^ /f„-2fe(x,y;a)(y + l)^(loga)^-" 
~ ^ - , t ^ o fc!(n-2fc)! • ^^ -^ -^^ ^ 
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By using (2.25.1) we may write it as 
0 0 OO OO —n—Sfn+2fe+2s 
i:^.(^r = EEE 
n=0 n=0 fc=0 s=0 k\s\n\ 
ra=0 fc=0 
2F0 [-A:, 1 + n + A;, - ; g i ] (-1)^ ( i ) ^„(a;, ?/; a)(loga)-"r —nj.n+2A; 
n\k\ 
^^  ^ ffl ,Fo [-fc, 1 + n - fe, - ; g l ] (-1)'- (i)^_^ jj„,2.(a:, y; a)(loga)^^-"r 
hh k]in-2k\) 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
Pnix) = E — 
fc=0 
'^ I + " - fc' -; g^] (-1)' iiin-k ^ "^-2 (^^ ' =^ ^)(iog«)''"" 
fc!(n-2fc!) 
(2.25.2) 
We now employ (2.25.1) to expand the Legendre polynomial of two variables 
[?] (-l)'=f^) {2x)^-^Hy + lf 
k\{n-2k)\ 
( defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Ahmed, S. [28] ) in a series of modified 
Hermite polynomials of two variables. Consider the series 
00 [?] (-1)^ = ( i ) (2a;)"-2fc(l + y)'=r 
n=0 n=0 r=0 
_ ^2. - (-1)^ ( | )„^ , (2x)"(l + # r 
fc!(n-2A;)! 
+2k 
n=0 r=0 /tin! 
A ^ | l (-l)Hi)n+fc(^ + 2/)'+^^n-2.(:r,y;a)(loga)-"r +2k 
n=0 fc=0 r=0 
00 00 00 
n=0 fc=0 r=0 
k\ r\ ( n - 2 r ) ! 
( - l ) ' ( i ) .,,2^(l + y)'+^^n(a:,y;a)(loga)—V +2fc+2r 
A;! r! n! 
_ ,^ ^ ^ (-1)^ (1),^,^, (1 + y)^//n(x,y;a)(loga)—r +2fc 
n=0 fc=0 r=0 
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—nj.n+2k V V V ( - l ) ' ( -^ )^ (0„+fc( l + ^ + ^ ) , (1 + yJ'Hnix, y- a ) ( loga)- ' - " r 
7i=0fc=0r=0 
oo oo 2-Po 
n=Qk=0 
k^ ^-\- Ti -\- k\ y 
log a 
k\ r! n! 
k\n\ 
2-Po 
fC, 2 "r ^ "') 1 
EE' 
n=0 A;=0 
The final result is 






_ • logo {-i)'(^^_,{i + yHogar~^ 
k\{n-2k)\ 
xHn-2k{x,y;a). (2.25.3) 
2.26 Binomial and Trinomial Operator Represen-
tations of Hn{x,y] a) 
Here we have obtained certain results of binomial and trinomial operator representa-
tion type for modified two variables Hermite polynomials Hn{x,y;a) by using their 
Rodrigues formula. The results obtained are as follows; 
Let •-r^-^ = Di and , '^ . = D2, then 
2 2 2 2 '" 
(Di + D2)" a""^^ 6 ~ ^ = (-l)"(y + 1)"^ a~5m b~^ ^ 
r = 0 
n 
r 
ly + i 
z + 1 
Again let = Di, / ^ K = D2 and 
/x+l 
xHn-r{x,y;a)Hr{w,z;b) (2.26.1) 
= D3, then 
< ^ 
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r=Os=0 '•*• 
x(z; + l ) - t l ^ ^ j U ^ J i^„_,_,(«,y;a)i^,(w;,a;;6)/f,(y,^;c) (2.26.2) 
and 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
{D1D2 + DiDs + D2-D3)"'o~^6~^c"'^+i = {v + l)"^(x + iy^a~^b~^c~^ 
xF,+,(y,z;c) (2.26.3) 
The contents of this chapter accepted/pubhshed/communicated in the form of two 
papers as mentioned below: 
(i) A Study of modified Hermite polynomials, accepted for publication in Pro. Math-
ematica, Peeru. 
(ii) A study of modified Hermite polynomials of two variables, communicated for 
publication. 
Chapter 3 
A Study of a New Two Variables 
Analogue of Modified Hermite 
Polynomials 
3.1 Introduction 
The current chapter is the study of a new two variables analogue of modified Hermite 
polynomials, denoted by Hn{x, y; a), whose special Hermite Polynomials of two vari-
ables, denoted by Hnix, y), seems more natural than that of Hermite polynomials of 
two variables defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [23]. A 
systematic analysis of the above polynomials gives us various unknown results such 
as generating functions, recurrence relations, Rodrigues formula, relationship with 
Herraite and Legendre polynomials of one variable, some special properties and ex-
pansion of Legendre polynomials in terms of modified Hermite polynomials of two 
variables. 
3.2 Definition 
The new two variables analogue of modified Hermite polynomials of two variables 
Hn{x,y; a) is defined as follows: 
Hn{x,y;a) = }_^ —- , a > 0,a^l (3.2.1) 
r ^ r! [n- Zry. 
where Hn{x; a) is the modified Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
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The definition (3.2.1) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
Hn{x,y;ay. 
[t] [tH (_n)2.+2. (--^y f - r f - ) ' " 
r=0 s=0 ^ / . i . 
In terms of double hypergeometric function, modified Hermite polynomials of two 
variables can be written as 
2:0;0 Hnix,y;a) = {2xyhgaTFS. 
n _n 1 1 . . _ . 
• 2 ' " 2 ' ' " 2 - ' • ' 1 \ 
x^ log a' 2/^  log a 
(3.2.3) 
where for right hand side of (3,2.3), it may be recalled that the definition of a more 
general double hypergeometric function (than the one defined by Kampe de Feriet ) 
in a slightly modified notation [ see, for example, Srivastava and Panda [54], p.423. 
Eq.(26) ]. 
3.3 Generating Function for Hn{x,y]a) 
Consider the sum 
^ Hn{x,y-a)t- ^ ^ | } t H (2xyloga)"(-n)2.+2. ( - ^ r f e ) ' ( - ^ ) ' ' ^ " 
oo oo oo ^ ^ ^ (2£ybga)jXjl)''+'a;2'-?/2«(logo)'"+''r+2'-+25 
n=0r=0 5=0 ''• ^- '^ 
_ ^xytloga ^-x^t^loga ^~yH'^\o^a 
^2xyt-{x'^W)i^ 
We thus arrived at the following generating function Hn{x,y\a): 
^2xyt~ixHy')t^ _ y Hn{x,y]a)V'^ ^^^^^ 
n=0 " ! 
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Next we consider the sum 
(c)„ Hn{x,y;a)f E 
n=0 n\ 
^ - | i t ^ ^ {c)n {2xy\ogar {-n),r^2s {-^^' ( - ^ ) ' ^ " 
n=Or=0 s=0 
22r+2« ^! 5 ! ^ ! 
00 00 00 
= EEE 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
r! s! n! 
(l-2xyUoga)-'= £ £ (2),+, (2 + 2),+, I -ixH'^loga y 
r=0 s=0 r\s\ (1 — 2a;yUoga)^ 
-AyH"^ log a 
[(1 — 2x2/f loga)^ j 
We thus arrive at the (divergent) generating function 





C C I 1. . . 
2 , 2 I" 2 • ' 
(1 — 2xyiloga)^' (1 — 2a;?/tloga)2 
^ ~ ff„+fc(x,y;a)tV ^ y y ^n(x, 2/; a)^""'?;' 
n=Ofe=0 '^' "" n=0/fc=0 




^ Q 2 x y t - ( x 2 + ! / 2 ) f 2 _^2 [x j / - t ( x2 V ) l i ; - t > ^ ^ ^ [ l _ ( ^ 2 + j / 2 ) ] „ 2 
(3.3.2) 
fc=0 n=0 
11 i J f e - 2 „ N - t (x2 + y2) . ^ ] | i _ (^2 ^ y2) |n Q^g ^)n ^  ..A; 
n! {k - 2n)\ 
Hence 
n=0 fc=0 A;! n 
m ^ ^ ^ (-fe)2n^fc-2n[:r|/-t(x^ + y^);a] [1 - [x^ + y2)]" (logo)" t;'^  
fc=0 n=0 n! fc! 
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k 
By equating the coefficients of ^ we obtain 




^^ i-k)2n H,^2n[xy - t{x' + / ) ; g] [1 - jx' + y')r (loga)" ^333^ 
X 
Consider the sum 
00 c» 00 y y y gn+r+.(a:, j/;a)rnV ^ y y y Hn{x, y; a) i""''-^ u' v' 
n=0 r=0 s=0 r\s\n\ ^of^os^o r\s\{n-r-s)\ 
00 
00 
= y Jy^y-(^")'•+^(-^)' ' ' ' /^^V^^'l Hn{x,y]a)r 
0 1 n rt I • ^ t \ O y \ tj / \ lb. 
n=0 
n = 0 '^• 
_ ^2xi;(t+u+t;)-(x2+3/2)(t+u+t;)2 
_ ^2xy«-(x2+y2j^2 ^2[xt/-t(l2+y2)j„_(2.2^j^2j^2 
^ ^ if,[xy - tjx^ + y )^ - ujx"^ + y^); a][l - (x-' + y')]"(log a)" ;^^ +^ " 
_ ^2xyt-(x2+3/2)t2 ^2[xy-t(i2+y2)]u-(x2+y2)u2 
^ jfl (-g)2niJ.-2nN - t{x^ + / ) - u{x^ + y^); a][l - (x^ + y^)]"(loga)" t;-
Equating the coefficients of ^ , we get 
V V Hn+r+six,y;a)t''u'' _ 2xyt-{x''W)t^ 2[xy-tixHy^)]u-(x''+y'')u 
[f] 
n : = O r = 0 ^ i " - ' 
. . ^ (-5)2nff.-2«N-^(^' + y')-4^' + y');Q][I- jx' + y'Wogar (334^ 
n=0 " ! 
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3.4 Special Properties of Hn{x, y; a) 
Considering the identity 
^2xyt~{x^+y^)t^ ^ ^2x(yt)-{ytf _^-xH^ 
we have 
n=o ril t , ^! ' h r\ 
hh r!(n-2r)! 
Equating the coefficients of i"', we obtain 
h r\{n~2r)\ 
or, 
Hn{x,y-a) = X; ^"' '^' ' /"^^'^ Hn-2r{x-.a) x^'y^-'^logay. (3.4.1) 
r = 0 '"'• 
Again, by considering the identity 
^2x2/t-(x24-y2)t2 ^ ^2y[xt)-{xt)\^-yH-'^ 
we have 
^%{x,y-a)t^ ^^Hn{y]a){xtY ^ ( - y ^ l o g o T 
n=o "! n=o n\ ' t , r! 
^ f^  y i (-1)- Hn-2r{y\a) a ; " - V - ( l o g a ) T 
^t'ort'o • r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! 
Equating the coeificients of i", we get 
i/„(x,y;a) = 2^ 
r=0 r! (n - 2r)! 
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or, 
[t] 
Hjx, y; a)^J2 ^~"^''-/~^^'' //„_2,(y; a) x^'-'^y'^ilog ay. (3.4.2) 
r=o •^ 
Next considering the identity 
^2xyt-(x^+y^)t^ _ ^xyt-(yt)^ (jXyt-{xtf 
^ ^2lyt-{ytf ^2\xt-{xtf 
we have 
^ Hnix,y;a)t- ^ - ffn(f;a)(t/^)" ^ i^y^a)(x^); 
u=0 ^ ! ^ 0 " ! r=0 ^ 
^ ^ A ^^(f; a)//,(f; a)x'- y^'^ f 
n=or=o r ! ( n - r ) ! 
Equating the coeiScients of ^", we get 
^ ^ " n!if„_,(f;a)if ,( | ;a)x'-y" 
Hnix,y;a) = 2^ 
r=o r\{n-r)\ 
or, 
//„(x,y;a) = E ( M i:^„_. ( | ; a ) H. ( | ; a ) x"- y'^'^. (3.4.3) 
Considering the identity 
^2xyt-{xHy^)t' ^ ^2yt-{l+v^)t\^-2yt(l-x}_^tHl-x': 
we have 
^Hn{x,y;a)t- ^^Hn{l,y;a)P ^[-2yt{l-x)logaY ^[t'{l-x')\ogaY 
n=0 ^- n=0 " • r=0 - ' • s=0 *• 
^ ^ " f^J (-l)''(2y)'-(l - :r)'-+^(l + 3:)^(loga)''+^r 
~ n n n r!s!(n - r - 25)! 
n=Or=0 s=0 v -* 
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Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
"^ ' ^ h h r\s\{n-T-2s)\ 
(3.4.4) 
Again, considering the identity , ; ; 
2xyf-(x24.j/2)t2 ^ 2xt-(l+a;2)t2 2xt{l-y) ^Hl-y'') a " ^ '" ' —a ^ ' .a ^ "'.a 
we have 
^ Hn{x,y;a)r ^ ^ Hr,{x,l;a)t^ ^ [~2xt{l - y) log aY ^ [f{l - y') log a] 
n=0 "! n=0 «•' t^Q ^' ' .t^ I^ 
_ ^ » t y J (-l)'-(2x)-(loga)-+-(l - vY^'{l + l/)-r 
xHn--r--2six,l;a). 
Equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
n( ^ ^ ^ ? ^ ^ n\ Hn-r-2s{x,l;a){-lY{2xY{logaY'-'il-yY^'i^ + yY 
(3.4.5) 
Now considering the identity 
^2{xi+X2)yt-[{xi+X2y+y^]f _ ^2xiyt-{xl+y^)f ^^2x2yt~(xl+y^)t^ ^(y^-2xiX2)f 
we have 
n=0 "'• 
_^^ i7„ (a : i , y ; a ) r ^Hrix2,y;a)f ^ iy'-2x,X2Y{Hart'' 
n—r 
00 n I 2 Hn-r-2s{xuy;a)Hr{x2,v\a)[y^ - 2x^X2Y{^ogaYf^ 
n=Or=0 s=0 ^-^ ^-^ ^-1 r ! s ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
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Equating the coefficients of t"', we get 
M [^ , ^ ... ^^  _ V- V" ^' ^n-r-2«(a^i, y; a)Hr{x2, y\ a){y^ - 23;i3;2)^(Ioga)' 
r=0 s=0 r\s\{ji ~r — 2s)! (3.4.6) 
Next, by considering the identity 
we have 
n = 0 "• ' 
SJ-25 ^ .22, Hn{x,yua)t'' ~ Hr{x,y2]a)f ~ (a;^  - 2yij/2)^(loga)-^ 
n=0 "• r=0 ' • s=0 •^ • 
^ ,^^ A te^ Hn-r-2s{x, yu a)Hr{x, yi] a)(a:' - 2j/iy2)1Iog Q) t^" 
n^o.=o.=o H s ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
Equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
TT / , X ^^^^n\ Hn-r-2six,yi\a)Hr{x,y2\a){x^-2yiy2y{\ogay 
Hn{x,yi+y2;a) = 2_^ 2.. m ~^Ti 
r=o .=0 r ! 5 ! n - r - 2 5 ! (3.4.7) 
Similarly, considering the identity 




_^H,,{x,y;a)t- ^[-2{1 - X)xytlogaY ^[{l - XVt'logaY 
_ ^ " t ^ l Hn-r-2s{x, y, a)(-l)'-2'-(l - A)'-+-(l + A)-(log a)^+-x'-+^-/r 
^ ^ ^ ^ . r ! s ! ( n - r - 2 5 ) ! 
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Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
ff (Ar ,r „1 - V ' ? ' (-l)-"!2-(l - A) '"( l + \n\osarV*^'y' H„(Ax.,,a)-}^^ L ^ ri.!(„-.-2»-)! 
xHn-r-2s{x,y;a). (3.4.8) 
Again, considering the identity 
we have 
__^Hn(x,y;a)t- ^[-2{1-^ f,)xyt logaY ^ [jl - fx')yHHog aY 
n—r 
= V T T Hn-r-2s{x, W, a){-irTx'-f'-^\\ - / / ) -+- ( ! + ^) - ( log 0)^+^^ 
nb.=o.=o T\s\{n-T-2s)\ 
Equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
' ' h h r\s\{n-r-2s)\ 
xHn-r~2six,y;a). (3.4.9) 
Next, by considering the identity 
^2\^ixyt-iX'xHnV)t' ^ ^2(l-A)(l-/x)i2/i-[(l-A)2x2+(i_^)2j/2]t2 
^^l{l-2X)xH{l-2ti)y^]t-'^^2{X+ii-l)xyt 
we have 
^ ffn(Aa;, /xy; a ) r _ ^ if, [(1 - X)x, (1 - /^)y; a] t" ^ [2(A + / / - l)a;ylogarf 
n=0 "-' n=0 ^- r=0 ' " 
^ [(1 - 2X)x^ + (1 - 2/i)y^]^(loga)n^^ 
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CK) n L 2 J Hn-r-2s [(1 - A)3;, (1 - //)?/; a] [2(A + n- l)xy\ogay 
n=Or=0 s=0 ^•"^• 
[(1 - 2A)x^ + (1 - 2tJi)y^Y{log ay t" 
(n - r - 2s)! 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
HjXx, fiy; a) = y ^P ^ '^n- . -2 . [(1 - A)x, (1 - fi)y; a] [2(A + // - l):ryloga]-
r = 0 s = 0 ' •*• 
(n - r - 2s)! ^ ^ 
3.5 Recurrence Relations 
Since 
2^x3/t-(i2+2/2)i2 ^ •T^  Hn{x,y]a)r 
(3.5.1) 
Differentiating (3.5.1) partially w.r.t. 'x', we get 
oo d 
{2yt - 2xt')loga.a'^y'-'-'^'-'y'^'' = Yl ^^  "^ 7 ' ^ (3.5.2) 
n = 0 
f^Hn{x^y-a)e 
Now (3.5.2) can be written as 
_ ^Hn{x,y-a)t-^' _ ^ ffn(:r,2/;a)r+^ ^ ^ g n ( x , i / ; a ) r 
2 y l o g o J j - - ^ - — 2 x l o g a j ; = ^ ^^ 
n = 0 ^- n=0 ''•• n = 0 '^• 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
—HJx,y;a) ^ 2nylogaHn-i{x,y;a) - 2n{n - l)xhgaHn-2{x,y;a) (3.5.3) 
ox 
Differentiating (3.5,1) partially w.r.t. 'y', we obtain 
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Now (3.5.4) can be written as 
2x\oga l^ j 2y\oga}^ = 2^- j 
Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
d ^ ^ ^ 
~Hn{x,y\a) = 2nx\ogaHn-\{x,y\a) - 2n[n - l)y\ogaHn-2{x,y\a) (3.5.5) 
Again, differentiating (3.5.1) partially w.r.t. 't', we get 
fU—1 
n! 
[2xy - 2{x' + y')t] logo.a^- '^-^^^V)*^ ^ f; n tf„(a:,y;a)r-^ ^^^^^ 
n=0 
Now (3.5.6) can be written as 
, ^ f f„(x , t / ;a ) r , ^ 2 , , ^^n(x , t / ; a ) r+V (2xy log o) }_^ j {2x' log a) 2^ . 
n = 0 "•• n = 0 " • 
- //„(x,y;a)r+^ ~ //„(x, y- a)t^-' 
-(Vlogo) 2^ = }^ 
^=0 n! ntl ("-!)! 
Now equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
i?„+i(x, y; a) = 22;y log aHn{x, y; a) - 2nx'^ logoi7„_i(x, y; a) 
-2n?/^loga/f„_i(a;,y;a) 
Hn+i{x,y;a) = 2xy\oga H^ix, y; a) - 2n{x'^ + y"^) log a Hn-i{x,y;a) (3.5.7) 
Multiplying (3.5.2) and (3.5.4) by (a; - yt) and (y - xi) respectively and subtracting, 
we get 
d — 5 — — 
x—-Hn{x,y;a) - y—Hn{x,y\a) = 2n(n - l)(y^ - x^)Hn-2{x,y;a) (3.5.8) 
3.6 Relation Between i/n(3:'; y, a) and i7n(2^ ; a) 
We have 
,2xt~t^ _ Y^ ^n[X', Cl)t 
n=0 
« - • = E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (3.6.1) 
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where i/„(x; a) is the modified Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
Replacing x by J^— and t by t^/x'^ + t/ in (3.6.1), we get 
2xyt-{x^^-y^)i 2 .„2\+2 
= E «'{-^.-){'^^'^T 
n=0 n! 
(3.6.2) 
In view of (3.6.1), we can write (3.6.2) as 
00 tj ^ +^n oo Hni /""^ \a\ (x^ + y ^ ) t r 
n = 0 " " n = 0 "•• 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
2 , „,2\? Hr,{x,y]a) = {x' + y')^Hn xy 
v/x^  + y' ;a (3.6.3) 
Now 
Hn{-x,y]a) - (-1)" Hn{x,y;a) (3.6.4) 
For y=0, (3.6.3) reduces 
^„(x,0;a) = a;"i/„(0;a) (3.6.5) 
and for a;=0, we get 
i /„ (0 ,y ;a) -y" l f„(0;a) (3.6.6) 
But 
^2n(0;a) - (-1)^22" ( ^ j ^ (loga)"; ifsn+i (0;a) = 0. 
So using (3.6.7) in (3.6.5) and (3.6.6), we obtain 
^2n(2;,0;a) = ( - l )" (2x)2"( i ) j loga)" ' 
H2n+i{x,0;a) = 0 
(3.6.7) 
(3.6.8) 
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and 
H2„+i(0,t/;a) = 0 
Also, for 1=^=0, we have 
(3.6.9) 
H„(0,0;a) = if„(0;a) (3.6.10) 
which in the hght of (3.6.7), gives 
^2n(0,0;a) = (-1)"22" ^-j^ (loga)" = H2n{Q;a) 




Hn{x,y]a) = 5^ 
r=0 
(-1)- n\Kr,-2r{x; a)x^-i/"-^''(loga) 
r! ( n - 2 r ) ! (3.6.13) 
and 
Ki^) = ~U^)-








^^2n(0,y;a) = 0 
|if2n+i(0,y;a) = (-l)"(21oga)"+i ( | )^y 2n+l 
Ji/2n(3;,0;a) = 0 
_9_ 
dy i/2n+i(x,0;a)= (-l)"(21oga)"+i (f) x^^^^ 
(3.6.14) 
(3.6.15) 
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3.7 The Rodrigues Formula 








The function a ^^ +y^  is independent of t, so we can write 
a -^+^ Hn{x,y;a) = 
«=o 
Now put _3L. y'x^+yS ty/x^+]p = tv. Then 
2 2 
a ;^^ +^ i/„(x,y;a) = (-l)"(2;' + t/2)2 d" 
c ? i < ; " 
(3.7.1) 
or, 
if„(x,y;a) = (-l)"(x2 + y 0 ^ a ^ ^ n/™2 , „ .2N? „ r 3 i l " 
\/l2_).y2 
-di? 
:.a ^^+^ (3.7.2) 
a formula of the same nature as Rodrigues formula for the modified Hermite polyno-
mial of one variable i/„(a;; a). 
3.8 Legendre Polynomials in a Series oi E^(x^y\a) 
Since 
a 
2xyt-{x^+y^)e _ E 
Tl=0 
Hnix, y\ a ) r 
n\ 
it follows that 
^2xyt ^ ^{xHy^)f y Hn{x,y;a)r 
n=0 n\ 
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or, 
^ , {2xyt\ogar ^ ^ Hn{x,y-ay ^ {xHHogaY ^ [yHHogaY 
n=i) " ! ::^Q ^ ' r = 0 ""• 3 = 0 * ! 
or. 
^^ {2xyt logg)" ^ v^ | 1 ^ t f ^n-2r-2.(x, j / ; g) a;^'-y^^(logaj'-^-t" 
to n\ h h h T\s\{n-2T-2s)\ 
Equating coefficients of f", we get 
- ^ T - = Z . Z- .1 . 1 / . _ 9 . _ o . M ^3.8.1) 
r=0 s=0 r! s\{n-2r~2s)\ 
We employ (3.8.1) to expand the Legendre polynomial in a series of modified 
Hermite polynomials of two variables. 
Consider the series 
.oo [?] (-l)^=fi) (2a;yr-2fcr 
(-l) '=(i)^ ^(2x2/)"r+2fc 
= E E ^ ' ' M i "' • (3-8.2) 
n=0 fc=0 ^!^-' 
From (3.8.1) we have 
(2xy)" JS^HJ Hr,-2r-2s{x,y;a) x''-y'^{\ogay+'--
n\ to ho ^- «K" - 2r - 2^)! 
Hence we may write (3.8.2) as 
oo 00 [i] [ H (-1)^ f i ) a:V(logg)'-+^-"r+2fc 
n=0 n=OA;=Or=0 s=0 A;!r!5!(n - 2r - 2s)! 
xHn-2r-2s{x,y]a) 
^ f ^ ^ ^ t ! t l l ( i L H r + 3 ^ " ( ^ : ^ ' " ) x^^y^^(loga)--" r+2'= 
n==0 fc=0 r=0 s=0 r\s\n\{k -r - s)\ 




r=0 s=0 r\s\ logo/ \loga 
- ^T Y^ p2:0;0 
- 2^ 1^ -^ 0:0:0 
n=0k=0 
-k,l +n- k : - ; - ; x2 2/2 
- : - ; - ; log a'log a 




Pn{xy) = E ^?o 2:0;0 
fc=0 
- f c , | + n - A ; : - ; - ; _ ^ j / ^ " 
- : - ; - ; logo' loga A;!(n-2A;)!(loga)"-2fc 
xHn-2k{x,y]a). (3.8.3) 
We now employ (3.8.1) to expand the Legendre polynomial of two variables 
fc=0 k\ {n-2k)\ 
defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Ahmed, S. [28], in a series of modified Hermite 
polynomials of two variables. 
Now consider the series 
00 [?] (-1)'= (l) (2xy)"-2'=(z + 1)^ r 
n=0 n=0 fc=0 k\ {n-2ky. 




oo oo oo oo 
= EEEE 
n=:0 fe=0 r = 0 «=0 
(-D'G) 2 r , , 2 s / i I „\fc ^n+2A;+2r+2s n+fe+2r+2s i / „ (a ; , r , a )a ;V11 + 2)'t^ 
fc!r!s!n! (log 0)"+''+^ 
—r—si.n-\-2k 
^ffyy (-1)'(-^ W3 (I + " + ^ ).+. (i)„,, ^ '^ '^^ (1 + )^''^ "^ "^ 
n = 0 fc=0 r = 0 s=0 r!s!/c!n!(loga)'^+''+^ 
' r + s X 
xHn{x,y]a) 
2 \ s 
y 
h h [ h h r\s\ \{l + z)loga) V(l + z)loga 
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X 
Tl=0 fc=0 
"fC, „ -T fi K '. J J 
A;!n!(logo)" 
,2 X y 
: - ; - ; ( H - 2 ) l o g a ' ( 1 + z)loga 
( - 1 ) ' ( ! ) „ _ , gn-2fc(a:,j/;a)(l + ^ ) ^ r 
^ fc!(n-2A;)!(loga)"-2fe 
The final result is 
/c=0 
-k,^+n- k X 
- : - ; - ; ( H - ^ ) l o g a ' ( 1 + 2)loga 
(-l)^(i)^_^:y^„_2fc(x,y;a)(l + z)'= 
k\ (n-2A;)!(loga)"-2fc ' (3.8.4) 
3.9 Binomial and Trinomial Operator Representa-
tions of Hn{x, y:a) 
In this section we have obtained certain results of binomial and trinomial operator 
representation type for two variables modified Hermite polynomials Hn{x,y\a) by 
using their Rodrigues formula. The results obtained are as follows: 
Let Di and d _ ii Z^" 1 D2, then 
^2.,2 2 2 ,.2„2 2 2 7^  / 
( A + -D2) <^  a~=^ . a ' ^^^^ ^ = (-l)"a"=Wa~^:5Tr^ ^ ' 
X 
o\^ J W^'^ + y\ 
Hn-r{x,y;a)Hr{u,v;a) (3.9.1) 
Again let = D,, = D2 and = D3, then 
2 2 - 9 2 9 9 
-£^ {D1 + D2 + D3)'' la ^^^.a ^^^T^.a ^^^^^ > = {-!)''a ^^^.a'^^^^.a"^^^ 
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" " - ^ / ^ \ / , » , ^ \ / 1 \ " / /T-S J . 1,2 
^ ^ , n\ n-r\ ( 1 ]' x' + y'\ x M ^ 
xHn-r-s{x, y, a)Hr{u, v; a)Hs(w, z; a). (3.9.2) 
and 
{D1D2 + D1D3 + D^D^f {oT^^^. a'^^^.a'^^^ ) = a"^^^.a~^^.oT^^' — J^j2— _ «£li?_ w-^ z^  I x^V^ 
n 1 \ ^1ZJ:( n\( n - r \ i lv?^v-'\ ( jx^ + y 
xHn-r{x, y, a)Hn-s{u, V] a)Hr+s{w, z; a). (3.9.3) 
3.10 A Particular Case of (3.2.1): 
If we assume a = e in the definition of new two variable analogue of modified Hermite 
polynomials defined in equation (3.2.1) then modified Hermite pol}aiomials reduces to 
new two variable analogue of Hermite polynomials Hn{x, y) and is defined as follows; 
where if„(x) is the well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
The definition (3.10.1) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
Hn{x,y): 
f.(.,,) = (2.,)"E T. ' "^P4^,,^ °'^  (3.10.2) 
r=0 s=0 
In terms of double hypergeometric function, new two variable analogue of Hermite 
polynomials can be written as 
Hr,{x,y) = {2xyrF^SS 
n _n I i . . . 1 1 
" 2 ' 2 ' " 2 " ' " ' (3.10.3) 
where for right hand side of (3.10.3), it may be recalled that the definition of a more 
general double hypergeometric function [54]. 
By putting a = e, similar results are obtained for new two variable analogue of 
Hermite polynomials as given below: 
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Generating Function for Hn{x,y) 
The generating functions for new two variable analogue of Hermite polynomials are 
as follows 
^2xyt-(x'^W)t^ _ 




f iA^ME^yR s (i_2.!;t)-
n=-.0 n! 
xF, 2:0;0 0:0;0 2 ' 2 "•" 2 ) ) 
42;^t 2+2 iyH 2+2 
( l - 2 x y t ) 2 ' ( l - 2 x y t ) 2 (3.10.5) 
2 I . , 2 M " 
n=0 
^ Hn+k{x,y)t'' _ 2xyt-(x2+y2)t2 y - (-fe)„Hfc_„(x, y) [2t(a:^  + y^)] 
n! n=0 n! 
(3.10.6) 
OO OO r / / \ J. 71 7* 
n=0 r=0 r\n\ 
^^ ^ i-s),, Hs^^A^y - tjx' + y^) - u{x' + y2)][l - jx' + y')^_ ^^ _^ _^^ ^ 
p=0 p! 
Special Properties of iJ„(x,y) 
Some special properties for i/„(a;, y) are as given below 
f^^ (-1)^ n! Hn-2r{y) ^"''^y"" 
or, 
or, 
r! (ri ~ 2r)! Hn{x,y) = Y. 
r=0 
^n(^ ,y) = E t l ^ ^ ^ ^ //n-2.(y) x-^ y^^ ^ 
r=0 
[t] 
r! (n - 2r)! 
r = 0 ''"• 
(3.10.8) 
(3.10.9) 
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or, 
Hnix,y) = t [ ' ^ ) Hr[f) H^-r (|) x ^ / (3.10.10) 
u(^,^ | 1 %^ n!:^„_._2.(l,y)(-l)-(22/)-(l - 0:^^(1 + xf 
^ / . , A IS ^?^^ r>)X-r-2s{x. l)(-l)'-(2:r)-(l - yf^^l + yY 
-fr/ ^ V ^ ^^^ n!i/„-,-2s(^i,y)H^(^2,y)(y^ - 22:1x2)^ /Q in ION 
i/n(^i + .2,y) = E E . ! . ! ( . - r - 2 . ) ! ('-^ O-^ )^ 
n m f/ ^^ , ^ ^ Y^  nlHr,-r-2six,yi)Hrix,y2)ix^-2yiy2y / O I A I . N 
n!H,_,_2s(x,y)(-l)'"2''(l - A)'~+^ (l + A)*x'-+V 
H.iXx^y) ^ E E rlslin-r-2sy. ^'-''''^ 
u< ^ V- ^"P "' %-r-2s{x, 7/)(-l)-2'-x'-y-+^-(l - //j^ +^Cl + i^y 
H.{x,,y) = ^ ^ E H . ! ( n - r - 2 . ) ! 
(3.10.16) 
^ " t^^ n![2(A + // - 1)^^]- [(1 - 2X)x' + (1 - 2/i)^t 
^n(Ax,My) = E E r\sKn-r-2sy 
r=0 s=0 ^ '' 
xH^^r-2s [(1 - X)x, (1 - ^)y] (3.10.17) 
Recurrence Relations of Hn{x, y) 
Following are the recurrence relations for new two variable analogue of Hermite poly-
nomials 
j - Hn{x, y) = 2ny H^-iix, y) - 2n{n - l)x H„_2(x, y) (3.10.18) 
I - Hn{x, y) = 2nxHr,-i{x, y) - 2n{n - l)yHn-2{x, y) (3.10.19) 
dy 
?„+i(:r, y) = 2xyHn{x, y) - 2n[x'' + y^) Hn-iix, y) (3.10.20) 
X pUx, y) - y ^%{x, y) = 2n(n - l){y' ' x')Hr.-2{x, y) (3.10.21) 
ox oy 
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Relation Between Hn{x,y) and Hn{x) 
A relation of Hn{x., y) with Hermite polynomials of one variable is shown below 
^„(x,y) = (x^  + y^)t i7„ ( - 7 4 = ^ 1 (3-10.22) 
Now 
Hn{-x,y) = {-lf%{x,y) (3.10.23) 
For ?/==0, (3.10.22) reduces 
^„(x,0) = a;"i/„(0) (3.10.24) 
and for a;=0, we get 
^„(0,y) = t/"i:f„(0) (3.10.25) 
But 
i/2n(0) = (-1)" 2^" ( 1 ) ^ ; ^2n+l (0) - 0. (3.10,26) 
So using (3.10.26) in (3.10.24) and (3.10.25), we obtain 
H2n(x,0) = (-l)"(2a;)2"(|)^ 
i/2n+i(a;,0) = 0 
and ^ 
£2n(0,y) = (-l)"(2y)2"(i)^ 
i?2n+i(0,y) = 0 
(3.10.27) 
(3.10.28) 
Also, for x—y=Q, we have 
^„(0,0) = H„(0) (3.10.29) 
which in the light of (3.10.26), gives 
^2n(0,0) = (-1)^22" ( 1 ) =/f2„(0) (3.10.30) 
^2„+l (0 ,0) -0 = F2n+l(0) (3.10.31) 
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Now 
r=0 






If we denote 
dx Hn{x,y) . by Q^Hn{0,y) 
x=0 
then 
H2n{0,y) = 0 = H^M-dx 
^H2„+i(o,2/) = ( - i r ( 2 y ) 2 " + \ 2 y „ 
(3.10.33) 
(3.10.34) 
The Rodrigues Formula 
Also the Rodrigues formula is defined by the following relation 
n(^2 I „.2\S 
.2 .2 




-_ g x2+y2 (3.10.35) 
a formula of the same nature as Rodrigues's formula for Hermite polynomial of one 
variable Hn{x). 
Expansion of Legendre Polynomials 
A series expansion of Legendre polynomials is given by 
[t] 
Pn{xy) = E ^So 
fc=0 
{-^f%^_,Hn-2k{x.y) 





-/? i + n - f c : - ; - ; x^ y^ 
- ; l + z'l + z fc! (n - 2A;)! 
xHn-2k{x,y). (3.10.37) 
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Operator Representations of Hn{x, y) 
These are the binomial and trinomial operator representations for new two variable 
analogue of Hermite polynomials 
Let -r--—V = -C^ i and -j-^—v = A , then 
{Di + D2) { e ^ ^ . e ^^^^^ \ = e ^^.e~^^^^+^ — 
I J Wx'^ + y'y 
x | : ( ; ) / ^ l H.--Ax,y) H^{n,v) 
(3.10.38) 
Again let -j-^—^ = ^ i ' ^ — V = ^ and ^ — ^ ~ D3, then 
- 7 — Y = i^i , -7 Y = U2 dim -7 Y 





{D1D2 + D1D3 + A A ) " I e~^^. e~^^^ ,e~^i^^ I = e'"^+^ .e~'^^^.e'^^t^ - ^ u > ^ - J i i i i i l _.4?J^ 
n 
n n—r / ^ 1 \ " '^^Z n \ / n - r \ / /u2 + t;2'^ ( jx^ + y 
^{x^ + y^){u' + v^)) f^oT^oK^ J \ ^ J\\lw^ + z^j \]lw^ + z-^^ 
X Hn-si'X, y) Hn-r{u, v) Hr+s{w, z) (3.10.40) 
The contents of this chapter accepted/pubhshed/communicated in the form of 
two papers as mentioned below: 
(i) A study of a new two variable analogue of modified Hermite polynomials, Pub-
lished in Math. Sci. Res. J., Vol. 14(10), (2010) pp. 212-220. 
(ii) A note on a new two variable analogue of Hermite polynomials, communicated 
for publication. 
Chapter 4 
A Study of a New First Kind 
Analogue of Hermite Polynomials 
of Three and m-Variables 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a study has been made of a new first kind analogue of Hermite 
polynomials of three and m-variables whose two variable analogue seems more natural 
than that of Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied by Khan, M.A. 
and Abukhammash, G.S. [23]. The chapter contains generating functions, recurrence 
relations, Rodrigues formula, relationship with Hermite polynomials of one variable, 
some special properties and expansion of Legendre polynomials in a series of Hermite 
polynomials of three and m-variables. 
4.2 Three Variables Analogue of First Kind of Her-
mite polynomials 
First kind Hermite polynomials of three variables i/'„(x, y, z) is defined as follows: 
H.i.,y,.)Jl^-'^'"'"-f-^^lr^'''"-\ (4.2.1) 
fr^ r\ {n- 2r)! 
where Hn{x,y) is Hermite polynomial of two variables [26]. The definition (4.2.1) 
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can also be written as 
where Hn[x) is the well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
The definition (4.2.2) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
Hn{x,y,z) = {2xyz) Y,^Y.^ g ^,,;2r+2;fc! V; ,, ^ • 
(4.2.3) 
In terms of triple hypergeometric function, Hermite polynomials of three variables 
can be written as 
Hr,{x,y,z)^{2xyzrF^'^ 
n n r i .. . . . . . . 
2 ' 2 " ^ 2 •• ' ' • ' ' ' 
1 1 1 
2;2 ' y2' £2 
! 1 • 1 1 ) 
(4.2.4) 
where for right hand side of (4.2.4), it may be recalled that the definition of a general 
triple hypergeometric function (ef. Srivastava, H.M. and Manocha, H.L. [12], p. 428). 
4.3 Generating Function for Hn{x,y,z) 
Consider the sum 
~ Hr,{x,y,z)r ^ - ^ f^ '^^  f^ "^""^  (2ryz)"(-n)2fc+2.-f2.(-l)''+^+^t" 
n-0 '''• n=0/t=0 r=0 s=0 ^ K. T. S. U. X y Z 
00 00 00 00 /23;y2\n+2fc+2r-+2sj'_|'\A;+r+s^-2ry-25^-2A; ^n+2k+2r+2s 
~ 2^ Z^ 2^ 2^ 22fe+2r+2s 1.1 ^1 ,t r?! 
^ ^2xyzt g-xVt'_g-y'2't='_g-z2x2f2 
_ ^2xyzt-{x^y^+y^z'^+z^x^)t^ 
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We thus arrived at the following generating function of //„(x,y, z): 
^2xvzt-(x^y^W^''+^''x^)e _ ^ Hn{x,y,z)r E 
n=0 n\ 
(4.3.1) 
Again, we consider the sum 
~ (c)„H„(x,y,^)r ^ g | 1 f'£l ^"^"'1 {cU2xyzY[-nU^2rM-^r'^'t-
n==0 n! n=OA;=0 r=0 s=0 22fc+2r+2s j^l ^1 ^1 ^\ ri.2ry2s^2k 
( c ) „ + 2 f c + 2 r + 2 . ( - l ) ' + ' ' + l 2 x y 2 ) " ^ ^ ' ' + ^ - + ^ - X - ^ ' - | / - ^ - Z - ^ ^ r + ^ ^ + ^ - + ^ ^ 
22fc+2r+2s 1^1 ^1 gl „ | 
00 OO 00 OO 
= EEEE 
n=0 fe=0 r=0 s=0 
CO OO CO ( f ) (f + )^ 
fe=;0r=0s=0 
f -4x27/2/2 "1^ 
A;!r!s! [ (1 - 2x7/^ )^2 j 
[{l-2xyzty} [(l-2xy2f)2 




r c c 1 1 . . 
' 9 "T n •• 
n! 
S (1 - 2xyzt)-'F^^^ 
2 ' 2 ' 2 •• ' ' ' ' ' ' 
) ) • I J ) 
2^2+2 4xV^ 4y^2 t^ 
(1 - 2xy^i)2' (1 - 2xy^^)2' (1 - 2xyzty 
(4.3.2) 
Next, consider 
^ ^ i/n+fc(x,y,^)tV ^ ~ - ^„(x, y, z)r-'=t;'= 
n=0 fc=0 A;!n! n=0 fc=0 A;!(n-fc)! 




,2xj/zt-(z2y2^j^2^2^22i2)t2 [f] ^ [1 - [xY + y^2^ + z^x2)]" f^e 
xHk-2n[xyz - t{x^y' + y^z" + z^x% 
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Hence 
x[l - {xY + y'z' + z'x')rH,_2n[xyz - t{xY + yh' + z'x')] 
k 
By equating the coeffieients of j^ we obtain 
f - 1 
^ Hn+k{x,y,z)t'' _ 2xyzt-{x^yHy^z^Wx-^)t^ V (-fe)2n[l - {^V + V^z'^ + Z^X^)^ 
xHk-2n[xyz - t{x^y^ + y^z'^ + z^x% (4.3.3) 
Also, consider the sum 
h h h r\s\n\ h h h r\s\{n-T-s)\ 
n=o i.r=0 5=o ^•'^- V i / v i / J n . 
^^Hr,ix,y,z){t + u + vT 
_ 2ij/2t-(x2y2+y2z2+z2i2)t2 2[xyz-t{x^y^-{-y'^z^-JrZ^x'^)]u~{x^y^+y^z^-irZ^x'^)u'^ 
_ 2xyzt-(x^y^+y^z^+z^x^)t^ 2{xyz-t{x^y'^+y^z'^+z'^x'^)]u-{x^y^+y^z^+z^x^)u'^ 
~ ~ [1 - jxY + yh^ + Z2x2)]"t;«+2n 
.=0n=0 ^ ' «'• 
>iHs[xyz - t{xY + y z^ + z'^x) ~ u{xY + y ^ + -2 3:^ )] 
_ 2ij;3t-(x2i;2-)-j,2j,2^j,2x2)t2 2[xyz-t{x'^y'^+y^ z'^+z^x'')]u-(x^y'^+y'^ z''+z^x'^)u^ 
.=0n=0 ^' 
n 
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Equating the coefficients of ^ , we get 
n=0 r=0 
yy --, - -— = e' 
,2[xy^-t(x2y2+;^2^2+^2x2)]«-(l2y2+j/222+^2^2)„2 ^ ( - S ) 2 n [ l " ( ^ ^ V + ^ V + 2^X^)] 
n=0 
x/73_2n[xyz-t(rr22/2+2/V+^V)-u(a;y+j/V+2V)]. (4.3.4) 
4.4 Special Properties 
Consider the identity 
^2xyzt-{x'^y'^+y'^z'^+z'^x'^)t^ __ ^2x{yzt)-{yzt)'^ ^-x'^y'^t'^ ^-x'^zH'^ 
or, 
_ _ ^ \ ^ f^'^ ( - 1 ) ^ + ^ Hn-2r-2s{x) x^'+^'y'^-^'z''-^' T 
" h h h r\s\{n-2r-2s)\ 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
^ f H ( _ l ) r + . „ ! | / „ _ 2 , _ 2 , ( x ) x 2 ' - + 2 3 y - 2 . ^ n - 2 r 
''"^ '^^ '^ ^^ S S H.!(n-2r-2.)! " 
or, 
i^n(a:, y, . ) = E E ^ ^ ' ^ ^ r I ^n-2.-23(x) x2^+2^y"-2^.-^^ (4.4.1) 
r=0 s=0 ^- '^ • 
Again, consider the identity 
Jxyzt-{x^y''+y^z^+z^x'')t^ ^ ^2y{zxt)-{zxtf ^^-y-^zh^^-x^h^ 
or, 
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h h h r\s\{n-2r~2s)\ 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
•2s 
.fo .=0 • ^ !« ' ( n - 2 r - 2 s ) ! 
or, 
Hr^ix, y,z) = t E (-^)^-+^- ( - 1 ^ ^ //n_2.-2.(y) x"-2^y^^+2^."-^^. (4.4.2) 
Next, we consider the identity 
g2x j /Z i - ( l 2y2+2 /2^2+^2^2)42 ^ g22(l j / f . )-(x3/t)2 ^-X^z'^t'^^-y^zH^ 
or, 
Z^ „i Z> „i 2 ^ „i Z^ I 
n=0 "•• n=0 "• r=0 ' • s=0 '^ -
^ ^ ^ t H (_l)r+5 iJ„_,^_,^(^) ^n-2.^n-2r^2.+2. „^ 
Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
Hn{x,y,z} = X^ 2 ^ — 
r=0 s=0 r\ s\ (n - 2r - 2s)! 
[2][2 n / „ \ / l ^ r + s 
//„(x, y,z) = Y:E ^ ^ :\ ^ H^-2r-2s{z) x--'Y-''z''^''- (4-4.3) 
r = 0 s=0 ' • ^• 
Consider the identity 
^2xyzt-{x^y^WzHz^x'')f ^ ^2xy{zt)-{x''W){zt)\^-xWt' 
or. 
h~ «'• k "'• k r\ 
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„ ? o S r ! (n -2 r ) ! 
Equating the coefficients of "^, we get 
{-lYn\ Hr,^2rix,y) (xyf'z 
Hn{x,y,z) - J2 
.=0 r ! (n -2 r ) ! 
or, 
Hr^ix,y,z)^J2 ^ ''^'^^ ^^^ Hn-2rix,y) [xyTz^-''^ (4.4.4) 
.=0 r\ 
Again, consider the identity 
g2i!/2t-(x2y2+j;223+223.2)j2 __ ^2xy{xt)-{y'^+z'^)(xtf ^-i/z'^t^ 
or. 
~ Hn{x,y,z)t- ^ ^ Hn{y,z){xtf ^ (-yV^^)'' 
^ ^ (-1)- iJ„-2.(y,^) (y^) '^'3:"-^- r 
nt'o.t^ o r ! (n -2 r ) ! 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
{-iyn\Hn-2r{y,z){yzf'x 
Hn{x,y,z) = '£ r\{n-2r)\ 
or, 
^„(a;,y,^) = E ^ ''^''',^ ^^ ^ ^-2.(2/, ^ ) (2/^)'^^"-'^ (4-4.5) 
r=o •^• 
Next, we consider the identity 
,2x3;zt-(x2/Vz'+2'x2)f2 ^ g2x2(j/t)-(z2+x2)(yt)^_g-22i2t2 
or, 
^ / f n ( a : , y , z ) r ^ ^ F „ ( ^ , x ) ( y t ) " ^ {-z^xH'^Y 
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n ? o S r ! ( n - 2 r ) ! 
Equating the coefBcients of i", we get 
" ^ ' ^ ' ^ " . t ^ o r\{n-2r)\ 
2r„,n-2r 
or, 
i/„(x, y,z) = J2 ^ ' '^''•/ ^^^ Hr.-2r{z, x) {zx^v''-'^ (4.4.6) 
r=0 ^• 
Now, consider the identity 
^2xyzt-{xWWz^+z^x'')t' ^ Al){yzt)-{yztf 2{l){zxt)~{zxtf -xS' 2+2 
or, 
^ ff„(x,y,z)t" ^ y y ^^y (-1)^ Hn-r-2.(f) ^ . (1) x^+^^j/"-'-z"-^^ t" 
n=0 ^ ' ra=Or=0 s=0 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
r\s\{n — r — 25)! 
' „ o S r ! s ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! ' ^ " • ' ' 
Again, Consider the identity 
„2xvzt-(x2y2V^'+z'x2)t2 ^ 2(f)(zit)-(zxt)2 2(1 )(xyt)-(x3;t)2 -y^:^^*^ 
or. 
~ IU^,y,z)r ^ f v A f^^ '^  ( - 1 ) - ffn-r-2.(f) / ^ r ( f ) 2:"-^^t /-+^-z"- ' - T 
n n! n n r"n r!s!(n - r - 2s)! 
Equating the coefficients of f", we get 
I n—r 2 
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Next, Consider the identity 
,2xyrf,-(x2j,2+y2^2^^2^2)t2 ^ 2(f)(xj/i)-(xj/t)2 2{^)(yzt)-(yztf -z\^i 
or, 
n—r 
~ lUx,y,z)t- ^ - " IJ.J (-1)^ Hn-r-2sil) Hrii) a;"-y"-2.^r+2. ^n 
n=0 
<2J " • ' ' • v a ^ 
n! ^0;eo ,tS H5!(n - r - 2s)! 
Equating the coefficients of P, we get 
n [V^J (_-\)s „ | o- (-£1 rr (x\ n-r n-2s r+2s 
r=o .=0 '^'^'(^ - r - 2s)! 
Now, consider the identity 
^2xyzt-ix^yHy^zHz^x^)t^ ^ ^2{^)(zt)-(ztr _g2(f )(xt)-(xt)2 _g_[j2^2_(i_j^ 2)(^2 ,^2)]t2 
or, 
~ F„(x,y,2)r 
n = 0 "•• 
~ " f!^] (-1)^ x'-z^lxV - (1 - y2)(a;2 ^  2^)]^  r 
h h h rlslin - r - 2s)\ 
X//„-.-2.(f)H.(|) 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
" [ ^ 5 (-1)^ n! x'-2"[x2z2 _ (1 _ y2)(^2 ^ ^2)|. 
r=0 s=0 r!s!(n — r — 2s)! 
x i / „ - . - 2 . ( y ) i / . ( Y ) . (4.4.10) 
Again, Consider the identity 
g2x2/^f-(x2y2V2'+2'^')t'=e^(f)M-(^*)'.e2(¥)(2/<)-(2/*)'.e-[^'2''^(^-^')(^'+2'')l*' 
or, 
y ^ ^ n ( x , y , ^ ) r ^ y y ^ 1 ^ ^ i - i y ^ f l x Y - ( 1 - Z 2 ) j x 2 + y 2 ) ] s ^ n 
71=0 ^- n=Or=0 3=0 r!s!(n — r — 2s)! 
x i ? n - r - 2 s ( Y ) - f f r ( y ) 
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Equating the coefficients of t^, we get 
, ^ ^P {-ly n\ x-f[xY - (1 - z'){x' + y')r 
Hn{x,y,^}-^^L. rlsl{n-r^2s)l 
x//„_,_2.(y)i/r(f). (4.4.11) 
Next, Consider the identity 
or, 
n — r 
^ Hnjx, y, z)t- ^ ^ " ^ ^ j (-1)- y-z' [yh^ - (1 - x^){y^ + z^)Y t" 
n = 0 '"• n = O r = 0 s=0 
Equating the coefficients oft", we get 
n — r 
XHn-r-2s{~^)Hr{~] 
„ , , ... ^ 'V (-1)^ n! y-f[y^z^ - (1 - x^)(y^ + z^)Y 
nn{^,y,z)-^^^^ r ! 5 ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
x//n-.-2s(f ) i / . (f ). (4.4.12) 
Now, consider the identity 
or, 
g2iy2;t-(i2y2+y222^^2^2)t2 ^ ^2yzt-{yHy''zHz^)t\^-2yz{l-x)tJ{yHz^){l-x^)]t2 
~ Hn{x,y,z)t- ^ ~ " l;^^ (-1)'- {2yzY{l - xy+^{l + xY{y' + z^e 
„=o " ' ^o r t ^ .t^ o r!s!(n-r-2s)! 
xi?„_r-25(i,y,^) 
Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
^ ^%^ {-\r n\ [2yzr[l - x)-+-(l + x)-(j/^  + z^ 
"""^ '^^ '^ ^^ S S • r..!(n-r-2.)! — 
x//„_,_2.(l,y,^). (4.4.13) 
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Again, consider the identity 
^2xyzt-{x^y^+y^zHz^x^)t^ ^ ^2zxt-{zHz^xHx^)t^ ^~2zx(l~y)t ^[iz^+x'')il~y^)]t^ 
or, 
^ Hnix,y,z)P ^ - " t | ; l (-!)'• {2zxY{l- yY+'{l + yYJz^ + x'Yt^ 
n=o ri\ t o k k rlslin - r - 2s)\ 
^Hn-r-2s{x,l,Z) 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
(-1)^ n! {2zxY{l - y)''+'(l + yY{z^ + x n ["a'"] f_T\r ^1 (0-y^\rt-> _ ,Ar+s / i i,,\sf.^2 , ^ 2 \ s 
'""'^ •"'^ '"SS rW(„-,.-2»)! 
Next, consider the identity 
xi/"„_,_2s(a:,l,z). (4.4.14) 
^2a;i/zt-{i2y2_^j,2^2_,_^2^2)42 _ 2xyt-{x^+x^y'^+y'^)t^ -2xy{l-z)t [{:x'^+y'^){\-z'^)]t^ 
.e "^ ' .&• 
or, 
~ Hn{x,y,z)t'' ^ ~ " f^jl (-!)'• (22;y)'-(l - z)^+^(l + zYJx^ + y ' ) ^^ 
n ri\ ~ k.n -n r!s!(n - r - 2s)! 
xHn-r-2s{x,y,l) 
Equating the coefficients of t^, we get 
xF„_r_2s(x,y,l). (4.4.15) 
Now, consider the identity 
^2{xi+X2)yzt-[ixi+X2)V+y'^^'^+2^(.Xl+^2f\t'^ _ g2xiy2f-(l2j/2+y2j.2+22^,2)42 
2„2 ,,,2,2 , ^2^2V2 _ro-^, ^„/'„2 , ,2 \_„2 ,2u2 ^ g2x2yzf-(x^2/=^+y2^2+z2x2)t2 ^_[2xiX2(y2+z2)-2/222]t: 
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or, 
ho '^ ' hhho r\s\{n-r-2s)\ 
xHn-r-2s{Xl, V, z)Hr{x2, V, z). 
Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
'"^^ i-lYn\ Hr{x2, y, z)[2xiX2{y' + z') - y'-z^Y 
H.(x.+X2,y,z)^ZE rlsKn-r-2sy. 
xHn.-r~2s{xuy,z). (4.4.16) 
Again, consider the identity 
^ ^2xy2Zt-(x'^yl+ylz^-^z'^x^)t^ ^-[2yiy2{z'^+x'^yz'^x'']f 
Y ^n{x,yi + y2,z)t^ = TT^V^ hm'^ymi^^ + x^)-z'x'Yt^ 
k ril h h h r\s\{n--r-2s)\ 
XHr,-r-2s{x, 2/l, z)Hr{x, ^2, z). 
Equating the coefficients of ^ ", we get 
H,{x,!/.+!/..-) = E E ry(„- r -2 . ) ! 
XHn-r-2s{x,yi,z). (4.4.17) 
Next, we consider the identity 
^2xy{zi+Z2)t-lx^yHy''{zi+Z2f+{^i+Z2fx'']t^ ^ ^2xyzit-{x''yHy^zj+zlx^}f 
^^2xyz2t-(x^y^+y^zl+zlx'^)t^ ^-{2ziZ2{x^-}-y'^)-x^y^]t'^ 
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or. 
h «' h h h r\s\{n-r-2s)\ 
XHn-r-2s{x,y,Zi)Hr{x,y,Z2). 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
//»(x,»,^, + z,) = g g ry.{n-r-2sY 
XHr,-r-2s{x,y,Zi). (4 .4 .18) 
Now, consider the identity 
g2Axyzt-(A2iV+3/^z^+A2z2x2)t2 _ ^2xyzt~{x^y^W^^+z''x^)t^ ^-~2(l-\)xyzt ^[l-\^)x^{y2+z^)t^ 
or, 
~ Hn{\x,y,z)f' _ y y ^ S ^ ( - l ) ' ! ! - A)^+^(l + XY{2xyzY{xY + z^x'~yr 
„=o "! ;^or=o s=o f^ 5-' (n - r - 2s)! 
xif„_r_2s(a;,2;, 2)-
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
H (xxy z) = y ^"y i z l M L - ^)'^'(i + m'^^y^YixY + z'x rf^2^,2 j_ ^2^2^s 
r=o .=0 r ! s ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
xHn-r-2s{x,y,z). (4 .4 .19) 
Again, consider the identity 
g2A«xy2;t-(/22a:2j,2^^2j^2j,2^^2j.2)t2 _ ^2xyzt-{x^y''+y'^z^+z'^x^)f ^-2{l-n)xyzt g(l-M^)t/^(z^+s^)t^ 
or. 
V ^nix,f^y,z)t- ^ ^ ^ f"^ ^ (-l)'-(l - /z)'-+-(l + /i)-(2xt/z)'-(x^y^ + yh'yt-
h »! n=o.=o.=o H s ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
xHn--r-2six,y,z). 
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Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
Hr.{x,^^y,z)-2_^^^^ r! 3-(n - r - 2s)! 
xHn-r-2s{x,y,z). (4.4.20) 
Next, consider the identity 
^2uxyzt~{x^y^Wy^z^Wz'^x^)t^ _ 2xyzt-{x^yHy'^z^+z^x'^)t^ -2{l-u)xyzt Jl-u^)z'^{x^+y2)t^ 
or, 
^ Hn{x,y,uz)t- ^ - " t y l (-1)^(1 - z.)^ + (^l + i^yi2xyzY{y''z^ + z^x^yt'' 
h «! ~ h h h r\s\{n-r-2s)\ 
xHn-r~-2s{x,y.,z). 
Equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
H ( ) =. V ? ^ (-1)^ n!(l - uY+'{l + uy{2xyzY{yh' + z'x'Y 
xHn-r-2s{x,y,z). (4.4.21) 
Now, we consider the identity 
„2A/xi/I2/^t-(A^^2^2j^2+^2^2j^2^2^j,2_)^2^23.2)j2 _ -2[{l-X){l-fj,)(l-u)-\fii^]xyzt 
o —• c 




~ H^{Xx,^y,uz)r ^ ~ " f^ '^  {-lYH^-r-2s [(1 - A)x, (1 - ^C)y, (1 - i/)^] 
n=0 '^ ^ n=Or=0 s=0 ^ 
[(1 - A)(l - ^i){l -u)- \^iuY[2xyzY {[(1 - 2A)(1 - ^xf + A (^l - 2ij)]xY 
A , 
S! 
2^2l«+n +[(1 - 2/x)(l - z/)^  + /i2(l ^ 2i^ )]y^ 2^  + [(1 - 2z/)(l - A)^  + v''{l - 2A)]z^3;^ }' t 
^ (n-r-2s)! 
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Equating the coefficients of ^", we get 
H.(Ax,,,, .^ ) = t ' J ' (-1)W„_._.|(1-AK(1-,),,(1-.M 
[(1 - A)(l - /.)(! -u)- Xi,un2xyzy {[(1 - 2A)(1 - fi)' + A (^l - 2/i)]x^y^ 
s! 




4.5 Recurrence Relations 
Since 
^2xyzt'(xV+y^zHz^x'^)t'^ ^ y - Hn{x,y,z)f ^ 
e 
Differentiating (4.5.1) partially w.r.t. 'x\ we get 
°° f,Hr,{x,y,z)r 
n=0 
[2yz^  - 2a:(y2 + z')f] e2-^ *^-(-^ ^^ +^ =-^ +-^ -^ )*= = ^ 9,^n{xy,z)Z ^^^^^^^ 
Now (4.5.2) can be written as 
, ^ Hn{x,y,z)r^' ^^,_2 , _2^  ^ Hn{x,y,z)r+' ^ ^ £Hn{x,y,z)r 
„=0 « ' ;^0 "' n=0 « ! 
Equating the coefficients of t"', we get 
d 
— Fn(a;, y, ^) = 2ny2 i/n-i(a:, y, z) - 2n(n - l)x{y^ + z'^) Hn-2{x, y, z). (4.5.3) 
Now, differentiating (4.5.1) partially w.r.t. 'y', we obtain 
[2xzt - 2y{z' + x')f] ^y^t-ir'v'WM.^)t^ ^ g iH,{x,y,zr ^^^^^ 
n=0 '^• 
Now (4.5.4) can be written as 
^ ^ Hnix^y^zT^ . , 2 , 2^  ^ ^n(a:,y,^)r+^ _ f | / f„(x ,y ,^)r 
^^^ Z^ I^  ^2/1^ + ^ J Z^ I - Z^ I 
n=--Q ^' n=0 " • n=0 ' ' • 
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Equating the coefficients of P, we get 
d 
— Hn{x, y, z) = 2nxz Hn-i{x, y, z) - 2n{n - l)y{z'^ + x'^) Hn-2{x, y, z). (4.5.5) 
Differentiating (4.5.1) partially w.r.t. '2', we obtain 
£» d 
n! 
[2xyt - 2z{x' + yY] e'^y^'-^^'y'^y'''-'^'^'^'' = £ i^n(x,j/,2)r ^^ ^^ ^ 
n=0 
Now (4.5.6) can be written as 
2xy y ^^!i(Mi£)^_2^(:c2 + y2) y ^n(x ,y ,2) r+^^^£i fn(x ,y ,2) t " 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
5 
— Hn{x, y, z) = 2nxy if„-i(x, y, z) - 2n{n - l)z{x'^ + y )^ Hn-2{x, y, z). (4.5.7) 
Again differentiating (4.5.1) partially w.r.t. 't', we get 
n! 
n = 0 "•• 
(4.5.8) 
Now (4.5.8) can be written as 
[2xyz - 2(a;V + y ^ + z^x')t] } ^ j = 2^ j 
jn—1 
n=o "• ; s «' 
Now equating the coefficients of i", we obtain 
/f„(2;, 2/, z) = 2a;2/2 i7n-i(a:, y, z)-2{n-l){xy+yh''+z^x^) /^n_2(x,y, z). (4.5.9) 
4.6 Relation Between Hn(x^ y, z) and i/n(^) 
We have 
e^-t-f^yt^ni^ (4.6.1) 
where Hn{x) is well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
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Replacing x by —^==Mi== and t by t^x^y^ + y^z^ + z^x^ in (4.6.1), we get 
„ n IT-' 
In view of (4.6.1), we can write (4.6.2) as 
oo U ( Un oo Hn f , ^^^ \ (xY + y'-^ ' + Z^X'')U-
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
„2„.2 , ,.2„2 , ^2„2\? zj / ^y^ ff„(x.,,.) = (xy+yV+.V)5fl.1 w x X ^ ^ , » • («-3) 
Now 
E^[-x,y,z)^{-\f En{x,v,z). (4.6.4) 
For a;=0, (4.6.3) reduces to 
/ /„(0 ,y ,^)-(yz)" / /n(0) , (4.6.5) 
and for y^O, (4.6.3) reduces to 
/f,(a:,0,2) = (2:x)"if„(0). (4.6.6) 
Also, for 2=0, (4.6.3) reduces to 
^„(a;,y,0) = (a;2/)"/f„(0). (4.6.7) 
But 
H2„(0) = (-1)" 22" ( i )^ 1 
^2n+i (0) = 0 • J • 
So using (4.6.8) in (4.6.5), (4.6.6) and (4.6.7), we obtain 
i72n(0,y,^) = (- l )"(2yz)2"( i )^ l 
//2n+i(0,y,2;) = 0 " J ' 
(4.6.8) 
(4.6.9) 







Now, for X = y = 2=0, we have 
i/„(0,0,0) = 0 = /7„(0), (4.6.12) 
which in the hght of (4.6.8), gives 
^2n(0,0,0) = ( - l ) " 2 2 " ( i ) ^ = i/2n(0) 





-l)'-+^n! Hr,-2r-2s{x) x^'^+2«^"-2s^n-2r 
. r! 5! (n - 2r - 2s)! ' (4.6.14) 
and 
Ki^) = ~U^)-










H2n{0,y,z) = Q = H',M 
H2n+i{0.y,z) = (-l)"(2y.)2"+i (1)^ = /f^„^j(0) 
(4.6.15) 
and 
lH2n{xAz)=^0 = H!,^{0) 
\ 
lH2n^l{xAz) = (-1)-(2X2)2"+1 ( | )^ =: H'.^^M 
(4.6.16) 
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Also, 
£//2n(x,?/,0) = 0 = //^„(0) 
^2n+i(^,l/,0) = {-in2xyr^' (1)^ = H^^^M 
4.7 The Rodrigues Formula 
(4.6.17) 
Examination of the defining relation 
Jxyzt-{x^y^+y^z^+z^x^)i 
n = 0 
Hn{x,y,z)e 
n! 
in the light of Maclaurin's theorem gives us at once 
Hn{x, y, z) = ^2xyzt-{x^y^+y^z^+z^x^)t df^ i=0 
(4.7.1) 
The function e ^^ ^^ +P7^ +^^ ^ is independent of t, so we can write 
2 2 2 





Now put .^y^ = . - t-^x^y^ + y^z^ + z^x^ = w. 
\J x^y^-^y^z^+z'^x'^ 
Then 
2 2 2 




i/„(x, y, z) = ( - l ) " ( x V + W^ + ^^x )^2e-^ v^+v^^^+^ -^
,2,.2.2 
X-
d[ , ^^ ^ 
_ e ? T O f e ^ . (4.7.2) 
, yx^y^-^-y'^z^-Vz'^x^ ^ 
a formula of the same nature as Rodrigue's formula for Hermite polynomial of one 
variable Hn{x). 
4.8 Expansion of Polynomials 
Since 
,2xyzt~ix^y^+y^z^Wx^)t^ _ V ^ Hn{x, y, z)f' 
- ^ n\ n=0 
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it follows that 
or, 
h n\ to n\ 'to P! h 9'- '^0 r\ 
or, 
, S ^! k h h h v\q\r\{n-2v-2q-2r)\ 
Equating coefficients of t^, we get 
{2xyztr ^ | 1 f^ yf^  f'f"'^ //n-2,-2.-2.(:r,t/,^)x^^+^-/^-^^^z^^-^^- g 
' n! t^^ o t^^ o ,t^ o p ! g ! r ! ( n - 2 p - 2 g - 2 r ) ! 
Let Vie employ (4.8.1) to expand the Legendre polynomials of one variable in a series 
of HrXx, y, z). Consider the series 
oo [t] (-l)'^ U] (2xyzY^^H" 
i+2k {-If (i) (2xyzre'^ 
= E E ' ' '""t'n^ ' ' • (4 8.2) 
n = 0 fc=0 '^•"'• 
From (4.8.1) we have 
{2xyztr ^ ^ ^tf^ f ^ X ' ^ Hr.-2p-2,-2r{x, y, z) :,2,+2r^2p+2,^2,+2. 
n! pt'o t^'o r=o • Py ?'• ^ ' ("• - 2p - 2g - 2r)! 
Hence we may write (4.8.2) as 
cxD 00 00 00 00 i - l Y l l ) ^2p+2r 2p+2g^2q+2r 
E p.Me = E E E EE ^'"'"TZrT^^ 
n=0 n=0fc=0p=0q=0r=0 '^' P' T- ^' ^l 
x//„(x,y,^)r+2fc+2p+2g+2r-
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n=Ok=0 lp=0g=0r=0 
'p+g+r 




-k,^ + n- k ) ) • ! ) > 2 2 2 2 2 2 
X y ,y z ,z X 
! ! • ) ) ) 
X 
fc! (n - 2k)\ • 
Equating the coeiBcients of i", we get 
fc=0 
~rCj n ~l ' i ft . . J , 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
X y ,y z ,z X 
) > • ! ) ) 
( - l )^( i )^_^F„_2fc(^ ,y ,z) 
(4.8.3) k\ (n - 2fc)! 
We now employ (4.8.1) to expand the Legendre polynomial of two variables 
Pf ^ l^(-l)^( |)„,(2:r)"-^^(l + uO^ 
^'^^"'^^-,^, . k\{n-2ky. 
defined £ind studied by Khan, M.A. and Ahmed, S. [28], in a series of Hn{x,y,z). 
Now consider the series 
oo [t] (-1)'= fi) (2xyz)'"-^^(l+w)^e 
n-Q n=0 fc=0 A;! {n-2k)\ 
(-i)'(i). +fc+2p+2q+2r 00 OO 00 00 00 
=EEEEE 
n=0 fc=0 P=0 q=0 r=0 
k k k (-k)„4-aA.r (I + n + k] 
= EE{EEE— 
n=0k=0 p=0 g=0 r=0 
^2p+2r 2p+2qr^2g+2r/| ^ ^\fc^n+2fc+2p+29+2r 
fc! p! q\ r\ n! 
xHn{x,y,z). 
p! q\ r\ l + w I Xl+w I \l + w 
~~ k\n\ 
+2k 
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= EEf'" 
n=0 k=0 
-k, ^ + n- k 
'' ' • ' ' ' xY yV ^V 
! ) • ) ) ) 
1+w 1+w 1+w 
The final result is 
k=0 
^(n - 2k)\ 
-fc, I + n-fc : : - ; - ; - : - ; - ; - ; ^y 2^^ 2 2^^ 2 
) ! • ! ) ) 
1 + w' 1 + w^ l + w 
A;! (n - 2k)l (4.8.4) 
4.9 Binomial and Trinomial Operator Representa-
tions 
In this section we have obtained certain results of binomial and trinomial operator 
representation type for three variable analogue of first kind of Hermite polynomials 
Hn{x,y,z) by using their Rodrigues formula. The results obtained are as follows: 
Let 
< ^y2+y2,2+,2,2 ^ 
= Di and 
yu^v'^-hv'^w^-i-w'^u^ 
D2, then 
2 2 2 
[Dl^-D^Y {e a.2!,2+y2z2+z2i2 _ g „ 2 „ 2 + „ 2 „ 2 + „ 2 „ 2 I 
X V Z U^V'^Ul 




f a;2y2 4. y22;2 _j_ 222;2 
^2^2 _|_ y2y^2 _j_ y;2^2 
Again let 
D3, then 
' ( Vx2v2+^2 ,2 + ,2^2 
A, 
Hn-rix,y,z)Hr{u,V,w). 
= D2 and 
(4.9.1) 
\ v'u2i;24-„2y,2^.u,2„2 y \ 
_Za!?_ 
VPg2+g2h2 + ffip ) 
,2.,2,2 .,2.,2„2 /^g^/.^ 
( D l + D2 + ^ ^ 3 ) " <e~^^V^+^^^^+^^.e ^2^2+„2„2+^2^2 _g /2s2+g5h2+ft2y:2 
rr^V^z^ u2i,2^2 -f"?"?" 
= ( - I ) ' ^ (X^V^ + W^Z^ + ^22;2)-2 g~x25,2+;,5^2+,2^2 g „2„2+„2^2_).„2„2 g /2j2+35h2^.h2;2 -l!£i^ 
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n n—r 
X Hn-r-s{x,y,z) Hr{u,v,w) / / , ( / ,5 , / i ) . (4.9.2) 
^ \ ^ I n \ ( n — r \ ( j x^y^ + y^z^ + z^x^ \ ( jx'^y^ + y'^z^ + z'^x^ 
and 
„ { .. ..»^V A^i^ f^fh" , „ 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
= (x^y^ + y^^^ + ^^x^)~2 (wV + t ; W + ^^;V)~2e~a;2!<'4yO+^2x2g-u^„^+JJ+„ ,^.:i 
--,, , / y f , , - < ^ ' ^ / ^ n \ ( n - r \ ( ju'^v'^+ v'^w'^+ w'^u'^\'' 
r=0 s=0 ^ / V ^ y vV /^5^ + g'^h'^ + ^ V^ 
( / XV ~h V Z ~\~ Z X \ ]lfY + g^h^ + h^p) ^n-s{x,y,z)Hr,-r{u,v,w)Hr+sif,g,h). (4.9.3) 
4.10 m-Variable Analogue of First Kind of Her-
mite Polynomials 
In this section results similar to one for Hn{x, y, z) have been obtained for m-variable 
analogue of first kind of Hermite polynomials if„(xi, 0:2, • • •, Xj„). 
Definition 
The m-variable analogue of first kind of Hermite polynomials is denoted by /f„(xi, X2, 
• •• ,Xm) and is defined as follows: 
r i=0 r2=0 rm-i=0 ' I - ' 2 - ' " t - l -
Xf —iyi+' '2+'"+'""»-i 2 .2n+2r2+-+2rm- l^n-2n^n-2 r2 . . . ^ n - 2 r m - i 
xHn-2ri-2r2 2rm-i 
(xi), (4.10.1) 
where F„(x) is well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. The definition 
(4.10.1) can also be written as 
H(r X ... x ) - y y - - y tllhn±?i2±::±^i^ 
ri=0 r2=0 r„.-2=0 ^l-^2- '^m-2-
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X(-1) ri+r2-4---+rm-2 {X1X2) 2ri+2r2-\ [-2rm_2 n - 2 r i n - 2 r 2 „n-2rm-2 'Xo 'X X*-
X^7i-2n-2r2 — -2r^_2 (^1,3:2), (4.10.2) 
where if„(xi, X2) is the Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied by 
Khan, M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N. [26]. 
The definition (4.10.1) is equivalent to the following expficit representation of 
• ' ^ n v - ^ l ) •^2) • • • > • ^ m j -
[?] [?-n] [ t -n - r2 - - r„ - i ] 
i/„(xi,X2, • • •,X.) = E E • • • E ^-^^2^^+2^^+-+2-
r i=0 r2=0 rm=0 
22ri+2r2+-+2rm 
. l ) n + r 2 + . . . + r „ | 2 ( X i X 2 - - - X ^ ) } " n 
n!r2!---r^! x^ tiS' 1 xt (4.10.3) 
According to the definition (1.3.17), in terms of hypergeometric function, Hermite 
polynomials of m-variables can be written as 
Hn{xi,X2,---,Xm) = {2{XiX2 • • • Xm)y 
^-^0:0 
h n 1 1^  . . . . 
' 2 ' 2 ' 2 - ' " • • ' ' I I 
2 ' 9 ' ' 9 
•^1 •^'2 ^ m 
! ) ) 
(4.10.4) 
where for right hand side of (4.10.4), it may be recalled that the definition of Kampe 
de Feriet function of m-variables [19]. 
Generating Functions for Hn{xi,X2, • • • ,Xjr^) 
Some generating functions for Hermite polynomials of m-variables Hn{xi,X2,-", Xm) 
are as follows: 
g2(xiX2- •x„)i-(x2x2...x2^+x2x2-..x2^+...+x2x2...a;^_l)i2 ^ v ^ Hn{Xi,X2,---,Xm)t'' ^IQ^^) 
n = 0 n! 
E (g)"-^"( i^'^ 2,---,3;J^" ^ ^^  _ 2(^^^^...^^) |^-
n=0 n! 
c c 1 1_ . . . . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' ' " ' ' i ' 
1 1 1 
2+2 4(a;2a;3 • • • Xm) t^ ^XiXs • • • Xm) i 
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n = 0 "•• 
n=0 
xHk-2n[{xiX2 • ••Xm)-t{xlxl---xi + xixi • • • < + •••+ xfa;^  • • • < „ ! ) ] . (4.10.7) 
V V ^n+r+s{Xl,X2,- • • ,Xm)t''u'' _ 2{xiX2-x,„)t-(x2i2...x^+a;fx|...x2,+...+x2x|-x^_i)t2 
n=Or=Cl ' •"" 
X g2[(xiX2---a;m)-t(a;ix2...x^+x2x2---x^+---+ifx^--x^_i)]u-(i2x|-x^+x2x|-x^+-+x2x2...i2^_j)„2 
^ . ^ ''~Z] I-'- ~ (^2^3" • '^m + ^l^S" ••^m+ h ^^Xj • ' •2;^_i)J 
n=0 
x//s_2n [(2:ia;2 • • • a:™) - (^a^ aS^ s •••xl, + x^xj• • • 2;^ + • • • + x^x^ • • • x^_J 
-ii(a:^x^ • • • a:^  + x^xl • • • x^ + • • • + x^x^ • • • xi_,)] . (4.10.8) 
Special Properties of if„(xi, X2, • • •, x^) 
In this section we obtain some special properties for iJ„(xi, X2, • • •, x^) as given below: 
rj. / ^ ^ X v-> v-^ v;^ i ^ ;2r i+2r2+-+2r-^- i H„(xi,x2,---,a:^)= L L ••• L ^ i„,. „ — r ~ 
ri=0 r2=0 r „ - i = 0 ' l - ' 2 - ' m - 1 -




I t - ' ^ l t - r i - r 2 — - r ^ - 2 . . 
rr / ^ V ^ V >C- ( - n ) 2 . i + 2 r 2 + - + 2 r ^ - i 
i^n(ii,S2,---,a:«)= L L ••• L ^ i ^ j . . . ^ J 
w / i \ r i + r 2 + - + r m - l ™n-2n 2ri+2)-2+-+2rm-i n-2r2 . . n -2rm- i X( — i j Xj X2 X3 X ^ 
-2r i -2r2 Sr^ - l 
(X2). (4.10.10) 
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Also, 
[?] [ t - n ] [^-n-r,.--rm-2] , . 
rr / ^ ^^ . . . ^ ) _ Y - V - . . . Y - I n)2n+2r2+-+2rm^i 
rtn[XuX2r--,Xmj - 2^ 2 ^ Zw r- !r J • • . r J 
r i=0 7-2=0 rm-l=0 ' l - ' 2 - ' m - 1 -
v/ ' ^\'ri+r2-\ l-rm-i „n -2 r i n-2r2 2rm-i 2ri+2r2-l |-2rm-i 
x F „ _ 2 r i - 2 r 2 —•-2r„._i(3;m)- (4 .10 .11) 
[f] [?-n] [?-n-r2-..-r^_3] , 
r r ^ „ ^ „ ^ _ V V . . V V »J2r i+2r2+-+2r^ -2 
ri=0 r2=0 rm..2=0 ' l - ' 2 - ' m - 2 -
^('_|A'-i+r2+--+rTn-2 /^^ \'2Ti+2r2+-+2rm~2ri.n-2ri^n-2r2 . . . 2,n-2rm_2 
-2r i -2r2 2rm-2 
ixuX2), (4.10.12) 
and [ f - n - r 2 rm-s] ^ 
ri=0 r2=0 r „ -2=0 ' l - ' 2 - ' m - 2 -
(—''^)2ri+27-2+-+2r,n-2 
x ( _ l ) n + - 2 + - + r „ - 2 a;;»-2n(3.;23;3)2n+2r2+...+2r„_2^n-2r2 . . . a;n-2r^-2 
(X2,X3). (4.10.13) 
Also, 
[ t ] [ ? - n ] [ ? - n - r 2 - - r „ - 3 ] ^_^^^ 
i ^ n ( ^ l , a ; 2 , • • • ) ^ m ) = 2 .^ 2 ^ • • • Zw ^ I r l . . 
2ri+2r2+-+2rm-2 
ri=0 r2=0 rm-2=0 ' ' l - ^2 -" " " ^m-2-
/ -|^^l+^2+-•+•^m_2 ^n-2 r i _ _ ™"-2rm-2 / •\2ri+2r2+---+2r-^_2 
-2ri-2r2 2rm-2( '^m-l) Xm). (4.10.14) 
^n(:3:i,a;2,---,a;r«) = X] E E ••• E 
fc=0 ri=:0 7-2=0 7-m-2=0 fc!ri!r2!---r^-2! 
„ n - 2 r i n-2r„_2 fe+2ri4-2r2-f-+2rm-2 n-fe / „ 
(n - A; - 2ri - 2r2 2r^_2)! H 2 
xH„_fc._2.,_2.2--27-_2 ( ^ ) . (4.10.15) 
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n [ V l l V - ^ i ] [^-'•i-'-2—"'•—i] , ._^x^j+^2+-+r„ n I 2 JL 2 'M L 2 • ' '-i ' m - i j . (-,\ 
fc=0 r i = 0 r2=0 rm=0 A;!ri!r2!---rm! 
/ T 2 _ 1 l'''n-2/™.2 _l"l'"m-l 
l-^m -*-/ l-^m-l -^ J ^»-2ri n-2r„-3 n-fc-2r„_i 2ri+-+2r^_2+2rr, 
(n - /c - 2ri - 2r2 2r„)! 
^ ^,k+2n + -+2rm-3+2rm-i TJ , „ „ „ / 3 :^-1 , 3^m\ „ / Xm-l, Xm-2\ 
X^m -ttn-A;-2n-2r2 2r^ I ' I ^A; I ' ) • 
(4.10.16) 
[2] • r 
H^{XuX2, • • • , X J ^ Y 1 t : ^ ^ ^ t l ) : ^ n - 2 r ( i _ ^2y^^^^^ . . . ^^^2r 
r=0 ^• 
xif„_2r(l,X2,---,3:^). (4.10.17) 
//„(.ri,X2, • • • ,X„) = t LzM_i):4-2r(l _ 2^).(^ ^^ ^ . . .^ )^2. 
r=0 ^ • 
xi:f„_2r(a;i,l ). (4.10.18) 
Hn{-'^1,X2,-• • .Xm) — 2^ —^ X^ [1 — X^) [3 
X Hr,-2r{Xl, •••, Xm-1, ! ) • (4.10.19) 
(X1X2 • • ' ^ m - l ; 
, . . . , . . . . J 
r=0 ' • 
H„(pi + gi,x2,---,xj = x i . E E ••• E ^,^,^, ^ , 
fc=0 7-1=0 7-2=0 Tm=0 
(-2pigi)'-2+'-3+-+'-'"x^^+''^+-+'"'"x5'+'"^+''^+-+'''" • • -x: 
( n - f c - 2 r i - 2 r 2 2r„)! 
xF„_fc_2ri-2r2 2r„.(Pl, 3:2, • ' " , Xm)Hk{qi ). (4.10.20) 
i/„(AiXi,X2,---,a;^) = E E E ••• E )^ i J , i . . . , I 
fc=0 r2=0 r3=0 rrr,=0 ft.. /2- '3- 'm-
/'_2)7-^|^2r2+2r3+-+2rm^fc+2r3+2r4+-+2rm . . . ^fc+2r2+2r3+-+2rm_i 
( n - A ; - 2 r 2 - 2 r 3 2r^)! 
x(l+Ai)'-^+'-^+-+'-'"i?„_fc_2.,-2r3--2r.(a;i,X2,---,a:„). (4.10.21) 
X 
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Recurrence Relations 
The following recurrence relations hold for Hn{xi,X2, • • •, Xm)'-
d 
TT— Hn{Xi,X2,--- ,Xm) = 2n{x2Xs • • • Xm) Hn-l{Xl, X2, • ' ' , Xm) - 2n{n - I j X i 
OXi 
X (a;^ x^  •••xl, + xlx\ • • • x^ + • • • + x\x\ • • • xl_^) Hn-2{xi,X2, •••, Xm). (4.10.22) 
Hn{xi,X2,---,Xm) = 2n{xiXs • • • Xm) Hn-l{xi,X2, • • • , Xm) - 2n{n - l)x2 
dx2 
X {xlxl • • • X ^ + xlxl • • • X ^ + • • • + xlxl • • • X ^ _ i ) Hn-2{XU 3^2, " " " , ^m)- ( 4 . 10 .23 ) 
d 
Hn{XuX2,---,Xm) = 2n{XiX2-• • Xm-l) Hn-i{Xi,X2, • • • .Xm) - 2n(n - l ) x ^ dXr,. 
X {xlxl • • • a;^ _i+XiX3 • • • a;^_i+- • •+x^3;2' •" ^m-2) Hn-2(xi,X2, •••, Xm). (4.10.24) 
Hn{Xi,X2, •••,Xm) = 2(a:iX2 • • • Xm)Hn-l{Xi,X2, • • • , X^n) " 2 ( n - 1)(X2X3 • • • X ^ 
+ xlxl • • • x^ + • • • + xlxj • • • x^_i)i/„_2(xi, X2, •••,Xm). (4.10.25) 
Relation Between i?„(xi, X2, • • •, Xm) and Hn{x) 
We obtain the following relation between i?„(xi, X2, • • •, Xm) and Hn{x): 
Hn{Xi,X2, • • • ,Xm) = {X2X3 • • • Xjj, + XiX^ • • • X ^ + • • • + X1X2 • • ' X^-i)^ 
\Y '^2X3 -''m T^  •^1'*'3 -'^m^ i " Xia;2 • X „ _ i / 
Now 
if„(-xi, X2, • • •,x„,) = (-1)" H„(xi, X2, • • •, x^). (4.10.27) 
For xi=0, (4.10.26) reduces to 
, X2) • • • , Xm ) = (x2X3---xJ"E„(0), (4.10.28) 
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and for X2=Q, (4.10.26) reduces to 
f /„ (x i , 0, X3, • • • , X^) = (XlXz • • • XmT -f^n(O). (4.10.29) 
Also, for Xm—0, (4.10.26) reduces to 
Hn{Xi,X2, • • • , a ; ^ - i , 0 ) = (.XiS2 • • •Xm-l)''Hn{0). 
But 
/ / 2 n ( 0 ) - ( - l ) " 2 2 " Q ^ ; if2n+l(0) = 0. 
So using (4.10.31) in (4.10.28), (4.10.29) and (4.10.30), we obtain 
i^2n(0, X2, • • • , Xm) = (-l)"(2X2a;3 ' " " X„,) '" ( l ) ^ 









H2n{xi,X2, •••, Xm-i,0) = (-l)"(2a;ia;2 • • • Xm-if"" ( l ) ^ 
/f2n+i(a;i,X2,--;,^m-i,0) = 0 
> . 
(4.10.34) 
Now, for xi = X2 = • • • = Xm=0, we have 
//„(0,0,---,0) = 0 = if„(0). 
which in the hght of (4.10.31), gives 
^2n(0, 0, • • • , 0) = (-1)"22« ( i )^ = F2„(0) 
if2n+l(0,0,---,0) = 0-i/2n+l(0) 
(4.10.35) 
(4.10.36) 
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we have 
If we denote 
Ki^) = 1x^n{x). 







~H2n{Q,X2,---,Xm) = Q=^H!,,{0) 
H2n+l{0,X2,---,Xm) = (-1)"(2X2X3 • • • X J ^ n + l ( | ) ^ ^ J^/^^^ (Q) 
(4.10.37) 
and 
i-^H2n{XuO,X3,---,Xm)^0 = H!,^{0) 
i-^H2n+i{xi,0,X3, • • •,Xm) = (-l)"(2a;iX3 • • • x^)2"+i (1)^ = H',^^^,(0) 
(4.10.38) 
Also, 
dXr -H2niXi,X2, • • • , Xm-1,0) = 0 - i7^„(0) 
gl;;;H2n+l{Xi,X2,---,Xm~l,0) = ( - l ) " ( 2 x i X 2 - - - X ^ _ l ) 2 " + l ( i ) „ = ^2n+l(0) 
,(4.10.39) 
The Rodrigues Formula for Hn{x\.,X2,• • • ,a;^) 
The Rodrigue's formula for Hn{xi,X2, • • •,Xm) is given by the following relation: 
Hn{Xi,X2, •••,Xm)-= ( - l )" (x^2;^ • • • a^ m + ^14 ' ' ' X^, + • • • + X^xj • • • X ^ . j ) ^ 
2 2 2 
•rf 
. y ' l j I j - ' - I^+XjIg- ' - I^H r ^ i ^ 2 ' " ^ m - l 
xe ^2^3-<+="H-<v+•••+^M-^m-i ^ (4.10.40) 
a formula of the same nature as Rodrigues's formula for Hermite polynomial of one 
variable Hn{x). 
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Expansion of Legendre Polynomials 
Some expansions of Legendre polynomials in terms of Hermite polynomials of m-
variables are as follows: 
[f] 
fe=0 
-k, ^ +n- k ! 1 ! 
) ) I 
(xiXs • • • XmY, • • • , (xiX2 • • • Xm-lf 
{X2X2---Xmf, 




Pn{XiX2 •••X^,W)^Y1 ^0-0 
fc=0 
'K, y -]- n K '. — 5 • • • 5 {x2X3---Xmy 
J ) ) 
( x i X 3 ' - - X ^ ) 2 {XiX2-••Xra-lf 
1 + W 1 + W 
1 + W 
(~1)^ (2)„_fc Hn-2k{xi, X2, • • • , X^){1 + wY 
k] {n-2k)\ 
(4.10.42) 
w here Pn{x,y) is the Legendre polynomial of two variables [28]. 
Binomial and Trinomial Operator Representations for Hn{x\,X2,- -^Xm) 
In this section we have obtained certain results of binomial and trinomial operator 
representation type for Hn{xi,X2,- • • iXm) by using their Rodrigues formula. The 
results obtained are as follows: 
Let 
x^X2- - - Jm 
D2, then 
""2^3'"*'""'"^1^3"'^">+"'+*1^2"'*m-l 
= Di and 
V\y2''Vm 
^Jy2yl-y'^+ylyl-y'^+-+yly2-y'L-i 
2 2 2 2 2 1 
yxy^-ym 
,i„2 i x„i„5 ..,,2 -i..,.4.„2.;i...„2 [Dy + 1 ) 2 ) " < e ^ 2 ^ 3 - ^ m + ^ 1 ^ 3 " < + - + ^ p 2 - < - l '. e ' ' 2 ' ' 3 - ' ' m + y f v | - ! / 4 x + - + V ^ 2 - < - l 
= (-1)^2^22^3 • • • 2^m + ^?3;^ . . . a;^ + . . . + x\xl • • • X^_i)- t 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
^^3-^m+^i4-^m+-+^i^2-^m-i p v|yi-vi+v'^y(-v^+-+!/fy|-y;tv-i 
xe 2 
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r=0 
n 
<(t£, rt*^ .2^2 
~\~ ^\*^2 ^m-\ 
^ I y \ ybl•••yi + vhl• • -^ m + • • • + vbl• • • vl-i 




x i g 2 ' ' ^ m 






.2 ,2 . . . ,2 . , 2 , 2 . . , , 2 2 ,2 . , . , 2 
^2^3 '"^"»+-=1^3 ' -^m+--+2l^2 '" '^m-l 
s D3, then 
„2.,2 2 ^ „2„2',.:,a ^ ...^„2„2,..„2 (Dl + D2 +-D3)" { e ^ H - " m + ^ f 4 - m + - + - H - ^ ^ _ i _g y|y3'-y^+yfy|-«^+-+yfy^-y4_i 
2 2 2 
i 2 z 2 . . . , 2 I 2 2..._2 , .. , 2 2 . , . ,2 
. e ^ 2 ^ 3 - ^ m + - ^ 3 - < + - + ^ p 2 - < - l 
2 2 2 
^l '^2" '^m 
\ n / 2 , „ 2 , , „ 2 ^ - a , 2 , 2 . . . , 2 _i. ,2,2.. . ;2 a.. . ,a.,2,2... . ,2 = (-l)"(xf + ^2 + • • • + 3;^)-t e ^2-3--+^^i-^+-+-^l-^-i 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
r=0s=O V 
n — r 
1 2 X2X3 
yfyl- ••yl + ybi-
•^l + -
•yl + -
r 1 *^  2 
• + ^12/2 • 
^ m - l 
• 2 / m - l 
A 
2 2 
^ 2 ^ 3 • • 
^ 2 ^ 3 • 
•xl + xlxl-
••^1 + 44 • 
•^^ + -
• 4 + -
* • ~r ^\^2 ' 
• + -^1^2 • • 
• • ^ m - 1 
• • ^ m - l 
and 
-'^ n—r—sl,*'^ !) •'^ 2j ' ' " i •^m) 
Xi?r(yi,2/2, • • • , 2/m) Hs{zi,Z2, • • • ,Zm), (4.10.44) 
{D,D2 + D^D^ + D2D^f e ^2^3--+^H 
2 2 2 
2~2,. - 2 X'T.2T^2,. ._2 I L T . 2 _ 2 . . . _ 2 
2 2 2 
i|2u2...„2 _i.„2^2...„2 J |-j/2u2...„2 
2 2 2 
^1 ^2'"^Tn 
2 J....2 J_,^,2:..:J 
g » 2 ' ' 3 - < + ' ' p 3 - ^ m + - + ! ' i V 2 - ' ' m - l _Q ^ 2 ^ 3 - ^ m + ^ l "^ 3 + • • • + ! iz2...zi mT- -r*i*2 * m - l 
(zi^ a;^ • • -a;^ + x^x^• • -x^ + • • • + x^a;^.• -x^.i) 2( /^^ y^• • -y^ + y^yg •?/m 
2 2 2 
+ • • • + A ^ •. •yJ,_,)-t.e"^^3--^-^3------^^-^^-
•' l ' 2 w 
2 2 2 
yiyo-^ym . .. 
^g-v^yr -y^+y^r -4+-+v^^y^_ i_g z2.2...,2^+,2,2:..,2^+...^.......,^_^ 
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n n—r / „ 
r=Os=0 \ 





• yl + y\yl • 
• 4 + 44 • 
•yl + -
•4 + -
• + yfyl • 
• + zfz^ • 
' • y m - i 
• - ^ m - 1 
- ' ^n—sV-^l ) 2^2) • • • ) •^•m) 
X Hn-r{yi,y2, •••, ym)Hr+s{Zi, ^2, " • • , ^m)- ( 4 .10 .45 ) 
The contents of this chapter accepted/pubUshed/communicated in the form of 
two papers as mentioned below: 
(i) A note on a new three variable analogue of Hermite polynomials of first kind, 
Published in Thai Journal of Mathematics Volume 9 (2011) No. 2, pp. 
391-404. 
(ii) A note on a new m-variable analogue of Hermite polynomials first kind, commu-
nicated for publication. 
Chapter 5 
A Study of a New Second Kind 
Analogue of Hermite Polynomials 
of Three and m-Variables 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a study has been made of a new second kind analogue of Hermite 
polynomials of three and m-variables whose two variable analogue seems more natural 
than that of Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied by Khan, M.A. 
and Abukhammash, G.S. [23]. The chapter contains generating functions, recurrence 
relations, Rodrigues formula, relationship with Hermite polynomials of one variable, 
some special properties and expansion of Legendre polynomials in a series of Hermite 
polynomials of three and m-variables. 
5.2 Three Variables Analogue of Second Kind of 
Hermite Polynomials 
Second kind Hermite polynomials of three variable Hn{x,y,z) is defined as follows: 
Ut ^ P {-n)2ri-irHn-2r{x,y)z--'^[ix' + y^)(l - z') + z')Y . , . ^ . 
Hn{x,y,z)^l^ -j , (5.2.1 j 
where Hn{x,y) is Hermite polynomial of two variables [26]. The definition (5.2.1) 
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can also be written as 
rt^ st^ ?"' s! (n - 2r - 2s)! 
where i?n(2;) is the well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
The definition (5.2.2) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
Hn{x,y,zy. 
[f] [t-^] [f-H (-n)2,+2.+2. f - f . ) ^ (--hY (--i^y 
^ 0 t^o 3^0 2^'=+^^+^' k\ r\ s\ 
(5.2.3) 
In terms of triple hypergeometric function, Hermite polynomials of three variables 
can be written as 
Hn{x,y,z) = {2xyzrF^'^ 
n H - L I - - • • • • • • 
2 ' 2 '" 2 •• ' ' • ' ' ' 
) ) • ! ? ) 
2;2y2' y 2 ^ 2 ' 2:2a;2 (5.2.4) 
where for right hand side of (5.2.4), it may be recalled that the definition of a triple 
hypergeometric function [ see, for example, Srivastava and Panda [54], p.423. Eq.(26) 
5.3 Generating Function for iJ„(a::, y, 2) 
Consider the sum 
- H^{x,y,z)t- ^ ftl f^ '^^  t"^"''^ {2xyzn-nU+2r+2s{-iy'-''-'r 
n=0 " ' fc=0 r=0 s=0 ^ K. I. b. n. d, y ^ 
00 00 00 00 {2xVzY'{ — V)^'^^^^x'^^lP'^z'^^ ^n+2fc+2r+2s 
k,\ r\ s\ n! 
71=0 A;=0 r = 0 5=0 
^ ^2xyzi^^-xH"" _^-yH^ ^^-zh^ 
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2 . , ,2 I , 2 ^ 2 Jxyzt-ix'^+y^+z^)!: 
We thus arrived at the following generating function of Hn{x, y, z): 
,2x!/zt-(a;H2/2+z2)i2 „ V^ Hn{x,y,z)t"-
n=0 n\ 
(5.3.1) 
Next, consider the sum 
g {c)n%ix,y,z)e ^ g H f^£51^^^ {cU2xyzn-n)2k+2r-,2si-iY-''^'t-
n=0 n\ 
OCi CO OO OO 
= EEEE 
n=Qk=0r=0s=0 
<)2k+2r+2s U r\ cl r)l ^2r+2s,,2s+2fcy2r+2fc 
n=Ofc=0 r=0 s=0 "^  li,. I . b. n. X y Z 
(c)„+2;fc+2.+2s (-l) '=+^+l2xyz)":r2'=2/2r^2.^n+2fc+2r-f2. 
yt!r! si nl 
oo oo oo 
= (1 - 2xyztr E E E 
fc=0 r=Os=0 
'^ J k+r+s 2 ^ 2j k+T+s -AxH 2+2 1 fc 
A;!r!s! (1 - 2xyztY 
J_z%!!^ \7^^_-4z^i 2+2 
{{l-2xyztY\ \{l-2xyztY 
We thus arrive at the (divergent) generating function 
E fc)"-^"(^^'^'^)^" ^ (1 _ 2xyztY^F^'^ 
n=0 n\ 
C C 1 j . . . . . . . . . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 •• ' ' • ' ' ' 
> ) • ) ) ) 
AxH 2+2 2+2 4:yH- AzH 2+2 
(1 - 2xyztf' (1 - 2xyzty' (1 - 2xyzty (5.3.2) 
Now, consider 
^ ~ g„+fe(x,y,z)rz;fe ^ ^ ^ i/„(a;, y, ^)r-S'= 
n=Ofc=0 A;!n! n=0 A;=0 k\{n-k)\ 
= E i;ff„(a;,2/,z)(t + u)" 
n=0 n! 
__ 2xyz{t+v)-{x^ +y^W){t^ W +2tv) 
_ g 2 i y z « - ( x 2 + ! / 2 + Z ^ ) i 2 g 2 [ x j / 2 - t ( x 2 + y 2 + 2 2 ) ] „ - t , 2 g [ l - ( a ; 2 + j , 2 + ^ 2 ) j 





Hk-2n[xyz ~ t{x^ + y^ + z^)] [1 - (a:^  + y^ + z^)]" z; 
n!(A:-2n)! 
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Hence 
k 
By equating the coefficients of ^ we obtain 
xHk-2n[xyz - t{x^ + y^ + z% (5.3.3) 
Again, consider the sum 
00 00 00 
^ ^ Hn+r+s{x,y,z)ru'v' ^ y ^ y . y ^ H^ix, y, z) t^-'-' u' v' 
n=0 r = 0 s=0 
0 0 
•'s.'n! r:^n7:^n7^n r\s\in-r — s)\ r\s\n\ 
n n n 5"' « ' '^! 
71=0 r = 0 s=0 
= v ( f Y^(-<+.(-ir7«yr^yl Hn{x,y,z)r 
to \hh r\s\ [tJ \'tJ f 
_^Hr,{x,y,z){t + u + vr 
n=0 
_ „2xyz{t+u+v)-{x^+y^+z'^){t+u+vf 
_ g2a;y2i - ( iHy^+z^) t2 ^2[xyz-t{x''+y^+z^)]u-{x^+y^+z'^)u'^ ^'2[xyz-t(x^+y^+z^)-u(x'^+y^+z^}]v-v'^ 
^ ^[l-{xHyHz')W 
_ g2iy2t-(i2+y2^.j ,2)j2 ^2[xyz-t{x^+y'^+z^)]u-{x^+y'^+z^)u^ 
^ ^ if,[a;i/z - tjx'' + y^ + z^) - u{x^ + y^ + z^)][l - (x^ + y^ + z^)]" t;^ +^" 
s=On=0 '''• '^• 
2xyzt-ix^W+2^}t^ ^2[xyz-tix'^+yHz'^)]u-ix^+yHz^y V ^ V ^ ^~^)^n 
e " "• '" ' ' .e 
s=On=0 "•• 
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Hs-2n[xyz - t{x^ + y^ + z^) - u{x^ + y^ + z^)][l - (x^ + y^ + z^)]'^ v' 
X-
S! 
Equating the coefficients of ^ , we get 
y-^ y ^ Hn+r+s{x,y,z)t"'U' _ ^2xyzt-{x^+y^+z^)t^ ^2[xyz-tix^+y'^+z'^)]u-ix'^-\-y'^+z^)u'^ 
., | I {-s)2n Hs-2n[xyz - t{x' + y'+ z') - u{x' + y'+ z%l - jx' + y' + z')r 
. = 0 ^• 
5.4 Special Properties for Hn{x^y^z) 
Consider the identity 
g2xyzt-(x2+i/2+z2)j2 ^ g22/z(xt)-(xt)2_g-y2<2 g_^2(2 
(5.3.4) 
or, 
- H^{x,y,z)e ^ - Hn{yz){xtf ^{~ffr_ ^ {-zH'Y 
^ °S, ^ ^^^ ( -1)-+^ Hn-2r-2s{yz) X^-^^'^'y'^z'^ T 
h k h r\sl{n-2r-2s)\ 
Equating the coefficients of t^, we get 
U( ^ _ W ^ ' ^ {-ir^n\H^-2r-2s{yz)x^-^^-^^f'z^^ 
^n[x,y,z)-2^^^^ r ! . ! ( n - 2 r - 2 5 ) ! 
or, 
j^n{x,y,z) — 2_^ 2^ —— . 
r=0 s^O r- S-
Next, consider the identity 
^2xyzt-ixHy'^+z'^)f _ ^2zx(yt)-{ytf ^-xH"^ ^-zH"^ 
(5.4.1) 
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or, 
n = 0 "•• n = 0 "•• r = 0 ' • s = 0 '^' 
h h h T\s\{n-2r~2s)\ 
Equating the coefficients of i", we obtain 
^ ! | } t H {-l)r+s^\H^_^,^^,{zx) yn-2r-2s^2r^2s 
r=0 s=0 
or. 
r! s! ( n - 2 r - 2 s ) ! 
f„(X, y, Z) = E E ^n-2r-2s{zx)y X_Z__ ^^_^ 2) 
r=0 s=0 ^- •^ • 
Again, we consider the identity 
^2xyzt-ix^+y'^+z^)f _ ^2xy{zt)-(ztf g-x^t^ ^-y'^t^ 
or, 
y ^i(iiM)^ =. y ^!iMM! y iz^!^ y t l ^ 
n=0 ""• n=0 " " r=0 ' • s=0 '^-
^ ^ t H (-l)'-+^ff„_,^_,^(:,^) ^n-2.-2.^2r^2.^n 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
"^"^'"''^'.t^oi^o r ! . ! ( n - 2 r - 2 5 ) ! 
or, 
^n{x,y,z) - z^ 2^ ,^ , 
r = 0 5 = 0 ' • *• 
Consider the identity 
2xy t^-(x2+y2+22)t2 _ 2x(yzty[yzt)^ l:cHy^+zH\-y^)]t'' 
(5.4.3) 
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or, 
n=0 '^' n=0 '^- r=0 
n=o.=o r ! ( n - 2 r ) 
Equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
or, 
Next, consider the identity 
or, 
n=o «! n=o ril -^^ r! 
t'oh r ! ( n - 2 r ) 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
Hnix,y,z) = T. ^ ^:^f^;z^^ • 
or, 
Hn{x,y,z) = } ^ n • (5.4.5) 
r = 0 ^• 
Again, we consider the identity 
^xyzt-ix^W+z^)^ _ ^2z{xyt)-{xytf _[x2+j;2(l-x2)+z2]t2 
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or, 
hh r!(n-2r) 
Equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
ui ^ | 1 (-1)^ n! H„_2.(^)(xy)"-^-[2:^ + y\l - x') + z^]'-
H,,[x,y,z)^2^^ r ! ( n - 2 r ) 
or, 
-(^_^^^j^g(-n).(-irg„_.(.)(x.r-nxu,-(i-.v.T. (5,g) 
r = 0 
Consider the identity 
^2xyzt-{x^-i-y^+z^)t^ ^ ^2xy{zt)-{xHy'){zt)\^-[{x^+,/){!-z^)+z^)]t^ 
or, 
^Hr,ix,y,z)r ^^Hnix,y){ztr ^ {-in{x'+ y'){l - z') + z')Y t'^ 
71=0 ""• n=0 "" r = 0 ' • 
_ ^ | | Hn-2r{x, y)z--'^{-lY[{x^ + y^)(l - z') + z')Yt-
n=or=o r ! ( n - 2 r ) 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
ni...^-V^ (-l)'-n!iJ„_2.(x, y) z^-'^gx' + y'){l - z') + z')Y 
^n\Xi y, Z) — 2_^ 
v2^ I , 2 M r 
r=o ^'-(^ - 2r) 
or, 
g„ ( . ,y , . ) J l ''"'^ -^""^ ^°"-'^''^'^"T"^' + ^')(' - ^ ) + -^)1\ (5.4.7) 
r = 0 
where Hn{x,y) is Hermite polynomial of two variables [26]. 
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Next, consider the identity 
^2xyzt-{x^W+z')f ^ g2yz(it)-(y2+22)(xt)2 _g-[x2+(l-x2)(y2+22)jf2 
or, 
^^Hr,{x,y,z)t- ^^Hn{y,z){xtr ^ {-lYlx'+ {I - x'){y'+ z')Y t'^ 
n==0 ^- n=0 '^- r=0 
_ ^ | j ^,,2,(y, z)x--'^{-ir[x' + (1 - a;^ )(y^ + z^)]-r 
hh r!(n-2r) 
Equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
^ , ^ (-l)'-n!g„-2r(y, ^)a:"- '^-b^ + (1 - x'W + ^^)]^ 
^„(x,y ,^j -^^^ r!(n-2r) 
or, 
J^n\X,y,Z) — 2_^ j . (^0.4. 
Again, we consider the identity 
or, 
^ifn(:r , j / ,z)r ^ ^ ^ n ( ^ , a ; ) (y^)" ^ ( - i r [ y V (1 - t/^)(x^+ ^^)r t^ -
n=0 " " n=0 '"" r=0 
_ ^ | 1 gn-2.(^,x)r-^-(-i)-[j/^ + (1 - y^ )(x^  + z^)]-r 
n=or=o . r!(n-2r) 
Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
^ , , | i j (-l)'-n!ff„_2r(^,a^) J/"-^ [^y^  + (1 - y^)(x^ + z^)r 
^n(x, y, z) - E ;:y^ ^^ 32^ :5 . 
or, 
Hi...\ M (-n)2.(-l)- H^-2r{z,x) y"-^-[y^ + (1 - y^ .)(x^  + z')r ,, . _. Hn[x,y,z) = 2_^ -p • (5.4.9) 
r=0 ''• 
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Consider the identity 
or, 
- Hn{x,y,zr ^ f ^" ( f ) (^ )^" f Hrif) i^ty - i-yH'r 
hhh r!5!(n-r-25)! 
Equating the coefficients of r , we get 
Hn{x,y,z) = } ^ 2^ TiT"^ ^~Ti • 
^0 .t^ r ! s ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
or, 
^„(x, y, z) = t ( ;? ) ^^ ( f ) Hn-r ( f ) xV^^"-^-^^ (5.4.10) 
Next, consider the identity 
^2xyzt-(x^W+z^)t^ ^ 2(f)(xt)-(it)2 2{f){ytf-{ytf -zH 
or, 
^ j f „ ( x , y , ^ ) r _ ^ ffn ( f ) (:^t)" cc^  ff,(f) (y^)'- - ( -22^2) . 
„=0 " ' ^ 0 " ' 'r=0 ^' s=0 ^' 
h h h r\s\{n-r~2s)\ 
Equating the coefficients of i", we obtain 
_ , ^ » I H (-1) ' n\ fl„_,_2,(f) ft(f) l " - ' -^ ' !,' 2^' 
' '" '^•"•^'=S S H»!(„-r-2.)! • 
or, 
^n(x,y,^ ) = E (;?) ^^  ( f ) ^ - ( f ) "^-^ -^ ^ y^  ^''- (5.4.11) 
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Again, we consider the identity 
or, 
h !^ h "' 'h r\ 'to s\ 
h k k r\s\in-r-2s)l 
Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
H( - V ^ V^ (-l)^n!.if„_,_2.(f ) i / . ( f )x^^y"-'-^- z^ 
,t^ ,t^ r ! s ! (n - r -2s ) ! 
or, 
%{^.V.^) = E ( " ) ^^ ( Y ) ^ - ^ ( f ) X—^^l/^^^^ (5.4.12) 
r=0 
Consider the identity 
g2xy^i-(a;2+y2_^^2)j2 ^ g2t/i-(l V + ^ ^ ) i ^ _g-22/^(l-x)< g(l-x2)i2 
or, 
^ Hr^{x,y,z)t- ^ ^ ^n(l,y,^)r ^ [-2yz{l-x)tY y K l i ^ W 
n=0 "'• n=0 "•• r=0 ' ' . r=0 "^ • 
kohh r ! s ! (n - r -2 s ) ! 
Equating the coefficients of P, we obtain 
g„(x, y.)=t 'E ''"^"' ^"-iV' ^ '^^ f^'; - ^ '"'^ ' -^  ^ ''. (5.4.13) 
r=o .=0 r ! s ! (n- r -25) ! 
Next, consider the identity 
^2xyzt-{xHyHz^)t^ ^ g2i;t-(s2+l+^2)t2 ^ _ 2 x z ( l - j , ) t _ g ( l V y 
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or, 
f f ^"y^ (-1)'' ffn-,-2.(x, 1, z){2xzr{\ - y)'-+^(l + y)^r 
n=Or=o 3=0 : H s ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
Equating the coefficients of ^", we get 
g , . (x , . , . )=E'E '-"^"' ^"-'•f;/''^'^'^f S:' '^"•" ^ '^'• (5.4.14) 
^0 .t^ ^'^K'^ - ^ - 25)! 
Again, we consider the identity 
or, 
~ %{x,y,zY ^ ~ %{x,y^)i^ ^ [-23:t/(l - z)^]- ~ [(1 - 22)^2]. 
71=0 "•• 71=0 " " r=0 ' • r=0 ^-
_• f f ^y-'^ (-l)'-g7.-r-2.(x,y, l)(2xy)'-(l - ^ ^ - ( l + z ) - r 
n=o.=o.=o r ! s ! ( n - r - 2 5 ) ! 
Equating the coefficients of t^, we obtain 
g„(x,.,.) = S ' E ' - " ^ " ' ^ - - ' f ; f ^P-'^);' ' ,- - ) ^ " " " -) ' . (5.4.15) 
r=o .=0 r ! s ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
Now consider the identity 
g2(xi+X2)yZ<-[{ll+X2)H2/2+22]t2 _ g2xi2/.zi-{l2+J/2^22)t2 g2x22/zt-(x2+y2+Z^)<^ gl(j/2+22)_2xiX2]«2 
or, 
^ iJ„(xi +X2,y,^)r ^ ^ Hn{xi,y,z)r ^Hr{x2,y,z)f 
^[((l+f)-2x^x^ 
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~' a a n rlsUn - r - 2s)l 
n=0 r=0 s=0 \ ' 
EquEiting the coefficients of P, we get 
H^ix, + x„y,z) ^ X; E : r ! . ! ( n - r - 2 . ) ! " 
(5.4.16) 
Next, consider the identity 
g2;r(!/i+j/2)2i-[l^+(?/l+!/2)^+22lt^ _ g2xyi2t-(i2+y2^22)f2 ^2xv2Zl^{x'^+yl+z'^)t^ 
or, 
^ . Hn{x,yi + y2,z)f^ ^  ^ Hn{x,yi,z)r ~ Hr{x,y2,z)f 
5=0 
- W V -^"-^-2^(^' yi,z)Hr{x, t/2, ^)[(x^ + ^^ ) - 2yiy2Yf 
s 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
n! H„_^_2s(x,yi,2;)i/r(x,y2,2)[(a; +2^) - 2yiy2]' 
•ffn(a;,yi + 2/2,2) = X! E r=o s=o . r ! s ! (n - r -2s ) ! 
(5.4.17) 
Again, we consider the identity 
g2xy(zi+Z2)t-[xHyH(zi+Z2)^lt^ _ g2xyzit-(x2+j,2+^2)t2 g2iyz2t-(i2+i/2+z2)(2 g[(x2^.^2)_2^^z2lt2 
or, 
y Hn{x^y.zi + Z2)t- ^  ^ Hn{x,y,z,)r ^ Hr{x,y,Z2)f 
n=0 ^'- n^O ^ ' r=0 ^^ 
^ ^ [{x^+f)_-2z^'^ 
s=0 *• 
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n=o.=o.=o r\s\{n-r-2s)\ 
Equating the coefficients of i", we obtain 
Hn{x,y,z. + z,) = Z E r\s\{n-r-2s)l ^ " 
(5.4.18) 
Consider the identity 
2\xyzt-{X'^x^+y^+z'^)t'' _ 2xyzt-{x^+y^+z^)t^ -2{1-X)xyzt {1-X^)x^t^ 
or, 
~ %{\x,y,zy ^ ^ Hn{x,y,z)t^ ^ [-2(1 - Xjxyzt^ ^ [(1 - A^)^:^ t'' 
^ ~ " 11;^ ^ (-1)- :^„_,_2.(x,y,2) (1 - Ar+-(1 + A)- {2yzY x^^'^ t" 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
^ , ^ t H (-i)^n!F„_,_2.(x, y, 2)(1 - Ar - (1 + A)- {2yzYx^+'^ 
H.{Xx,y,z)-}_^^ 3t^ o rlslin-r-2s)l ' 
(5,4.19) 
Next, consider the identity 
^2xiiyzt~(xHn^yHz^)t'^ ^ ^2xyzt-(x^+y^+z^)t\^-2il-^i)xyzt^^{l-H^)yH^ 
or. 
^ Hr,{x,fiy,z)r ^ ^ Hr,{x,y,z)t- ^ [-2(1 - ii)xyztY ^ [(1 - i^')y'Y t'^ 
n=0 '^ ^ n=0 " ' r=0 ' • 5=0 
:; " ^^^ i-iy Hn-r-2s{x,y,z) (1 - i i r ^ l + fiY {2zxY f^^^ t 
n=:Or=0 s=0 r! s! (n —r — 2s)! 
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Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
H . , „ ,^  , ^ 1^=:^  (-1)'' n\ %-r^2s{x, y, z) (1 - /i)'-+-(l + ^lY {2zxY f^^^ 
H4^,,y,z)-}^^ £^0 ~ " H5!(n-r -2 . ) ! — ' 
(5.4.20) 
Now, consider the identity 
g2i/a:i/2t-(a:2+y2+t/2^2)(2 _ ^2xyzt-ix^+y'^+z'^)t'^ ^-2(l-u)xyzt {l-u^)zh'^ 
or, 
^ Hnjx, y, uz)r ^ ^ Hnjx, y, z)r ^ [-2(1 - u)xyztY ^ [(1 - u^)z^Y t'' 
_ °£. " ^y} (-!)'• ff,_,_2,(x, y, z) (1 - v)-+-(l + vY {2xyY z^^^^ r 
Equating the coefficients of t", we obtain 
^ ^ t H (_i)r n!g„_,_2,(x, y, z)(l - vY'-'jl + i/)-(2xy)-2-+^-
^ .ro i^ o r ! 5 ! ( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
(5.4.21) 
Also, consider the identity 
2\nvxyzt-(\^x'^+l?y'^Wz'^)t^ _ J2{X-X){l-|.^){l-u)xyzt~\{l-Xfx'^+{l~^lfy'^ + {l-v)'^z'^]t^ 
^g-2[(l-A)(l-/i)(l-z/)-AMi/)iy2<_g[(l-2A)i2+{l-2/i)3/2+(l-2;/)22jt2 
or, 
^^  ^ {-2[(1 - A)(l - M)(1 - ^) - AH^ryz}- f 
r=0 ' • 
~ [(1 - 2\)x'^ + (I - 2^)y2 + (1 - 2:/)22]^  f' 
5=0 •'• 
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^ f. A ^If^ {-in2xyzY[{l - A)(l - (,){! - i^) - AH*" 
n=Or--=0 s=0 ' •'^-
^^ [(1 - 2A)x^  + (1 - 2i^)y^ + (1 - 2i.)^t^n-r-2. [(1 - X)x, (1 - M)y, (1 - u)z] ^ 
(n - r - 2s)! 
Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
ff.(Ax,,,,..) = t 'H' (-ir"ig.-.-^.P-AK(l-;.)y,(l-.M 
^^  [(1 - A)(l -^){l-u)- XfxuY [(1 - 2A)x^  + (1 ~ 2^)y^ + (1 - 2r/)zt (2xyz)'-
( n - r - 2 s ) ! 
(5.4.22) 
5.5 Recurrence Relations for Hn(x^y^z) 
Since ^ 
g2iy2t - ( i2+j ;2^22) t2 _ y > ^n[X,y,Z)t 
71=0 
Differentiating (5.5.1) partially w.r.t. 'x\ we get 
{2yzt - 2x^ 2) e2-^ *^-(-^ +^ +^^ )^*^  = f i^n{x,y,')r ^^^^^^^ 
Now (5.5.2) can be written as 
2 ,'p. Hr,{x,y,z)t-+' _^^  ^ Xix,y,zr+' _^ ^ j^Hn{x,y,z)t-
Equating the coefficients of i", we get 
— Hn{x, y, z) = 2nyz Hn-i{x, y, z) - 2n{n - l)x Hn-2{x, y, z). (5.5.3) 
Differentiating (5.5.1) partially w.r.t. 'y', we obtain 
(2xzi - 2yt') e2-^ '^-(^ ^+«'+^^ )*^  := f ryHn{x,y,z)t-^ ^^^^^^^ 
0 1 Lt 
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Now (5.5.4) can be written as 
n = 0 " " Ti=0 "•• n = 0 ""• 
Equating the coefficients of f^, we get 
d -^ ^ ^ 
— Hn{x,y,z) ^2nxz Hn-i{x,y,z)-2n{n- l)y Hn-2{x,y,z). (5.5.5) 
Similarly, we obtain 
~Hn{x, y, z) = 2nxy Hn-i{x, y, z) - 2n{n - \)z Hn-i{x, y, z). (5.5.6) 
Again differentiating (4.5.1) partially w.r.t. 'f, we get 
[2xyz - 2{x' + y' + z')t] e2-^^^-(-^V+.^)*^ . . g n Hr.{x,y z)r-'_^ .^ _^ _^ ^ 
n = 0 ^'• 
Now (5.5.7) can be written as 
[2xyz-2{x' + y' + z')t].f^ Hn{x,y,z)r ^ ^ nHjx,y,z)e ', 
n=o ^' ^=0 nl 
Now equating the coefficients of t"-, we obtain 
^n(a;, y, z) = 2xyz Hn-i{x, y, z) - 2(n - l)(x^ + y^ + z'^) if„-2(x, y, z). (5.5.8) 
5.6 Relation Between Hn{x^y^z) and //^(a;) 
We have 
g2xt-t^  = V ^ ! i ( ^ , (5.6.1) 
where i/n(a;) is well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. 
Replacing x by , ^^^ and t by i\/a;2 + y^ + z^ in (5.6.1), we get 
i/„ f • y^^  ] (t^x' + f + z'X oo 
e -^-^-'^^^^ 
n n=0 
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In view of (5.6.1), we can write (5.6.2) as 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
^ \/x^ + y^ + z'^ Hn{x, y, z) = {x^ +y^ + z^)^ H^ { , ^ \ , ^ • (5.6.3) 
Now 
Hni-x, y, z) - (-1)" Hr,{x, y, z). (5.6.4) 
For x=0, (5.4.4) reduces to 
Hr,{0,y,z)^{yzrHn{0). (5.6.5) 
and for y=0, (4.4.5) reduces to 
H^{x,0,z) = {zx)'' Hn{0), (5.6.6) 
Also, for z-Q, (4.4.6) reduces to 
Hn{x,y,0) = {xyrHr,{0). (5.6.7) 
But 
F2„(0) ^ (-1)" 2^" Q ) ^ ; H2n+x (0) = 0. (5.6.8) 
So using (4.6.8) in (5.6.5), (5.6.6) and (5.6.7), we obtain 
ft.(o.!.,^)=(-im^f"(l)„l 5^^ gj 
and ^ 
iJ2n+l(a;,0,2) = 0 
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Also, 
^2n(x,t/,0) = ( - l ) " (2x t / )2" ( i )^ 
H2n+i{x,y,0) = 0 
Now, for X = y = ^=0, we have 
Hn{0,0,0) = 0 = HniO), 
(5.6.11) 
(5.6.12) 
which in the hght of (5.6.8), gives 
i^2n(0,0,0) = (-1)"22" y ^ = F2„(0), 




Hr,{x, y, z) 
and 
If we denote 
l l ( - l ) ' n! H„.2r(x)(yznx^ + yUz\l - y^)]' E 
r=0 
Ki^) = £^n(x). 







| i /2n(0,y,z) = 0 = f/^j0) 
|^2n+i(0,y,z) = {~in2yzr^' (f)^ = H^,^,{0) 
and 
£^2n+i(a:,0,z) = (-l)"(2xz)2«+i ( | )^ = H'.^^M 
Also, 
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5.7 The Rodrigues Formula 
Examination of the defining relation 
,2xyzt-(x'^+y'^+z'^)t'^ _ V^ - "n j^ ; , V, Z)l 
n=0 n\ 
in the light of Maclaurin's theorem gives us at once 
t=o 
(5.7.1) 
-^:^^' The function e ^^+y^+^ is independent of t, so we can write 
2 2 2 
e x2+y2+z2 Hn{x,y,z) = 
di" 
<=0 
Now put , y^^  - t^x'^ + y'^ + z^ = uj. 
Then 
2 2 2 
n/'^2 , „,2 , ^2\S e x2+,2+,2 Hnix,y,z) := {-l)''{x' + y' + z')-2 d" 
do;" 
or, 
2 2 2 
\n/^2 , „,2 , ^2^^ „J2Zil.i Hnix, y,z) = i-lTix' + y' + z')^ e^^^?^ d" 
y/x2 + y2+z2 
2 2 2 
^ _ X £ Z 
y'l2+j/2_,_^2 
e -=+v=+^^ , (5.7.2) 
a formula of the same nature as Rodrigues's formula for Hermite polynomial of one 
variable Hn{x). 
5.8 Expansion of Legendre Polynomials in a Series 
Since 
^2xyzt-(x'^W+2^)i^ - V ' ^ " ( ^ ' ^ ' ^ ) ^ " 
n=0 n! 
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it follows that 




n=o' "! n=op=o,=o ,tS p! ?! H (n - 2p - 2g - 2r)! • 
Equating coefficients of t", we get 
^^ ' p=o,=o h P\q\r\{n-2p~2q-2r)\- ^^-^''^ 
Let we employ (5.8.1) to expand the Legendre polynomials in a series of three variable 
analogue of second kind of Hermite polynomials. 
Consider the series 
oo [f] (-If U] (2xyzY-'^H^ 
71=0 n=0 fc=0 k\{n - 2k)\ 
oo oo (-lf(^) (22;yz)"r+2^ 
= E E ^ i^C • (5-8-2) 
n=0 k=0 '^•^• 
Hence by using (5.8.1), we may write (5.8.2) as 
00 00 00 CO 00 (-1)^= (I) X^Py^'^Z^' i.n+2k+2p+2g+2r 
E p.ixyzr = E E E EE ^^ "^ ^^ Tpu'r-n. 
n=0 n=0fc=0p=0g=0r=0 '^ ^ P' ^- ^^^• 
xHn{x,y,z) 
oo 00 f fc k k {-kU,^ri\ + n + k) x V z ^ O ( - l ) ' = ( i ) t"+2fc 
n==Oit=0 lp=0 9=0r=0 p. q. I . \ fy- II. 
xHn{x,y,z) 
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OO 12 J 
n=0 fc=0 
k, ^ -f- n k :: ; ; — : ; —; —; 
x^,y\z^ 
) 7 • ! ) ) 
{-l)>'{l)^_^Hr,_2k{x,y,z)t-
k\ {n-2k)\ 
Equating the coefficients of ^ ", we get 
[f] 
Pn[xyz) = Y. F^'^ 
fc=0 
-k, \-\-n-k ) ! • ! ! ) 





We now employ (5.8.1) to expand the Legendre polynomial of two variables 
Pn{x,y) = Yl 
(5.8.3) 
A;=0 k\ {n-2k)\ 
defined and studied by Khan, M.A. and Ahmed, S. [28], in a series of Hermite poly-
nomials of three variables. 
Now consider the series 
^ . [ i ] ( - i ) ^ ( i ) ^ _ ^ ( 2 x y . ) - - ( i + < r 
L Pn{xyz, w)t =2^X. 
n=0 n = 0 fe=0 
OO OO OQ OO 00 
=LEEEE 
n=0 fc=Op=0 9=0 7-=0 
(-i)'(0„ 4-fe+2p+2g+2r 
/t!(n-2fc)! 
^2p 2q^2rM ^ ^^fc ^n+2fc+2p+29+2r 
A;! p\ q\ r\ n\ 
xHn{x,y,z) 
OO OO \ k k k (—k)p+n+r[o+n + k] 
=EE E E E — ^ 
n=0 A;=0 p=0 g=0 j-=0 
/ „2 \ P / ,,2 \ 9 
p[ q\ r! \1 -\-w) \\ + wj 
2 y i (-l)'(i)„^fc^n(:r,y,^)(l+w;)'^r +2fc 




-, , , ^2 y2 ^2 
) ) • ) ) I 
l + i y ' l + i y ' l + tu 
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( - 1 ) ' ( | )^_^ Hn-2k{^, y, Z) (1 + Wf r 
X- k\{n-2k)\ 
The final result is 
fc=0 
'2 ' ' ' ' ' X"^  y"^  2"^  
) ) • ) ) ) 
l + t y ' l + i y ' l + w 
A;! (n - 2k)l " 
(5.8.4) 
5.9 Binomial and Trinomial Operator Representa-
tions 
In this section we have obtained, certain results of binomial and trinomial operator 
representation type for second kind analogue of Hermite polynomials of three variables 
Hn{x,y,z) by using their Rodrigues formula. The results obtained are as follows: 
Let -^—^—Y = -^1 ^^^ 7—Z^—Y ^ ^2 ' ^^^^ 
{Di^-D2T{e ^W^.e ^^ +^^ ;^ +^  ^ = (-l)"(a;^ + y^ + r ) ~ 2 e ^^Tv^^e "^ +-2+^ 2 
(5.9.1) 
Again let -7 ^^  v = ^ 1 . / ' ^ r = ^2 and -? f-—r- = D3, then 
\y/x'i+y^+z^) vv^^+vs+u-a; \v/2+s2+h2; 
f _ - M i L - ^ s H i ^ /VA2 • 
,2 .2 ,2 rr^B^J^ u2v2w2 f2 2^2 n n - r / ^ \ / „ _ „ 
r=0 s=0 \ '^  / \ ^ 
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/ X^ + y^ + Z^  \ / / ^ 2 -(- y2 4- z2 \ * ^^ 
V ^ 2 + 2^ ^ . ^ 2 I [\l f2^g2^h2J Hn-r-s{x,y,z)Hr{u,V,w) Hs{f,g,h), 
(5.9.2) 
and 
(i:)iI)2 + DiD3 +2)2^3) Se -'+«'+-' .e "•^ +v'^ +»'^  .e A^+h^ | 
. 5 2 2x "/ 2 2 . ^ . fV/ . , , A ^ \ / W , " ^ ' : / n \ 
r=Os=0 \ '^  / 
/ n - r W p T ^ [ + 5 V f / ? ± Z ± Z V t r ^ Ntr r ^ 
H ^ JlV/^ + ^ ^ + /^ V IVf+ ^^  + ^V ^-(^'^'^)^-("'^'^) 
xHr^,{f,g,h). (5.9.3) 
5.10 m-Variable Analogue of Second Kind of Her-
mit e Polynomials 
In this section results similar to one for Hn{x,y,z) have been obtained for Hermite 
polynomials of m-variables. 
Definition 
The m-variable analogue of second kind ofHermite Polynomials is denoted by Hn(xi, X2 
,••• ,Xm) and is defined as follows: 
[t] [!"-!] [ t- ' - i-r2--r .- i] , . 
-^ , ^ V V^ V^  \~^)2ri+2r2+-+2rm 
ri=0 r2=0 r^=0 fl-'r2-' ' ' Tm-
y_(_l\'n+r2+-+Tm rj.'^n ^ n-2ri-2r3 2rm . . .^n-2n-2r2 2rm_i N _ ^2^2 . . . j."^ l^ z 
(Xl), (5.10.1) 
where i:r„(xi) is well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. The definition 
(5.10.1) can also be written as 
[ t ] [ t - n ] [ t - n - r 2 - - r „ - , ] 
Hn{Xi,X2,---,Xm)= 2^ l^ • • • L ~ V l 7 l T T " 
r i = 0 r2=0 r ,n=0 ' 1 ' ' 2 - " • ' « • 
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X ( _ l ) n + r 2 + - + r „ | j _ (^^^^ . . . a ;^ )2}n+r2^2n^2r2^n-2n-2r2-2r4- -2r^ . . . 
Xxl-'^^-'^^--'^-^H,.,r^-2r,-.-2rJx,,X2), (5.10.2) 
where Hn{xi,X2) is the Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied by 
Khan, M.A., Khan, A.H. and Ahmad, N. [26]. 
The definition (5.10.1) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of 
^n\Xl) X2, • • • , Xm)'-
[i] [ t - n ] [ t - n - r 2 - - r _ i ] 
H4x„X2,---,Xm)=^E E ••• ^ (-n)2n+2..+...-f2.„ 




.l)n+.2+-+r-„|2(XiX2---xJ}" / 1 1 1 \ ' ' V 1 1 1 \'"' 
ri!r2!---r^! 
, 2 ^3 ^ m . ^X\ X3 X^^ 
1 1 
^ X j X2 ^ m - l . 
(5.10.3) 
According to the definition (1.3.17), in terms of hypergeometric function, Hermite 
polynomials of m-variables can be written as 
Hn{Xi,X2, • • • , X„) = {2(Xia;2 • • • Xm)}" i^)0 
n n 1 ]_ . . . _ _ . . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' ' ' ' • ' 1 
) ) ) 
1 1 ± 
, ^ 2 -^3 •''771/ v-'-l ^3 X^J 
1 1 
^Xl X2 X j T l - l , 
, (5.10.4) 
where for right hand side of (5.10.4), it may be recalled that the definition of Kampe 
de Feriet function of m-variables [19]. 
Generating Function for Hn{xi,X2,---,Xm) 
Some generating functions for Hn,{x\, 2:2, • • •, 2;^ ) are as follows: 
g2(nx2-x^)t-(if+i2+...+i^)«2 ^ y Hr,{Xi,X2,y,Xm)t'' 
n=0 n 
^ {c)nHn{Xl,X^2,---,Xm)t'' ^ ^^_2{XiX2 • • • Xm^F^:^ 
71=0 n! 
C C I \ 
2 ' 2 " ^ 2 
(5.10.5) 
! ) ) 
! ) ) 
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4^ 4xlt^ 4xlt^ 
~ {I- 2{XiX2 • •• X^)t}^ ' {1 - 2(xiX2 • • • XmW ' " ' ' ~ {l - 2{XiX2 • • • XmW 
(5.10.6) 
oo -^ ^ n [I] 
T^n nl ^ . n! 
n=[j 71=1) 
xHk^2n[{xiX2 •••Xm)- t{xl + xl + • • • + 4 ) ] [ 1 - (xj + X^ + • • • + X^)]" , 
(5.10.7) 
y ^ y ^ Hn+r+s{Xl,X2, ••• , Xmjfu'' _ ^2{xiX2-Xm)t-{xl+xl+-+x^)t'^ 
n = O r = 0 ' • " • • 
[f] 
^g2[(nx2-im)-i(:rf+cr2+.-+i^)]«-(a:2+i2+...+i^)u2 y ^ r ^ ^ M _ ^2;^  ^  ^2 _^  |_ ^ 2 \|n 
n=0 '^• 
x//,_2r.[(a;i3;2 • ••x^)-t[x\^x\-^- • •+a;^)-u(x?+a;^+- • -^x]^]. (5.10.8) 
Special Properties for Hn{xi,X2, • • •, x^ j^) 
In this section we obtain some special properties for Hn{xi,X2, • • •, x^) as given below: 
^„(x„x2,---,x.)=E E ••• E ^ T " " " ^ 
ri=0 r2=0 rm=0 H •''2- " ' " ^m-
X('_l)''i+'"2+'"+'"'" 2.2n^n-2n-2r3 2rm _ _ _^n-2ri-2r2 2rm-ir2 _ 2;2^2 . . . j . ^ 1^2 
Xi?„_2ri_2r2 —-2r„>(2;i), (5.10.9) 
and 
[l] [?-n] [t-n-r2--r„-,] 
o^ /^ , ^^ . . . ^ >! _ V - V . . . > p i nj2n+2r2+-+2r^ 
-ttnia;i,a;2,---,a;mj - 2^ 2^ 2^ r ir-i r i 
ri=0 r2=0 rm=0 ' I - ' 2 - 'm-
X(_ l ) r i+ r2+-+r^ ^n-2r2-2r3--2r„^2r2 . _ , ^ „ - 2 n - 2 r 2 - - 2 r „ _ i Jj _ ^2^2 . . . ^2^jr3 
(0:2). (5.10.10) 
Also, 
.T=Or.=0 r .=0 n ! r 2 ! - - - r ^ ! 
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^ (_^Yx+r2+•••+rm ^n-2r2-2r3 2r,„ n - 2 r i - 2 r 3 2rm .-v.S'-mri „ 2 „ 2 2 Ir i 
^ { i-J J^i X2 X ^ [ i — X2X3 • •Xf^_il 
xHn~2ri-2r2 — ~2r,n{'-^m)- ( 5 . 1 0 . 1 1 ) 
zf („ ^ ^ \ _ \ ^ S r ' " V ^ ' ( - " • ) 2 r i + 2 r 2 + - + 2 r „ 
[t] [ t - i ] [t-n-r2--r™-i] ^_ 
r i = 0 r2=0 rm=0 ^ l ! ' " 2 ! 
X ( _ l ) n + r 2 + - + r „ > | l _ ( ^ g ^ ^ . . . a ; ^ ) 2 p + r 2 ^ 2 n ^ 2 r 2 ^ n - 2 n - 2 r 2 - 2 r 4 - - 2 r ^ 
n - 2 r i - 2 r 2 2rm-i'iJ ^ / ' T ^ A 
(5.10.12) 
and 
- r i - r z Tm-i 
( — ' ' ^ ) 2 n + 2 r 2 + - + 2 r r , 
i:rn(xi,X2,---,2;^)- E E ••• E „ , „ , . „ , 
r i = 0 r2=0 r „ = 0 ' l - ' 2 - ' m -
n - 2 r i - 2 r 2 2r,„_i"rr / \ 




r ? ^™, „ . . . ™ X _ V V . • • V i - n j 2 n + 2 r 2 + - + 2 r ^ _ 
r i = 0 r2=0 rm=0 ' I - ' 2 - ' m -
x ( - l ) ' - l + ' - 2 + - + - - | l _ (2.^^2 • • • X ^ _ 2 ) ^ } " " - ^ + ' ' ' " a ; r 2 ^ ^ - 2 r 3 - - 2 r « . . . 
n - 2 r i 2 r m - 3 - 2 r m - l - 2 r „ 2r-m_i 2 r „ t r „ f-r , r "l 
2 - ^ - 2 -^-m-l -^01 - " n - 2 r i - 2 r 2 2rm V-^m-l) •^m;-
(5.10.14) 
//„(xi,a;2,---,x„) = E E ••• S 
r2=0 r3=0 rm=0 
r2W----rrJ. 
/ 2 r 2 + 2 r 3 + - + 2 r m 
s/(' 1 \ r 2 + r 3 + - + r m ™ n - 2 r 2 - 2 r 3 2rm^2r2 2r3 2rm 
X(^ — i ; Xi Xg X3 X ^ 
- 2 r 2 - 2 r 3 27-,n(^2, ^Js, • • • ,Xm)-
(5.10.15) 
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f n — k ] I n — k ^ 1 [n~k _ _ _ _ _ 
n\ (-l)n+r2+-n 1^^3 1-2 '•Ij l - 2 - - n - r 2 r ^ - i j , sr^^_^2 + ...^_^„ 
fc=0 r i = 0 r2=0 rm=0 /CTi . r 2 . • • • r^ j j . 
X [n~k-2ri-2r2 2r^)! 
xi^,_fe_2.,-2r2-.-.-2.. ( Y ) i/fe ( y ) , (5.10.16) 
and 
X 
fc=o ri=o r2=o rm=o /c.ri.ra. • • • r^. 
n - 2 r 2 - 2 r 3 2rm fc+2r2„n-fc-2ri-2r2-2r4 2rm ^ n - 2 r i 2 r ^ _ i 
Xi X2 X3 • • • ' ^ m 
{n-k-2n -2r2 2r^)! 
x{l-(a;iX4---x^f}^^+'-^^„_,_2n-2r2--2.„ ( f ) ^^ ( f ) ' (^-lO-l^) 
Also, 
^n(a:i,a;2,---,a^m) = X] X] !E ••• $Z 
fc=0 r i = 0 r2=0 rm=0 k\ri\r2l • • • rj. 
n - 2 r 2 - 2 r 3 2rm n-2ri 2 r - „ _ 3 - 2 r ^ _ i - 2 r n , A;+2r„j_i n - f c - 2 r i 2r^-i 
j o •^m-2 ^TO-l " " '-^'m 
(n-fc-2ri-2r2 2r^ )! 
X { 1 - {X,X2 • • • X^_2fy-'^'-H^-k-2r,-2r.---2r^ ( ^ ) ^fc ( y ) • (5 .10 .18 ) 
i/„(xi,x2,---,a;„) = E E E ••• E A;!ri!r2! • • -r^ 
X 
{1 - (X33:4 • • • Xmfy ( 1 - {X\ + x|)(a;3X4 • • • XmfY'jl - {X^XA • ' ' XmfY^ 
{n-k-2ri-2r2 2r^)! 
^ „fc+2ri 2 r 2 „ n - A ; - 2 r i - 2 r 2 - 2 r 4 2rm ~n-2ri 2 r m - i 
xF„_._2.,-2.2--2.„ ( ^ ) ^ . ( ^ ) . (5.10.19) 
Also, 
i^„(a;i,Z2, ••-ja^m) = 2^ 2^ 2^ • • • 2^ t-ir-Jro'•.-r ' 
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{ 1 - (X1X4 • • • XmfY'{l - {xl + x l ) (XiX5 • • • XmYY'il - {x^X^X^ • • • Xm?Y' 
X- (n - A; - 2ri - 2r2 2r^)! 
w „n-2r2 2r,n fc+2r2_.2r3 n-fc-2n-2r2-2r3-2r5 2rm „n-2ri 2rm_i 
A X j ^ 2 ^ 3 X 4 • • • X^ 
xi/„-fc_2n-2.2--2.„ ( ^ ' - ) H, ( ^ ) . (5.10.20) 
n—r 
Hn[xu X2,---, xm) - 1 , 1 , "7!;^! (n - r - 25)! 
X i3„_r-2s(l, • ^ 2 ) • • • ) X-m ). (5.10.21) 
r=o s=o '^ '•^ •' (w - r - 2s)! 
XHn-.r-2s{Xl, 1, ). (5.10.22) 
n—r 
Hn{Xi,X2,---,Xm) = l_, ^ ^ ^ T T 7 o ^ l ^ 
^0 f^o ''«' (n-r-2s)! 
xF„_r_2,(Xi, X2, • • • , Xm-1, 1). (5.10.23) 
n! 
k=0 ri=0 r2=0 r,„=0 k.r\.r2. • • • rm-
{-2p,q,rxf'---x'^- ^ , , 
"^  (n - A; - 2n - 2r2 ^^^y_^n-k-2n-2r,--2rr.{Pu X2, •••,xm} 
xHk{qi,X2,---,Xm)- (5.10.24) 
fe=On=0 r2=0 r „=0 I^-Il.r2- ' ' m-
(-2p2q2Y'xT'xf'---xl"' ^ , . 
X ; rTil„-fc-2ri-2r2 2r„V3^1,P2) 3^3,' " ' ,Xm) 
(n - fc - 2ri - 2r2 2rm)! 
xiJit(xi,g2,a;3,--->^m)- (5.10.25) 
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n\ 
fc=0 ri=0 r2=0 rm=0 KSiX^. 
"" .••rJ{n-k-2T,-2r, ^^^y_^k{xux,,-• • ^x^.^q^) 
X Hn-k-2n~2r2 2rm{Xi,X2, • • , Xm~l,Pm)- ( 5 . 10 .26 ) 
Hn{KxuX,, • • •,x^) - 1 . L r!5! (n - r - ^ 2 ^ 
X (1 + Ai)^'^„_,_2,(a;i, a;2, • • •, x^ ) . (5.10.27) 
Also, 
u ( N N _ V ^V^ (-2)-n!{2(a;iX2---x^-i)r(l-A^)'-+^ 
^4Xi ,X2 , - - - ,x„ - i ,A«x^ j -^^^ 2^^ r ! 5 ! ( n - r - 2 5 ) ! 
X (1 + A^)^ X;;;^ -^ ^ Hn~r-2s{Xl, X2, • " " , X^). (5.10.28) 
Recurrence Relations for i/„(xi, X2, • • •, x^) 
The following recurrence relations hold for Hn{xi,X2.- • • ,X: 
dxi 
d — — 
f f „ ( x i , X2, • • • , X „ ) = 2n(x2X3 • • • X;„) i : fn_i (xi , X2, •••,Xm) 
- 2 n ( n - l)xii^„_2(xi, X2, • • •, x^). (5.10.29) 
Hn{Xi,X2, • • • , X ^ ) = 2n(XiX3 • • • X , „ ) / ^ „ _ i ( x i , X2, • • • , Xm) 
dx 2 
-2n(n-l)x2J^n-2(a;i,X2, • • •,x^)- (5.10.30) 
Similarly 
d 
Hn{xi,X2, • • • , X;n) = 2n(XiX2 • • • X ^ _ i ) i f „ _ i ( x i , X2, • • • , X ^ ) 
CXjTi 
- 2 n ( n - l)x^if„_2(a:i, X2, • • •, x^). (5.10.31) 
Hr,{Xi,X2, •••,X^) = 2(XiX2 • • • Xm)Hn~l{xi, X2, • • • ,X^) - 2(n - 1) 
X (X? + X^  + - • •+xl)Hn-2iXi,X2, " • • , X^). (5.10.32) 
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Relation Between ff„(xi, 0:2, • • •, ^ m) and if„(x) 
We obtain the following relation between i/„(xi,X2,-- • ,Xm) and Hn{x): 
0:1X2 • • • Xn 
Now 
yxf + xl + --- + 
if„(-Xi,X2,---,X,„) = ( - 1 ) " Hn{Xi,X2,---,Xm)-
For xi=0, (5.10.9) reduces to 
H„(0, X2,---, Xm) = {X2X^ • • • X^)"" i/„(0), 
and for X2=0, (5.10.10) reduces to 
i:/'„(Xi,0,X3,---,X„) = (XiX3-'-X^)" i7„(0). 
Also for Xm=^, (5.10.11) reduces to 
Hn{xi, X2, • • • , Xm-U 0) = (2:1X2 • " ' a^m-l)" -f^n(O). 
But 
i/2n(0) = ( - l ) "22"Q)^ ; //2„+i(0) = 0. 
So using (5.10.38) in (5.10.35), (5.10.36) and (5.10.37), we obtain 










i /2n+l (0 ,X2, - - - ,X„) = 0 
H2n{xu 0, 2:3, • - ,Xm) = ( - l ) " (2XiX3 • • • X„)2" Q ) ^ 
-^2n+i(a;i,0,X3,---,a:m) = 0 
H2n{xi,X2, • • • , X^_i, 0) = (-l)"(2XiX2 • • • Xm-lf"" ( | ) ^ | 
H2n+\{Xi,X2,- • • ,Xrn-l,^) = 0 
.. (5.10.40) 
(5.10.41) 
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Also, for Xi — X2 = • • • = Xm=Q, we have 
F„(0 ,0 , - - - ,0 ) = 0 = ff„(0), (5.10.42) 
which in the hght of (5.10.38), gives 
H2,(0,0,--- ,0) = ( - l ) " 2 2 - ( i ) ^ = if2„(0) 
^2n+l(0,0,--- ,0) = 0 -F2„+x(0 ) 
(5.10.43) 
We have 
Ki.) = ±H„(.). 
If we denote 





^ / /2n(0 ,X2 , - - - , : r^ ) = 0 = i/^„(0) 
9a; 1 H2n+l{0,X2,---,Xm) = {-in2X2X, • • • X^f^+' ( | ) ^ = ^ 2 n + l ( 0 ) ^ 
(5.10.44) 
and 
^-H2n{xi,0,Xz,---,Xm)=-0 = H!,M 8x2 




^H2n{Xi,X2,- • • ,Xm-uO) =0 ^ H!,^{0) 
dx. 
> . 
:^2n4-l(Xl,X2, • • -^Xm-U 0) = (-l)"(2XiX2 • • •X^-l)'"+^ ( | ) ^ = i ^ U l W . 
(5.10.46) 
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The Rodrigues Formula for Hn{x\, X2, • • • > ^'m) 
The Rodrigue's formula for Hrt{xi,X2, • • •, x^) is given by the following relation: 
2 2 2 
H^{xuX2,---,x^) = {-inxl + xl + --- + xl)^.e^l^^l^'^ 
X— - . 
d 
+ -+^?n 
2 2 2 
g xl+x{+-+xl, 
(5.10.47) 
a formula of the same nature as Rodrigues's formula for Hermite polynomial of one 
variable Hn{x). 
Expansion of Legendre Polynomials in a Series of Hn{xi, X2,- • • ,Xm) 
Some expansions of Legendre polynomials in terms of Hermite polynomials of m-
variables are as follows: 
PniXlX2 • • • Xra) = Yl ^0:0 
fc=0 
' 2 ' " ' ' ) i 
-^1; 2^ 2) ' • ' 1 -^m 
) ) ) 
( " ! ) ' ' f 2 ) u^ri-2k{Xl,X2,---,Xm) 




•^m,w) = E^O-0 
k=0 
'fC, '^ ~r n K '. j 
x: 
l + w 
) ' ' • ) ) 
( - 1 ) ' ' ( | ) ^ _ ^ Hn-2k{Xl,X2, •••, X,n){l + w) 
k\ {n-2k)\ . (5.10.49) 
where F„(x, y) is the Legendre polynomial of two variables [28]. 
Binomisil and Trinomial Operator Representations for Hn{xi,X2, • • • ,Xm) 
Here we have obtained certain results of binomial and trinomial operator represen-
tation type for Hn{xi,X2,-•• ,Xm) by using their Rodrigues formula. The results 
obtained are as follows: 
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Let 
^xl+xl+-+xl 
= Di and 
y^y2^•^ynl 
\AF^ +-+y^ 
= D2, then 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
T2_J_T.2 J L-r2 1/2 I , ,2 I L*|2 {D1 + D2T {e ^ ? H + - + < . e ''i+='2+-+''" 
Trbfcib—,.'i+J+...Tvi ^ I n 
= (-l)"(x2 + xl + --- + xiy^e *i+^2+-+<e, ^i+''i+-+^- J ] 
X 
r = 0 












-.4M^ 2 2 2 . 2 j . „ 2 4 L „ 2 2 2 2 ( A + i 5 2 + A r { e -^=^^-+-4, .e y^ v2^ +•••+v4 .e i^+^2+-+^4 
= (-l)"(xf + x | + --- + x^)~2 e -^-^-+-^6 ^i+^'l+'+^-e '1-2^ 
2 2 2 
" 1 ^ 2 - - 2 2 2 
, / l ^ 2 
n n—r / 
n — r 
r = 0 s=0 r 
Xj ~r 3^ 2 "T • • • + X: 
s ; y\yl + yl + ---^ylj \\ 
x{^-X2-\ Vxl 
z^ + z^ + --- + zl 
XHn-r-siXl,X2,---,Xm) i^rC^l, 2/2, " ' " , ^m) -^^(^^l, ^2, " ' ' , ^m) , (5 .10 .51) 
and 
2 2 2 
,.2 I _2_| l,.r2 
2 2 2 
Vl i /2-ym 
^ j - 1 , 2 1 1-,2 
22z2...,2 
^1 ' 2 m 
(L>ii:)2 + i^ii'a +-D2r>3)" {e -^-^-+-^.6 "^ ^2'+••+^^ .e 'i+^l+-+^l 
n n—r / 
+•••+0:2 
2 2 2 
y'i+yl+--+y'L g »1T»2 
^2 ,2 . . . .2 1 2 "t 
e 1 2 
x E E i : n — r yi + y2 + --- + y, 
Xi + X2 + • • • + Xj^ 
zl + z^ + --- + z\ 
xHn-s{Xl,X2, • • • , XmJHn'r{yi,y2, ' " " , ym)Hr+s{zi, ^2, • • • , ^ ^m)-
(5.10.52) 
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The contents of this chapter accepted/pubhshed/communicated in the form of 
two papers as mentioned below: 
(i) A note on a new three variable analogue of Hermite polynomials of second kind, 
Accepted for publication in International Journal of Applied Mathematics 
(IJAM), India. 
(ii) A note on a new m-variable analogue of Hermite polynomials second kind, Pub-
lished in International Transactions in Mathematical Sciences and Com-
puters July 2010, Vol. 3, No. 2, pp. 257-268. 
Chapter 6 
Extension of BurchnalPs Technique 
6.1 Introduction 
The present chapter deals with an extension of certain results obtained by Burchnall, 
J.L. for Hermite polynomials to Hermite polynomials of several variables. 
Feldheim and Watson [16, 56] proved the formula 
min{m,n) rtr TT f \ 
HUx)H4x) = m\n\ Y. f-~^^^, (6.1.1) 
;r^ [m — rjl[n — ry.rl 
where Hn{x) is Hermite's polynomial, defined by 
//„(x) = e" '(-Z))"e-" ' = ( - i r ( D - 2 s ) M , D = ^ . (6.1.2) 
ax 
Here Feldheim [16] employs the orthogonal properties of the polynomials, while Wat-
son [56], starting from the generating function, changes the order of the summation in 
a multiple series. Burchnall, J.L. [5] gave a proof depending directly on the definition 
(6.1.2). For this Burchnall, J.L. obtained the following results: 
(-1)"(D - 2x)"y = t i - i r ( " ) Hr.-r{x)D^y, (6.1.3) 
where y is any sufficiently differentiable function of x. 
Hnn{x)^2xHn{x)-H'^{x), (6.1.4) 
Hnuix) = 2xHn{x) - 2nHn-i{x), (6.1.5) 
153 
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and 
H'^{x) = 2nHn-i{x). (6.1.6) 
The formulae (6.1.4), (6.1.5) and (6.1.6) are well known. Also by setting y = 
Hm{x) with n < m, he obtained 
min[m,n) / •, W Q ^ 
Hm+n{x)^mln\ J2 7 ^ [ 7 rr~, Hm-r{x)H^-r{x). (6.1.7) 
^Q \m- r)\(n - r)\r\ ' 
The formulae (6.1.1) and (6.1,7) may be regarded as inverse to one another and 
(6.1.1) may now be derived either by inverting (6.1.7) or by employing this latter 
formula on the right hand side of (6.1.1), thus obtaining a verification. It is, however, 
possible to prove (6.1.1) directly by employing the theory of adjoint operators. 
By regarding Leibnitz's theorem 
, T 
r=0 \ 
as expressing the equivalence of certain operations on the function w, then, taking 
the adjoint of these operations, he obtained 
vD^'w = J2i-^y { ^ ) D^'-'iwD'v) 
r = 0 
By taking v = Hm{x), w = 1 {m>n), and using (6.1.2) and (6.1.6) then 
" ^ n \ 2^m\ 
{-irH^{x)Hr^{x) = ( - 1 ) " J : (^  ; j j ^ ^ ^ — ^ H^^n-2r{x). 
which is (6.1.1). 
Similar results hold for the polynomials 
Pn{x) = (-l)"e5-^Z)"e-5-^ ^ {-IfiD - x)"l, D = ^ , (6.1.8) 
the formulae corresponding to (6.1.3), (6.1.7) and (6.1.1) being 
[-IfiD - xfy = f:[-ir [^ ^ ) Pn-r{x)D^y. (6.1.9) 
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min(m,n) / -| w 
Pm+nix) = mini Yl 1 TT7 ^TT Pm-r{x)pn-r{x). (6.1.10) 
^ [m — r)l[n ~ ry.ri ^ 
Tnin{m,n) / \ 
p„(x)p„(x) = m!n! ^ , ^ " ^ - ^ ^ ^ (6.1.11) 
^ (m-r)!(n - r)!r! ^ 
1 2 
By interchanging r, with n — r and set e""?^  y for y, he obtained 
^n(a:) ^ J 2 \ ^ ] Pr{x)pn-r{x). (6.1.12) 
Finally he obtained the following identities between operators immediately deducible 
from (6.1.3) and (6.1.9) 
D^'y = E ( - l ) ^ ( ^ ) Hr{x)iD + 2x)—y. (6.1.13) 
^"J/ - E ( - i r ( ^ ) Pr(x)(Z) + xT-^y. (6.1.14) 
with the adjoint identities 
D^'y = E ( ^ ) P - 2x)"-'^//.(x)t/. (6.1.15) 
^"?/ = E ( ^ ) p - ^ r ' " K ( ^ ) y - (6.1.16) 
6.2 Extension in Two Variables 
In this section we obtain the above results for two variables Hermite polynomials as 
given below: 
Hn{x, y) = e^'+y" ( -D, - Dyf e'^'-y" = (-1)"(D. + Dy -2x - 2y)M, (6.2.1) 
n 
(-l)"(D, + Z) , -2x-2y)"^ = E ( - l ^ U jHn-r{x,y){D, +DyYz. (6.2.2) 
where z is any sufficiently differentiable function of x and y. 
in{m,n) ( — lY2'^^ 
^Q {m - r)\[n - r)lrl 
m  ^^ 
H^Ux,y)==m\n\ E /^ Jf„ .,, H^~r{x,y)H^-r[x,y). (6.2.3) 
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Hm{x,y)Hn{x,y) = X^ M i—^\ Hm+n-2r{x,y). (6.2.4) 
r=0 V / V ^ ^J-
where Hn{x,y) is Hermite's polynomial, defined by (6.2.1). 
Similar results hold for the polynomials p„(x,y) are as follows: 
Pn{x, y) = {-Ifeh-'+b'D^e-'^^'-'^y" = (-1)"(D. + Dy-x- y)"!, (6.2.5) 
n I 
n {-\y{D,^Dy-x-yrz = Y.^-\Y\ ; p„_,(x,2/)(Z), + D,)V (6.2.6) 
> T 
r=0 \ 
min{m,n) / -. WQT-
p^+„(.r,y) = m!n! J2 7 ViT r?-: pm-r{x,y)pn-rix,y). (6.2.7) 
;fr^  (m — r)!(n - rjir! 
p„(x,y)p„(x,y) = m!n! ^ / ^ " ^ ' ^ ^ ' 7 , - (6.2.8) 
; ^ (m-r)!(n-r-j!r! 
Hn{x,y) = J2[ ^ \ Pr{x,y)pn~r{x,y). (6.2.9) 
(i?, + Dy^z = J2{-iy ( I \ Hr{x,y){D^ + D, + 2x + 2yr-^z. (6.2.10) 
r=0 \ 
{D, + Z},)"z = Y^i-iy ( ^ j p,(x,y){D, + D, + X + 2/)"-'-^. (6.2.11) 
with the adjoint identities 




n (D, + D,)"z = 53 ( 1 (D, :f D, - X - y)"->.(x, y);2. (6.2.13) 
6.3 Extension in Three Variables 
Three variables extension of above results is given below: 
Hr.{x,y,z) = e^'-^y'^^' {-D, - Dy - D.fe-^-y'-^' 
= {-iTiD, + Dy + D,-2x~ 2y- 2z)M, (6.3.1) 
where D^ = ^, Dy =-^^ k D, = §-^. 
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{-1T{D^ + Dy + D,-2x-2y- 2zYu 
= Ei-'^y i ' ^ ) Hn-r{x,y,z){D, + Dy + D,Yu. (6.3.2) 
where u is any sufficiently differentiable function of a;, y and z. 
Hm+n{x,y,z) = m\n\ Y^ — r--Hm-r{x,y,z)Hn-r{x,y,z). (6.3.3) 
!^Q [m — r)l[n — ry.rl 
n / \ f*r I 
Hmix, y, z)Hn[x, y,z)=-Y.\ ^ I 7 r~Tl ^rn+n-2r{x, y, z). (6.3.4) 
r=o \ / y^ n-
where Hn{x,y,z) is three variables Hermite's polynomial, defined by (6.3.1). 
Similar results hold for the polynomials pn{x, y, z) are as follows: 
= {-1T{D, + Dy + D,-x-y- zfA, (6.3.5) 
where D^ ^ £ Dy ^ §^ k D, = i . 
(-1)" {D, + Dy + D,-x-y~z)''u 
= Ei-^y ( r ) Pn-r{x, y, z) {D, + Dy + D,Y u. (6.3.6) 
r=0 \ 
Tnin{m,n) i -iWor 
p^+„(x, 2/, z) = m\n\ YL 7 w ^^7 Pm-r(a:, t/, 2;)p„_r(a;, y, z). (6.3.7) 
;3^ (m - rj!(n - rj.'r! 
mm(m,7i) or ^~, ^\ 
p^(a;,y,z)p„(a;,2/,2)=m!n! • 2_^  ( ^ _ ^),(^ _ ^),^r (6-3.8) 
H„(a;, y^z)^Yl\ ^ ] Pr{x, y, z)pn-r{x, y, z). (6.3.9) 
r=0 \ 
^ n (D, + Dy + Z),)"M = E ( - l ) ' ( 1 I (^x + Dy + D, + 2x + 2y + 2zr-'u 
xHr{x,y,z). (6.3.10) 
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with the adjoint identities 




n iD, + Dy + DXy'=-Y.[ r \{Dx + Dy + D,-x~y-zY'''pr{x,y,z)u. (6.3.13) 
6.4 Extension in m-Variables 
m-variable extension of above results is given below: 
i7„(xi,X2,•••,xm)= e^i+^2+-+xi (_z)^ ^ -D,^ D,S^^-^--^ 
= (-!)"(£»,,+i),,+- • .+D,^-22;i-2a>2 2x^)M, (6.4.1) 
(~1)"(D,, + D,, + • • • + JD,^ - 2x1 - 2x2 2x„)"a 
n 5]( - l )M ' f/„_,(xi,X2,---,3;J(D,,+D,, + --- + D,^)^u. (6.4.2) 
r=0 \ 
where u is any sufficiently differentiable function of Xi, X2, • • •, 3;„ 
^ (/!;-r)!(ra-r)!r! 
xHk-r{xuX2, • • •,x^)i/„_^(xi,X2, • • •,x^). (6.4.3) 
n / 
n Hk{Xi, X2, • • • , Xm)HniXuX2, •'•,Xm) = Y.[ '^ 1 (j^ _ ^N| 
XHfc+„_2r(xi,X2,---,3:r„). (6.4.4) 
where F„(xi, X2, • • •, x^) is m-variables Hermite's polynomial, defined by (6.4.1). 
Similar results hold for the polynomials pn{xi,X2, • • •, Xm) are as follows: 
Pn{xuX2r--,Xm) 
= (-l)"e5^?+^-i+-+^^(i),^ + D,, + --- + D,^J"e-5-M-i--4-^« 
- (-1)"(D,, + D,, + • • • + D,„ - xi - X2 x„)M, (6.4.5) 
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where Dx, = 5^, -Da-, = jP-, • • •, Dr = -s^. 
[-IT{D,, +D,, + --- + Dx^-x^-X2 xj^u 
^ n 
= E ( - 1 ) ' ' ( ^ jPn-ri'-^l,X2,---,Xm){D^r+Px2+--- + D^J'u. (6.4.6) 
min{k,n) (~\Ynf 
Pfc+„(xi, X2,---,Xm) = k\n\ Y. Ti w—"TTT 
;to (« - r)!(n - r)!r! 
Xpfc_r(xi, 2:2, • • • , ^m)Pn-r{:^l,X2, •••,X^). (6.4.7) 
min(fc,n) ,. / » 
pk[Xl,X2,---,Xm)pn[X\,X2,---,Xm)=k\n\ > ^ — '-. 
^0 [k - r)\{n ~ r)\r\ 
(6.4.8) 




n {D,^+D,, + --- + DxSu=Y,{-^y[ ^ ]HriXi,X2,---,Xm) 
x{D^^+D^^+- • •+D^^+2x^+2x2+- • •+2xmT'''u. (6.4.10) 
n I 
n 
x(Da;i+^x2 + ---+^x„+a^i+a;2 + ---+2;^)"~'"M. (6.4.11) 
with the adjoint identities 
[D,^ + D,, + • • • + D,„ )% 
= Y.(''\{Dx,^D,,^---^D,^-2x,-2x2- 2x„)"-^ 
r=0 \ 
xifr(2;i,a;2,---i2:;„)«- (6.4.12) 
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Xpr{Xi,X2,---,Xm)u. (6.4.13) 
r=0 V 
The contents of this chapter accepted/pubUshed/communicated in the form of a 
paper as mentioned below: 
(i) A note on Hermite polynomials of several variables, communicated for publication. 
Chapter 7 
A Study of Bedient Polynomials 
7.1 Introduction 
The current chapter is a study of Bedient polynomials and gives us a systematic 
analysis of various unknown results for Bedient polynomials such as generating inte-
grals, operational representations, fractional integrals, fractional derivatives, hyper-
geometric representations, Laplace transforms, Mellin transforms and relationship 
with generalized Rice polynomials. 
7.2 Generating Integrals 
In this section we have obtained various generating integrals for Bedient polynomials 
Rn{P,'y;x) and G„(a,^;a:). These are as follows: 
r(^)r(^)r(7 - p)T{j -p)^ (a)„ R^{p, r, xy 
r(7)r(7) h (7)n 
1 1 
= j j{uvf-\l-uy-^-^ [l - ut{x - V^^^) - vt{x + V^^)]'" 




' ' '^' t ( a ; -Vx^^) 
u 
7; 




t{x + Vx^ - 1) 
1-u 
du, (7.2.2) 
where max {[ ^^ J 
Here we have 
[0:1 
t(x-Vx'-^-l) I \t{x+Vx^-l) j^—^1} < 1 along the contour. 
j {-uT-\u-lf-Hu = {2my 
r(i-a)r(i-^)r{a + ^ ) 
71=0 
(a)„/2n(/^,7;a:)r 1 
(7)n r(a) a) 7 l i^i 
^; 
u t{x - \/x2 - 1) 
7; 
X i F i 
/?; 
vt{x + \/x^ — 1) 
. 7 ; 





e "«^ ^ V'l a, /3; 7,7; t(x - Vx'^ - l),ut{x + \lx^ - 1) dw 
r(/?) 
i?e{t(x + Va:2-!)}<!; i?e(/5) > 0. (7.2.4) 
E 
n=0 
(a + ,g)ngn(a,^;a:)r 
(7)n 
r(7) 
r(/3)r(/3)r(7 - 2/3) - _ / / ( H ^ - ( l - . - . ) - ^ -
X {1 - ut{x - yjx^ - 1)}~"{1 - ?;i(x + v/x2 - l)}-°ducii;, 
u;/iere M > 0, i; > 0, u + u < 1; i?e(^) > 0 and Re['y - 2^) > 0. (7.2.5) 
^ (a + /?)ngn(c^,/^;a:)r _ r(7 + f ) | _., _ , 
„=o (7 + 7')n 





(1 - u)t{x + \/2;2 - 1) du^ 
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where Re{-f) > 0, Re{i) > 0, \t{x~Vx'^ - l)j < 1 & \t{x+Vx^ ~ 1)| < 1. (7.2.6) 
By taking 7 = 7' = a in (7.2.6), we get 
n==0 
{a + ^)nGn{aJ;x)t^ r(2a) 
(2a)„ ^/.-[ i-^(-V^^)] -^ 
X (1 - uf-^[l - (1 - u)t{x + Vx^ -l)]-^du, 
where Re{a) > 0, \t{x - Vx2 - 1)| < 1 & |i(a: + Vx2 - 1)| < 1. (7.2.7) 
Similarly by taking 7 = 7' = /3 in (7.2.6) we get 
.-k (20). rf8)r(B)J ' ' "^ "^  "^ ^ ^ '' 71=0 r(/3)r(/3) ^ 
X (1 - « ) ' ' - l [ l - (1 - U)t{x + VS2Tri)]-cv^^t^ 
w hereRe{^) > 0, |t(x - Vx^ - 1)| < 1 & |t(x + Vx^ - 1)1 < 1. (7.2.^  
E 
n=0 
„(a + ^)„G„(a,/3;x)r r(2a) 
(2a)„ ~Zj.j^^~^[^ - ut{x ~ N/^^-TT)]-^ 
x( l -« )^«-^ -SFi 
r(^)r(2a - /?) ^ 
2a - ^; 
(1 - U)t{x + \/x2 - 1) du, 
where Re{a) > 0, |t(x - \/x2 - 1)| < 1 & |t(x + Vx^ - 1)| < 1. (7.2.9) 
Similarly 
(a + /3)„G„(a,/3;x)r E 
n=0 
r(2/3) 
(2^)„ r(a)r(2;3 - a) u " -^ [1 -M%-V^23I ) ] - ^ 
X (1 - u)2^-".-i 2F1 
0 
2/3 - a-
(1 - 'U)t(x + \ / x 2 ^ ) dw, 
-U) /lere i?e(/3) > 0, | f (x-Vx2- l ) | < 1 k |t(x + Vx2- l ) | < 1. (7.2.10) 
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^ {a + P)nGn{aJ;x)t^ ^ r ( l - 7)r(l - f )r(7 + Y) J\_^y-i^^ _ ^y'-i 
n=0 
X 2F1 
(7 + i)n 





(1 - u)t(x + Vx^ - 1) dw, 
lu/iere max{\ut{x - Vx^ - 1)|,|(1 -u)t{x + ^ x^ - 1)|} < 1 along the contour. 
(7.2.11) 
^ (2a + |)nG'n(a,a + | ; x)t" 
n=0 (7)n 
r(2a) du, 
Re Ut{x + Vx^^)\ < -; i?e(a) > 0. (7.2.12) 
E 
71=0 
(a + /3)„G'n(«,/?;x)r 
7)n 
r(/3) e-"«^-i Si Q;,a,/9;7;t(x- v x ^ - l),ut(a; + Var^  - 1) du, 
Re (t{x + Vx^ - 1)) < 1; i?e (/3) > 0. (7.2.13) 
7.3 Binomial and Trinomial Operator Representa-
tions 
In this section we have obtained certain results of binomial and trinomial operator 
representation type for Bedient polynomials /^(/5,7; x) and Gn(c^ ; /^ i 'A by using their 
Rodrigues formula. The results obtained are as follows: 
(D , -h Dyf 3F2 




l - 7 + / 3 - n , | ; 
!^ (-1)" 2" n!(l - 7 - ri)fc(l-7 + /3-n)fc 
-n , ;5,1 - 7 - n; 
1/ 
(7)n(7-/?)n(7);t(7-/3). 
l - 7 + ^ - n , | ; 
i?„_fc(/5,7;a:)i?n(/5,7;y)- (7.3.1) 
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3^2 (D, + Dy + D,)" < 
- n , / 3 , l - 7 - n ; 
- n , / 3 , 1 - 7 - n ; 
X 
l - 7 + / ? - n i; 1. 
3-^ 2 
- n , / 3 , l - 7 - n ; 
l - 7 + / 3 - n i; 
2/ 
X 3^2 
l - 7 + /? -n ,^ ; 
(-l)"2"n! " !^ ^ ( 1 - 7 - n ) r+s 
\l)n\l P)n r=0 s=0 
X —"y,^^)^''^'""'^-^—-(^' 5^ ^)^(^' ^ ; ^)^^(^' ^ 5 ^)- (7.3.2) 
{D,Dy + D,D, + DyD,r{ 3F2 
-n ,^ , 1 - 7 - n ; 
l - 7 + / 3 - n i; 
X 
X 3-f'2 
- n , / 3 , l - 7 - n ; 
l - 7 + / 3 - n , | ; y 3-P2 
- n , ^ , l - 7 - n ; 
l - 7 + / 3 - n , | ; 
2"n! 
(7)n(7 - P) 
-Yt!}Us{r + s)\{l-j-n)r{l-j + /3~n) 
n ) r=0 s=0 (7)r+s(7 - ^ ) r + s ( - n ) r ( - n ) s 
X ^^  '^  "^ ^^1 , ^ ^ ^ ''^^/?„_3(^,7;^)/?,^-r(^,7;y)/^r+3(/?,7;^)- (7.3.3) 
r! 5! 
{D, + D,)" 3F2 
la + p; 
zF2 
ha + P; 
[-ir 2"^ n\Y,Gn-k{a,P;x)Gn{aJ;y). 
fe=0 
(7.3.4) 
{D, + Dy + D,r{ 3F2 
ha + P; 
3-^2 
la + P] 
y 3-^ 2 
la + P; 
= (-1)" 2" n! ^ 5 ; G„_._.(a,^; x)a(a,/3;y)a(a,^; z). 
r=0 s=0 
(7.3,5) 
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{D,Dy + D,D, + DyD,Y< 3F2 3-^2 




r=0 s=0 r\ s\ {n — r — s)\ 
X Gn-r{a, /3; y)G,+,(a, /3; 2). (7.3.6) 
7.4 Hypergeometric Representations 




7 - ^ : a,P] a: 
{l-t{x + Vx^-l)}-" 
t{x + Vx2 - 1) 
t(x - Vx2 - 1), ^ 
7 : 7 - ^ ; - ; N(:r + V'^^^T) _ 1 
(7.4.1) 
f ( ^ t ^ ) . ^ ^ ( ^ i M ^ . { l _ , ( , ^ V ^ ^ ) ^ 
n=0 w j n 
7 - a : a,P; P; 
7 : 7 - 0 ; 
, / rY—r. t{x + Vx^-l) 
t{x - Vx2 - 1), ^ - ^ —-
t(x + v^ ;'^  - 1) - 1 
(7.4.2) 




7 - Q ! , 7 - ^ : a,/?;-; 
7 : 7 - 0 , 7 - / 3 ; - ; 
t{(x - \/a;2 - 1) - 1 } , t(x + Vx2 - 1) 
(7.4.3) 
X: G„(a,/?; x ) r = {1 - t(x + V^^^^)}-" 
n=0 
X F^^2'^ 
a : a,/?; ct; 
a + P: a;- ; 
t (x - \ / a ;2 - l ) , (^x + Vx^ - 1) 
t(x + \/x2 - 1 ) " ^ (7.4.4) 
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t ("^nnG4a,^;^r ^ j j _ , ( ^ ^ ^ j ^ ) j ^ , 
n = 0 (2a)n 
1:2;1 
a : a,/3; /3; t(x + Vx^ - 1) 
2a: a ; - ; ^ ( x + ^ .^ - 1) - 1 (7.4.5) 
7.5 Relationship with GenerEilized Rice Polynomi-
als 
Bedient polynomials are related to the generalized Rice polynomials by the following 
relations 
R^{l3,r,x) = (P)^r{i ~ ^ - n){x - V^^'=Jr 
r(i-/?) 
X Ht^~^'^-''--^ Ur, X + y/x'^-l X — \lx'^ — 1 ^  (7.5.1) 
Gn{CL,^\X) {pi)n{^\Y{\ -a- n)(x - ^f^^y [a + ^)nY{\ - Oi) 
^^i-a-n,a+P~l)f^^., x + \/x^ — 1' 
X - \ / x 2 ^ 
(7.5.2) 
7.6 Fractional Integrals 
In this section we find some fractional integrals of i?n(/5,7; x) and Gn(a, /5; x). These 
are as given below: 
- (a + /3)ngn(a,/3;a;)r _ r(7 + 70 //^A.-in _ .A^+Y-M-
^^ 0 rTTv^: " m + V - u)r(u) y ^ "^  ^^  "^  ' U 1 
X 2 ^ 1 
(7 + 7')n 




7 + Y - /x; 
(1 - u)f(x + \lx^ - 1) du, 
u;/iere i?e(7) > 0, i?e(7') > 0, | t ( x - V x 2 - l ) | < 1 & |f(x +Vx^ - 1)| < 1. (7.6.1) 
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•?-/3 
x-^-^Rn{p,r 2"(/3)„r(l-^-n) 2./3-Ai+nr(l _ ^ + ^, _ ^ ) 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' ' Z^' 
(7.6.2) 
//^ a;-t-Gja,^;-= 
7,1 — 5 + /x — n; 
2"(Q)„(/3).r(l - Q - n) 
n!(a + ^)„x"-/^+"r(l -a + fx-n) 
X 3i^2 
•f,-f + i , l - a - ^ - n ; 
1 — a + |U — n, 1 — /5 — n; 
Riemann-Liouville left sided fractional integral of order a 
aI^{Rn{P,T,{^-am = 
r(n + a + l) 
X 3-^2 
—n—a —n—a+1 
2 ' 2 n-P; 
j,l- 13-n; [x - a) 
al!^{Gn{a,P;{x-a))} = (a + ^)„r(n + A + l) 
X3F2 
^ , ^ ^ ^ , l - « - / 3 - n ; 
1 — a — n, 1 — /3 — n; 
Riemann-Liouville right sided fractional integral of order a 
2"(/3)„(6-x)"+« 
[x - af 
jnRn{/3,r,{b-x))} = T{n + a + l) 
X 3^2 
-n-a -n-a+1 ^ _ O. 
2 ' 2 
7 , o (b- xY 
J,^{G„(a,/3;(6-x))} = {a)Mn2-{b - xf^^ (a + /3)„r(n + A + l) 
X3i^2 
f^,:^^,l-a-/3-n; 
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The Weyl integral of f{x) of order a, denoted by xW^, is given by 
—n—a —n—g+l 
(1 + a)nn\ 
2 ' 2 )7 P J j^ 
7,1 - /? - n; x^ 
(7.6.8) 
W^[Gr,{aJ-x)} {aU^U-l)\2fx-^>^ (l + n)A(a + /3)„n! 
r -ri-A ^ r t A + l ^ i _ ^ _ ^ _ ^ . 
2 ' 2 
1 - a - n, 1 - /3 - n; x^  
. (7.6.9) 
Erdelyi-Kober operator of first kind 
(/5jn(2x)" /[a, 7?; i^ „ (/5,7; rr)] 
/[A, 77; G„ (a, ^ ; a:)] 
(1 + n + r7)ar(l + n) 
A(2, -n) ,A(2, -n-a-77) ,7- , /3 ; -^  " 
7 , l - / 3 - n , A ( 2 , - n - 7 ? ) ; '''_ 
(a)„(^)„(2a;)" 
X 5F4 (7.6.10) 
x . F , 5-f'4 
(a + /3)„(l + n + r7)Ar(l + n) 
A ( 2 , - n ) , A ( 2 , - n - A - 7 7 ) , l - a - / 3 - n ; 
A (2, - n - ?]), 1 - a - n, 1 - /3 - n; 
Erdelyi-Kober operator of second kind 
(/3)n(2x)" 
(7.6.11) 
/[a, ??;/?„(/?, 7; x)] = (-n + 7;)ar(l + n) 
A(2,-n),A(2,-n + r/),7-/5; ^ 
X 5F4 
7 , l - / 3 - n , A ( 2 , - ' n + a-l-7y); x^  
(7.6.12) 
J[A,r/;Gn(a,/3;a;)] (a)„(/3)n(2a;)" (a + /3)„(-n + r7)Ar(l + n) 
A(2,-n),A(2,-n + r ? ) , l - ' a - / 3 - n ; ^ 
x , F . 5-f^ 4 
1 - a - n, 1 - ^ - n, A(2, - n + A + r?); x"-
(7.6.13) 
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(A)„2"a:"-^r(l + n + 77 - /?) 
r ( l + n - ^ ) r ( l + n + a + 77) 
A(2 , -n + ^ ) , A ( 2 , - n - a - 7 7 ) , / i - A ; ^ 
; fi,l-\-rn,A{2,-n + /3-7]); ^\ 
[a + /?)„r(l + n - Ai)r(l + n + A + 7?) 
A(2, -n + //), A(2, - n - A - 77), 1 - f^  - /5 - n; ^ ' 
1 - a - n, 1 - ^ - n, A(2, - n + /^  - 77); ^ 
Saigo integral operator of second kind 
V i-«ni'^'/^'^)i - r ( l + n)T{\ - n - P)V{1 -71 + a + 7;) 




/i, 1 - A - 7Z, A(2, -?z - ;5 + 1), A(2, -TZ + a + 77 + 1); x^ 
(7.6.15) 
(7.6.16) 
I^L'^^GAc^J;x)} a)„(/?)„2"a;"-ir(l - n)r( l - TZ - // + T/) 
X7F6 
(a + /3)„r(l + 7i)r(l - 72 - /x)r(l - n + A + 7?) 
A(2, -n), A(2, -71 + 1), A(2, -7i - A + 7? + 1), 1 - a - /? - 72; ^ 
1 - a - 7Z, 1 - /3 - Ti, A(2, -n-ii + I), A(2, -7i + A + 77 + 1); x^  
(7.6.17) 
where we have used 
J xp-\t - xy-'2F1 
a,b; 
c; 
1 - ^ 
_ r(c)r(p)r(p + c - 6 - a ) +^,_i 
r (p + c - a ) r ( p + c - 6 ) 
where p, a, b, ce C, Re{p) > 0, Re{c) > 0, i?e(p + c - a - fe) > 0 and 
x^-^^-O'S^i 
0,6; 




r( i - / ) -a )r ( i -p-6) 
^p+c-l^ 
where p, a, b, c& C, Re{c) > 0, Re{p + c) < 1 /?e(p + a + 6) < 1. 
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7.7 JiYactional Derivat ives 
A number of fractional derivatives of Rn{/3,7; x) and G„(Q;, P; X) are as follows: 
D:' {x''-^-' 2F1 
n 2 I i -
' 2 ' 2 "^ 2 ' 
X 
1 - ^ - n ; 
(7.7.1) 
„ I ^-a-/3-n ^ ^^  
n n 1 ] . . 
' 2 ' 2 •" 2 ' 
1 — a — n; 
(a)„(/3)„2"r(l-a-/3-n) 
(a + /5)nr(l-/3-n)n! 
y.x-^-'?Gn(a,P;-^y (7.7.2) 
The left sided Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order a 
(^)„2"(x-a)"-" 
aD:{Rn{P,T,{x-a))} 
r ( n - a + l ) 
X ,F , 3-f^ 2 
- n + Q - n + Q + l ^ _ p.. 
2 J I yj 2 2 ' 
7 , l - / 3 - n (x - a)^  
(7.7.3) 
„D^{G„(a,/3;(x-a))} (a)„(/j)„2"(x-a)"-^ (a4-/5)„r(n-A + l) 
X zF2 
^ , ^ = ^ ^ , l - a - ^ - n ; 
1 — a — n, 1 — ^ — n; 
The right sided Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order a 
{x - af 
,D^{B,nW,rAb-x))} T{n-a + l) 
X .R 3-^2 
-n+a - n + g + l «, _ /Q. 
2 ' 2 y I rt 
7 , l - / 3 - n ; ^ ^ 
(7.7.4) 
(7.7.5) 
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D^{Gr,{a,P;{b-x))} = (a)„(/?)„2"(6-x)"-^ {a + P)nT{n - A + 1) 
n+X —n+. 
2 ' 2 
X 3F2 
n+A ^n±A±l^ I _ ^ - ^ - n] 
1 - a — n,l — P — n; ^ ^ 
The Weyl fractional derivative of f{x) of order a, denoted by xD^, is given by 
. (7.7.6) 
-n+g -n+ct+1 ^ _ a. 




(a + /3)„r(n + 1 - a) 
-n+A -n+A+1 
X 3^2 
2 > 2 , l - a - / ? - n ; ^ 






1 - y r(//) n=0 {^)n 
where X = {x - \/x^ - i)t and Y = {x + Vx^ - l)t. (7.7.9) 
7.8 Laplace Transforms 
The Laplace transform of Rn{P, 7; x) and (j„(a, j3; x) is as given below 
£{R,{P,rx):s} = ^^,F2 
7 - ^ ; ,2 
7,1 - /3 - n; 
(7.8.1) 
^K^M«,/3;.):4 = (^gy^.F2 l - a - ^ - n ; 2^ 
1 — a — n, 1 — /? — n; 
(7.8.2) 
£ t"-^ iFi 
i3; 
(X - Vx2 - l)i 
7; 
i F i 
^ ; 
(x + \/a;2 - l)t 
7; 
: 5 
r ( a ) ^ ( Q ) n J ^ ( / 3 , 7 ; x ) r 
n=0 (7)nS" 
(7.8.3) 
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7.9 Mellin Transform 
Following are the Mellin transforms of Rn{P, 7; x) and Gn{ci, /3; x) 
2"(/3)„r(s + n + l) 
M{e-^Rn{P,r,x):s} 
n\ 
X ,F, 3-f^ 4 
A ( 2 ; - n ) , 7 - / 3 ; ^ 
_ 7 , l - / 5 - n , A ( 2 i - n - 5 + l); ^ 
(7.9.1) 
M{e~'Gn{a,l3;x):s} = 2"(Q.)„(/3)nr(5 + n) 
r (n + l)(a + /3)„ 
X3i=^4 
A ( 2 ; - n ) , l - a - / 3 - n ; ^ 
_ 1 - a - n, 1 - /3 - n, A(2; - n - s + 1); ^ 
(7.9.2) 
The contents of this chapter accepted/pubHshed/communicated in the form of a paper 
as mentioned below: 
(i) A study of Bedient polynomials, communicated for publication. 
Chapter 8 
A Study of Bedient Polynomials of 
Several Variables 
8.1 Introduction 
In the present chapter study has been made of the Bedient polynomials of two, three 
and m-variables and discover a systematic analysis of various unknown results for 
Bedient polynomials of two, three and m-variables such as generating integrals, gen-
erating functions and relationship of Hermite, Legendre and Gegenbauer polynomials 
with Bedient polynomials. 
8.2 Bedient Polynomials of Two Variables 
Bedient polynomials of two variables, denoted by Rn{0,7, A, /i; x, y) and (?„(a, P, A, /x; 
x,y), are defined as follows 
P M ^ ^ {P + \)n{2xyr 
B^iP, 7, A, n; X, y) = • 
n! 
V ^ V ^ (-n)2r+23(7-/^)r(/X-A), 
"" ho k 22''+2^(l - ^ - A - n)r+s h)r{^i)s r! 5! x'^ y2s • 
(8.2.1) 
r , a^ ^ (^ + A)n(/3 + M)n (2xy)" 
fn] [2_rl 
\~i^'-^^ (-n)2r+2s(l -a-P-X-li- n\^s ,^^^. 
"^k h 2 2 ' - + 2 « ( l - a - A - n U , ( l - / 3 - / x - n ) , + , r ! s ! x 2 ' - t / 2 5 - ^- ' > 
T= 
174 
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In terms of double hypergeometric function, Bedient polynomials of two variables 
can be written as 
Rn{^,l.,X,^]x,y) (/5 + A)„(2xy)" 
n\ 
n n I ]. 
2 ' 2 "^ 2 + 2 : 7 - / 3 , / i - A ; - ; 
1-P-X-n: 7,/^;-; 
1 1 (8.2.3) 
Gn{a,/3,X,fi;x,y) = {a + X)n{P + fl)r^ i2xy)'' (a +/? + A + ^)„ n! 
3:0;0 
^ -^2:0;0 
- f , - f + | , l - Q ; - / 3 - A - ^ - n : - ; - ; 
1 1 
1 — a — X —n,l — P — 11 —n :—;—; ^ 
5.2.4) 
where for right hand side of (8.2.3), it may be recalled that the definition of a more 
general double hypergeometric function [54]. 
8.3 Generating Functions 
The generating functions for R,^{l3,7, A, /i; x, y) and Gn{oc, 13, A, /x; x, y) are given below 
00 
X; Rn{^, 7, A, /i; X, y)e = (1 - 2xyt)-^-^ 





xH 27.2 y^t 
7,M;-; {l-2xyt)' {l-2xyt) 
(8.3.1) 
5^G„(a,^,A,//;a;,t/)t"= 2^ !^ 
n=0 a + ^ + A + ;u; 
(2x2/i - xH^ - yh^) 
8.4 Generating Integrals 
The various generating integrals for i?n(/5,7, A, ^; x, y) are as follows 
YR^iB 7 A ,-x.)t"^ r(7)r(,)(i-2x,r^-^ 
to ^  ^ r(/3)r(7 - /3)r(A)r(/. - A) 
(8.3.2) 
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1 1 
X 
0 0 ^ 
UXH'' -'••2,2 X-^-A 
+ •:; :: 1 dudv. 
2xyt 1 — 2xyt 
(8.4.1) 
where i?e(7) > Re{p) > 0 and Re{fi) > Re{\) > 0. 
E/^(M.A,.;.,.r = i^«^ (l±^ (^^ -^ ~«'^ -^ ^^ """^  
n=0 
[0:1] 





ti(l — 2xyt) 
X 2 F 1 
1 + A,;U- A; 
p; 
y't-" 
[l - u){l - 2xyt) du. (8.4.2) 
where max I \ — ^^ r— j ^ 2ii/ i) l ' l {l-u){l-2xyt) 11 < 1 along the contour and 
[0:11 
J {~uy-\u-if-'du = {2my 
r(i-a)r(i-/3)r(Q + /3)-
f: RM 7, A, M; X, yr - ^^ J"'^!^'"' I e-^u^-'-' 
n = 0 ^ V^ Ay 
X ^ 1 
2+2 




where Re ( - j ^ ) < 1 and Re{ix - A) > 0. 
Y: RniP,7, A,fi;X,yr = ^ j . ^ ^ _ ' ^ ^ g-u^l-0-l 
X * i 
2+2 





where Re ( - y ^ ) < 1 and Re{j - /?) > 0. 
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Y^Rn{Pn,Kl^]X,y)e 
n=0 
(1 - 2xyt)-^-^ 
r(7 - /5)r(^ - A) 
X 
0 0 
j5 + \:^,ix] — uxH"^ 
2+2 
vy t dudv, (8.4.5) 1 — 2xyt' 1 — 2xyt 
where Re ( - i ^ ) < 1, /i!e ( - i ^ ) < 1, Re{l - /?) > 0 and i?e(/x - A) > 0. 
Y,Rn{^,^,\fJ']x,y)t' n (1 - 2^1/0-^ 
-fl-A 
71 = 0 n^+A) / ^ ~ " - V + ^ - S F I 1-f^l 
X ,Fr 




1 - 2x?/i 
tiX'^t 2.i2 
1 - 2:cy^ 
du, (8.4.6) 
where /?e {%^yfX)) < 1 ^nd i2e {,8 + A) > 0. 
8.5 Expansion of Polynomials 
In this section we expand Bedient polynomials of two variables Rn{P,^,X,fj,;x,y) 
and Gn{o(, P, A, //; 3;, y) in a series of Hermite, Legendre and Gegenbauer polynomials. 
These are as given below: 
- / c : 7 - / 3 , / i - A ; - ; 
i?n(^,7,A,/x;a;,y) = X] F^ 2 2 2; ,-y 
1-P-x-n: 7 , /^;- ; 
(/3 + A)„ Hn-2k[xy) 
^ k\{n-2k)\ ' (8.5.1) 
[f] r - A;, 1 - a - / ? - A - / i - n : - ; - ; 
G„(a, /?, A, Ai; x, y) = J ] Fj/o"!? 
fc=o 1 — a — A — n, 1 —/3 —/i — n : —; —; 
(g + A)n(^ + H)n Hn-2k{xy) 
^ {a + P + X + li)nkl {n-2ky. 
where Hn{x) is the Hermite polynomials of one variable [40]. 
2 2 
, (8.5.2) 
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RniP, 7, A, /^ ; X,y) = Y^ -^ /:2;0 
k=0 
-k:j-p,n-X;-; ^^ ^2 
l-P-\-n: . (l + z ) ' ( l + z) h n't ) 
^ J ^ + A ) n ( l + ^ ) ^ i : ^ n - 2 ^ ( x y , z ) 
^ . . , . ^ (« + A)„(/3 + /x)n Hn-2k{xy, z)il + ^)^ G„ a, /^ , A, /i; x,y) = 2^ -— . ^ , •> ,—^777 T^TV, 
^-f^2:0;0 
— A;, 1 — « - / ? — A - / i — n:—;—; 
1 - a - A - n , l - / 3 - / i - n : — ; - ; 
a: y^ 
{l + zY (l + z) (8.5.4) 
where Hn{x,y) is the Hermite polynomials of two variables defined and studied by 
Khan, M.A. and Abukhammash, G.S. [23]. 
2:2;0 Rn{P,l,\l^;x,y) = Yl -^ Wo 
k=0 
—k, —\ — n-\-k:^ — P,ii-X] — 
i - / 3 - A - n : 7, /^;- ; 
2 2 
2; , y 
,,(/i + A)„(2n-4A; + l)P„-;^(xy) ^ ^  ^^  
(i)„-.« 
^ , „ , , \i\{a + A)„(/? + /i)„(2n -Ak + •l-J-'n-2fc 
k^o [a + P + X + fijr, [f) k\ 
r.3-.0;0 
^ -f^2:0;0 
-fc, - | — n + A;, 1 - a — /? — A — /x — n : 
1 — a - A - n , 1 — /3 — // — n : 
2 2 
a: ,y , (8.5.6) 
where Pn{x) is the Legendre polynomials of one variable [40]. 
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k=0 
iP + XU2n - 4fc + 1)(1 + z)^Pr,.2k{xy, z) 
^ ^1:2;0 
- / c , - | - n +A;: 7 - ^ , | U - A;-; 
X y 
l-p-X-n: 7,/^; (l + z)'{l + ^) 
. (8.5.7) 
Gn{a,l3,X,fi;x,y) = J2 {a + X)n{P + fi)nO- + Z)2 P„_2fc(xt/, z) 
fe=o {a + P + X + fi)n{l)^_^ kl 
p3:0;0 
—A;, —| — n + fc, 1 — a — /3 — A — /i — n:—; 
' i ^ 2 X' y 
l - a - A - n , l - p - ^ f - n : - ; - ; ^ ^ ^ '' 
(8.5.8) 
where is the Legendre polynomials of two variables [28]. 
Rn{^, 7, A, /i; X, y) = 5 ] Fg'o 
fc=0 
~k, —f — n + A;: 7 — /?, ^  — A; —; 
2 2 
l - / ? - A - n : 7,/^;-; 
^ (^/? + A)„(t; + n-2fc)C^_,fe(x|/) 
(t;)„+i_fc fc! 
^ , . , s ijA (g + XUP + /^ )n(t; + n - 2fc) C^2fe(^y) 
X F. 3:0;0 2:0;0 
-fc, - - u - n + fc, l - a - j 9 - A - / i - T i : - ; - ; 
l - a - A - n , l - / ? - / / - n : - ; - ; 
2 2 (8.5.10) 
where C^(x) is the Gegenbauer polynomials of one variable [40]. 
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8.6 Bedient Polynomials of Three Variables 
Bedient polynomials of three variables are defined by 
Rn{lSn:\l^,S,iy]x,y,z) -
n! E E Z 
2p+2q+2T 
p=0 q=0 r=0 P- q- r. 
(7 - ^ ) p ( ^ - A)9(i^ - 6)r (8.6.1) 
22p+2,+2r(l _ ^ _ A _ <J - n ) , + , + , (7)p(/«),(l^)r ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ Z/^ '"' 
In terms of triple hypergeometric function, Bedient polynomials of three variables 
can be written as 
RnWn,Kl^,S,u;x,y,z) = {P + X + 5)ni2xyzr 
n\ 
- f , - f + i::7-A/^-A,i/-(^":-;-;-; 
l-/3-X-5-n:: 1,1-^,'^ • - ; - ; 
1 1 1 
2;2 ' ^ 2 ' -;2 (8.6.2) 
where for right hand side of (8.6.2), it may be recalled that the definition of a general 
triple hypergeometric function [53]. 
8.7 Generating Functions for Bedient Polynomials 
of Three Variables 




(1 - 2xyzt)-^-'-'F^'^ 
/3 + A + 5 :: 7 - ^, 1^ - A, z/ - 5 : - ; - ; - ; 
- :: 7 , / x , ; y : - ; - ; - ; 
,2 ..,2+2 .^ 2^2+2 x'^vH'^ y'zH' z'xH' 
{\-2xyzty (1 - 2xyzt)' {l-2xyzt) (8.7.1) 
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8.8 Generating Integrals for Bedient Polynomials 
of Three Variables 
The various generating integrals for Rn{P, 7, A, /i, 5, u; x, y, z) are as follows: 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
/ uy'^z^t^ vz^xH"^ wx^yH'^ \~ , 
where Re{-i) > Re{^) > 0, Re{pL) > Re{X) > 0 and Re{u) > Re{5) > 0. 
E Rr. iP, 7, A, n, 6, u- X, y, z^ = ^ ^^J^^ / e'^u'^-'-' 
Tl=0 0 
x^f • y^zH' z^xH^ uxYf /? + A + d, 7 - ;9, /^ i - A; 7, /i, z/; - du, l — 2xyzf l — 2xyzt' l — 2xyzt^ 
(8.8.2) 
where Re {-^^) < 1 and Re(u - S) > 0. 
f R^iP,7, A,M, J, ^ ;X,y,zr - ^^~lll'Tx^~'~' Je--u^-'-' 
n=0 
x * « l3 + X + 5,^-P,u-d;^,H,u;- du. 1 — 2xyzt' 1 ~ 2xyzt' 1 — 2xyzt 
(8.8.3) 
where Re {-^l^} < 1 and Reifi - A) > 0. 
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2^ i?„(/3,7, A,//, (^ , i/; X, y, ^ ) ^ = > 
n=0 r(7 - P) 
X * (3) /? + A + 5, |U - A, f - (^ ; 7, /i, z/; uy^z^t'^ z^x^t'^ 2„2/2 a; •^2/"'^ 
l-2xyzt' l-2xyzt' l-2xyzt 
(8.8.4) 
where Re {-^^i) < 1 and Re{^ - ^) > 0. 
^fi„(/3,7,A,)U,(5,z^;x,y,2)t 
n=0 
„ _ (1 - 2xyzt)-^-^-' 
TiP + X + 5) 
oo 
/e-«n. /9+A+(5-l 
X i F i 
7 - ^ ; 
7; 
uy'^zH^ 
1 — 2x2/2^ 
X i F i 
i F i 




1 — 2x?/zt 
1 — 2xyzt 
du, (8.8.5) 
where Re [^^^±±^) < l and Re{P + X + d)>0. 
Y. ^"(^ ' 7, A, /i, 5, z/; X, y, z)e ^ (1 - 2xyzt)-^ 
71=0 r(7 - /3)r(/x - X)V{v - 5) 
_ \ _ A oo oo oo 
• t t i^7- /3 - l 
0 0 0 
^^M-A-ly^u-5- l^(3) 
^ + A + 5 : 7,/i, z/;-
,2 ..2+2 2^2+2 .2,,2-*2 
uy z'^r vz^x r wx^yH 
l — 2xyzt' \ — 2xyzV \ — 2xyzt 
xdudvdw, (8.8.6) 
where Re ( - ^ ) < 1, Re ( - ^ ) < 1 and Re ( - ^ ) < 1. Also Re{j -
13) > 0, i?e(/i - A) > 0 and Re{u - 5) > 0. 
8.9 Expansion of Bedient Polynomials of Three 
Variables 
Here we obtain some expansions of Bedient polynomials of three variables Rn{/3,7, A, /i, 
5, u] x, y, z) in a series of Legendre, Hermite and Gegenbauer polynomials. These are 
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as follows: 
[f] 
RniP, 7, A, ^, 5,1/; a;, y, 2;) = £ ] 
fc=0 
{P + X + S)nHn-2k{xyz) 
k\ {n-2k)\ 
X ir(3) 
— k :: "y — P,ii — X,u — 5 : 
I — ^ — X- 5 — n :: 7,/x,^': 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
, (8.9.1) 
where Hn{x) is the Hermite polynomials of one variable [40]. 
-Rn(/3,7,A,Af,(^,i^;x,2/,z) = Y^ {P + X + 5)n Hn-2k{^yz, w){l + w)'= 
. ^ ( 3 ) 
,^0 fc!(n-2A;)! 
- A;:: 7 - ^, /i - A, !^  - 5 : - ; - ; - ; 
x'^y^ y'^z^ z^x^ 
1 - /3 - A - (5 - n :: 7, /x, 1/: - ; - ; - ; l + ^«' 1 + w' 1+tt; 
(8.9.2) 
i?„(/3,7,A,/i,(5,i/;x,y,z) = 2 (/3 + A + (^ )„(2n - 4A; + 1) Pr,^2k{xyz) 
fc=0 (l),^.« 
X i?(3) 
-k,-\ -n + k :: 7 - / 3 , ^ - A, i / - 5 : - ; - ; - ; 
2 2 2 2 2 2 x y ,y z ,z X 
l-p~X-5-n:: 7,// ,z/: - ; - ; - ; 
, (8.9.3) 
where Pnix) is the Legendre polynomials of one variable [40]. 
Rr,{/3,^,X,(x,6,u;x,y,z)-= J ] 
fc=0 
(^ + A + 5)n{2n - 4A: + l)Pn-2kixyz, w){l + w)t 
ir(3) 
_ A ; , - i - n + fc::7-/3,M-A,i/-5:-;-;-; ^2^2 ^2^2 ^2^2 
1 - /3 - A - 5 - n :: 7 , M > ^ : - ) ) ) 
l + w ' l + iy ' l + w 
(8.9.4) 
where P„(a;, y) is the Legendre polynomials of two variables [28]. 
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Rr,{/3,j,X,fi,S,u;x,y,z) = ^ kl 
ir(3) 2 2 2 2 2 2 
k=0 {v)n+l-k 
— k, —V — n -\- k :: ^  — (3, jj. ~ X, u — 5 : —; —; 
1 - / 3 - A - 5 - n : : 7,/x, i / : - ; - ; - ; 
where C'^{x) is the Gegenbauer polynomials of one variable [40]. 
8.10 Bedient Polynomials of m-Variables 
Bedient polynomials of m-variables are defined by 
Rn{ai,Pi,a2,l32, • • •, am, ^3^; a;i, X2, • • •, Xm) 
[t] [i-n] [ t -n - r^ - -
x{2{XiX2---Xm)rJ2 E ••• E 22n+2r2+-+2r^ r - J ^ J . . . r I 
r i=0 r2=0 r„=0 ^ ' I - ' 2 - 'm-




1 + a 2 -1 1- am)n 
n\ 
{~'n)2ri+2r2+-+2rm 
{ l - a i - a 2 a „ i - n)r,+r2+-+r„XPl)ri {^2)r2 ' ' ' {^m)rr,,x{'X2^ • • • X^ 
(8.10.1) 
According to the definition (1.3.17), in terms of hypergeometric function, Bedient 
polynomials of m-variables can be written as 
(ai + 0:2 H V oim)n 




- f . - f + !•• A -" i ; /^2 -a2 ; - - - ; 
1 - ai - a2 a-m - n : ^ 1 -,^2 
Pm '~ ^rri) i i i 
2 ' 2.' ' 2 
. ^1 ^2 ^ m 
(8.10.2) 
where for right hand side of (8.10.2), it may be recalled that the definition of Kampe 
de Feriet function of m-variables [19]. 
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8.11 Generating Function for Bedient Polynomials 
of m-Variables 
The generating function for i?n («!, A, a2, p2,-•• ,C(m,Pm; Xi,X2,-•-..Xm) is defined as 
follows: 
Y^ Rn{ai, Pi, ^2, P2, ••• ,am, Pm] Xi,X2, ••• ,Xm)t'' 
n=0 
= {1 - 2{x^X2 • • • x „ ) t } - " ^ - " ^ - - " - F f ; / 
Pra ^mi 
• f ' - f + 5 • Pi -Oi\\P2-Oi2] 
1 - ttl - 0:2 Oim-n: Pi; 
o. . 0 . {l-2{XiX2-••Xm)t}' {l-2{xiX2---Xm)t}' 
H2) ' ' ' : ymi 
7;?7r? • • • T/^ ,t^ 
. (8.11.1) {1 - 2{x 1X2-••Xm)t}' 
8.12 Generating Integrals for Bedient Polynomials 
of m-Variables 
Some generating integrals for Bedient polynomials of m-variables Rn(ai,Pi, a2,P2, 
• • •,Qm,Pm]Xi,X2,---,Xm) are as-given below: 
^ n f o o o \,n riPi)T{P2)---T{Pm) 
2 ^ Rn{ai,Pi,a2,p2, •••,0:m, Pm\ Xi,X2r--, Xm)t = 
n=0 T{ai)T{a2)---T{am) 
X 
{ l - 2 ( j : i 3 ; 2 - - - x j t } - " ^ - " ^ - - " " ' 
T{Pi-ai)r{p2-a2)---r{Pm-am) 
1 1 1 Il-h'-"" .J2~a2-1 Jm-Om-l ^2 ^ m 
0 0 0 
2^2 ™2 +2 W1X2X3 • • • X^t 
'<"-r-'('-")°'-'-(^-'-)°"-'i'-^i-2&.^ 
2 2 2+2 2 2 2 ^ 2 \ —01—0:2 am 
, t/2a:iX3---X^« ^^^_^UmXiX,---X^_,l_]^ du^ dU2 ' • • dUm, 
I - 2{xiX2 • • • Xm)t 1 - 2{XiX2 • • • Xm)t, 
(8.12.1) 
where Re{Pi) > Re{ai) > 0, Re{P2) > Re{a2) > 0, • • •, Re{Pm) > Re{oim) > 0. 
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Y^ Rn{ai, /3l, 0 2 , p2: ' • ' , « « , ^m] ^i, X2, • • • •, X ^ ) t " 
-1=0 
{l-2{xiX2---x^)t}--^^-^'--^' 00 00 00 
V{l5r~a^)V{^2-a2)---V{^m-Oim) am)J J J 
U1—U2 ' U m ^ . A - ^ J - l , / 3 2 - 0 2 - l 
'U Uo 
0 0 0 
X • • • u ; 
/ 3m-am- l^ (m) 
2,^2 ^2 +2 
« ! + a 2 H + a^n, A , /^2, • • • , /?m; 
' ^ 1 ^ 2 ' ' ^ 3 • • ••^m'^ 
U2xf :c^ • • • x'J UjnX'^X2 ' • • Xjj^t 
{1 - 2{xiX2 • • • Xm)t}' ' {1-2(2:1X2 •••2:^)0 
{l~2{XiX2---Xm)t}' 
dui du2- • • dum, (8.12.2) 
wnere /te j {i_2(xii2-x^)t} / < ^'^^ \ {i-2(iix2-x™)t} / < ^'-'-"^ \ {i-2(xix2-:r„)t} J 
< 1 and i?e(/3i - ai) > 0, i?e(^2 - 0:2) > 0, • • •, -Re(/3m - a^) > 0. 
YJ Rn{ai,Pl, ^ 2 , A , • • • , ftm, /5m; Xl, ^ z , • " " , a^m)^'' 
n=0 
{1 -2 (x ia :2 - - -x„ ) i}" a i - " 2 «n 
r(A - ai) 
^2 - ^ 2 , /?3 - a s , • • • , /^m - Oim, ^l, h , ' ' ' , Pm] 
•^1-^3 -''m'-
{l -2(XiZ2-- -2 ;m) t} ' ' {1 - 2{XiX2 • • • Xm)t} 
^here i?e { - j i z | g i ^ } < 1 and i?e(A - ai) > 0. 
UX2X2, • • • X^t 
{l-2{XiX2---Xm)t}' 
du, (8.12.3) •^1-^2 • ^ m - l ' ' 
J]] i?„(Q!l, /3i, a2, y32, • • • , ttm, /5m; 3^ 1, 3^ 2, ' " " , 3;™)^ " 
n=0 
{l-2(xia:2---x«)i}" • a i - a 2 Om 
r(/?2 - a2) 




{l-2(Xi,X2---Xm)t}' ' {l~2{xiX2---Xm)t}_ 
^^ here i?e { - ^ 4 | ~ ^ } < 1 and i?e(/32 - a2) > 0. 
£iu, (8.12.4) 




{1-2(2:1x2 • • •x j i}""^"" ' " • • ' "" 
n=0 
T{l3m - am) 
| g - u ^ ^ ^ - a ^ - l ^ ( m ) f^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . . . ^ ^ ^ ^ 
A - tti, /52 - 0:2, • • • , /5m-l - Ctm-1,1^1, P2, •••,Pm;-
• " ^ 1 ^ 2 • • '^m-l^ 
{l-2{XiX2---Xm)t}' ' {1 - 2{XiX2 • • • Xm)t} 
-^2-^3 •^m'' 
{l -2(a ; iX2-- -a ; JO ' 
du, (8.12.5) 
fcC 1 iJ^Q * * **^»^» 1 ** 
where Re \ -i^^b^^^^^ \ < l and ReiPm - «m) > 0. 
Y,Rn{ai,Pl,a2,P2,---,Olm,Pm]^hX2,---,X^)t'' 
n-0 
{1-2(3:1X2 • • • x ^ ) t } - " ^ - " ^ - - " " 
r ( a i + 012 + • • • + am) 
g -u ai+-a2H hom-l 
X i F i 
X i F i 
•• iFi 
A - a i l , , „ 2 „ 2 . . „ 2 ^ 2 
o . {l-2(xi.X2---x^)i} 
P2 - 012] ti-r'^T^ . . . -r^ /2 
n. {l-2(xiX2---x^)t} 
Pm Otjj 
UX1X2 • • •X^_it 
n . {1 - 2(xiX2 • • • 2;^)t} 
Mmi 
rfu, (8.12.6) 
where Re ( ( - i - l - - ^ ^ - ^ j ^ l - - ^ - i ) t - ) < 1 and /i!e(ai + a2 + • • • + a^) > 0. 
8.13 Expansion of Bedient Polynomials of m-Varia 
bles 
In this section we obtain some expansions of Bedient polynomials of m- variables 
i?„(ai, ;5i, a2, /52, • • •, cim, /^ m; a;i, 0:2, • • •, Xm) in a series of Legendre, Hermite and Gege 
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nbauer polynomials. These are as follows: 
( a i + Q!2 -I 1- am)n 
Rn{ai,l3i,a2,p2,---,Otm,Pm;Xl,X2,---,^m)'=Yl u l OMI 
fc=0 ^ ' v " ~ '^'^r 
1:1 
xF-i 
~k Pi - O i ; ^2 - " 2 ; • • • ; Pm - Otm] 
1 - ai - Q;2 cxm - n : /3i; p2; • • •; 13m] 
{x2X3---Xmf, 
{XiXs • • • Xmf, • • • , -(Xi2;2 • " • X^^if if„_2fc(2;iX2---Xm)- (8.13.1) 
/ ? n ( a i , / 3 l , Q ; 2 , / ? 2 , - - - , « m , / 3 m ; a ; i , 3 ; 2 , - - - , ^ m ) = X l 
A:=0 
-k: Pi - ai] ^2 - 0^2] • • •', Pm - Oim; 
1 - a i - Q;2 am-n: Pi;p2;---;Pm] 
XiX3---X„,f {XiX2 • • • Xm-lf 





1 + W 
1+W 1 + W 
{l+wfHn-2k{xiX2 •••x^, w). (8.13.2) 
Rn{ai, Bl-,(^2-, P2r • • ^OLm, Pm\Xi,X2,- • • .,Xm) = J ] 




-k, -I - n + k : Pi - ai; P2 - ^2] • • • ] Pm - ctm; 
{X2X3---Xmf 
1 - Qfi - a 2 
(2;ia;3 • • • Xmf, •••, (a;ia;2 • • • Xm-if 
Pl]P2',- • •]Pm] 
(2n-4/c + l)P„_2fc(xiX2---xJ. (8.13.3) 
Ul a a Q \ v^(Q'i + Q^2 + --- + Q;m)n(l + w)^ 
Rn{ai,PuOL2,P2,- • • ^0Cm,Pm\Xi,X2,- • • ,Xm) = 2 ^ TTx 
2:1 
xi^y 
/i;,-^ - n + A;: ;5i -ai]P2 - 0-2] • • • \ Pm - otm] 
"•> 2 
1 - Qi - Q;2 Oim~fl 
{XiXj,---Xmf {XiX2---Xm-lf 
(3:2X3 • • • Xmf 
1 + W 
1+W l + W 
{2n-Ak + \)Pn-2k[xiX2---Xm^w). (8.13.4) 
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jt=0 V^Jn+l-A; '''• 
2:1 
^Ft:l 
-k, -V - n + k : /3i - ai; j32 - a2; • • •; Pm - am] 
{X2X3 • • • Xm) , 
1 - a i - a2 
(XiXs • • • Xmf, •••, (X1X2 • • • Xm-lf 
^r,/32; • • -'jPrn', 
(t;+n-2fc)C:_2fc(xiX2 • • • x„). (8.13.5) 
The contents of this chapter accepted/published/communicated in the form of two 
papers as mentioned below: 
(i) A study of Bedient polynomials of two variables, communicated for publication. 
(ii) A study of Bedient polynomials of three and m-variables, communicated for 
publication. 
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1 Hermite polynomials of three variables 
Hermite polynomials of three variable Hn{x,y,z) is defined as follows: 
ul ^ ffl(-irn!g„_2.(x,z/)(a;2/)^-z"-^'-
H„ix,y,z) = l^ , , _ , . , . (1-1) 
r=0 
r! (n - 2r)! 
where Hn{x,y) is Hermite polynomial of two variables [2]. The definition (1.1) 
can also be written as 
H^{x, y.z) = \ ^ \ ^ ri.!(n-2r-2.)! ^^''^ 
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1. D E F I N I T I O N : Tl !C modified Hermite jjolynomials of two variables H,i{x,y;a) 
is defin(M as follows: 
wdiere H„(x;a) is the modified Hermite polyuonual of one variable defined and studied 
by M.A. Khan, Add. Khan and N. Ahmad [2]. 
The definition (1.1) is equivaJent to tlu; following explicit representation of Hn{x. y: a): 
Hr.{x,y-a) = {2xylogaT E E ^ W^irT'^^''^- (1-2) 
r = ( ) s = 0 " ' • "'• 
In terms of double hypergeometric function, the modified Hermite polynomials of two 
variables can be written as 
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relationship with Hermite polynomials of one variable, some special 
properties and expansion of Legendre polynomials in terms of Hermite 
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1. DEFINITION 
Hermite polynomials of W-variable //^(XijA^j/"" /^m) ^ defined as follows: 
Irl [§"'•=•] lr"''»"'":~-~''m-i] 
'•^ ' '•^ ( „ \ /'_1^^+»•-+•+'•m 
^r.(^l'*2.-.^m)= 2 . L, '" L-, 
r,=Q r,=0 r„=0 
'^ ^n-2ri-2rj- -2r„(^l)*l '*2 ' ' " " ^ m ' "" ' [ 1 X^X^ •• X^] -.{1.1) 
where /f^(*i) is well-known Hermite polynomial of one variable. The definition (1.1) can also 
be written as 
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